FREE!

COLOUR

TELEVISION

Power Tool Booklet

SCHOOL

Inside PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER this

month you get a wonderful EXTRA 16 -page
booklet on using power tools! It's designed
to help the home handyman build furniture

DAYLIN ELECTRONICS ANNOUNCE A
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE IN THE THEORY
AND PRACTICE OF COLOUR TELEVISION

time on a great many jobs around the home!

A series of 10 lessons dealing in detail with:Colour mixing, the PAL colour syStem, colour receivers, de-

with a real 'professional look' and to save
SUPER 32 -PAGE

COLOUR PLANNING SUPPLEMENT
Exciting colour schemes, decorations and new materials to
make your home look like new!

coders, IF circuits, time -bases, convergence, waveforms, set-up

procedures, test equipment, fault finding, typical circuits.
This course is designed for engineers who will be called upon
to service colour television receivers within the coming months.
Expert guidance throughout the course. Test questions with
each lesson. Model answers supplied. Terms available. Certificates awarded.

BUILD YOUR OWN HOLIDAY HOME

Fee for the complete course 10 guineas.

A design fcr your own riverside or seaside chalet including a boat house and carport ! Ideal for taking your own
holidays and to earn money 'letting' to others!

To: DAYLIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED
32 PARKSTONE DRIVE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX

HURRY FOR THIS MAY ISSUE! OUT NOW 2 -

Please send, without obligation, details of your Colour
television course.

PRACTICAL
HOLDER
T.V.
TUBES

"VIDEOCHROME

FOR

T.V.
TUBES

BRILLIANCE & DEFINITION

NAME
ADDRESS

17in.-£11.10.0
19in. SLIMLINE

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE

SOBELL-24 Gns. EX -RENTAL TELEVISIONS
FREE ILLUSTRATED
LIST OF TELEVISIONS

COMPARE

17"-19"-21"-23"

OR

CHEQUE

WITH

ORDER

c./

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEED
TUBES 100% REGUNNED
Slim Line Tubes 110' 17" and 19" 99 6.
21" and 23" 119/6.

21" 109'6. 14" and other sizes 69 6.

COCKTAIL/STEREOGRAM CABINET £25
''''

storage space. Height
35,iin., width 521in.. depth 14: in.
Legs
gn. extra.
Record

mmemmmmm=slm
I

Speakers 6/6: 27-7563. 2;"-35
63 P. & P. 2/6. Acos Mits. 35/ Standard: Stick Mic. 2.gns. P. &
P. 3/6. Asstd. Cond
s: 10/.

10 YEARS EACH TUBE

BENCH AND SET TESTED TO A VERY

,,....---tor 50.
Resistors: I0/- for SO.
P.

HIGH

VIDEOCHROME TUBES LTD.

&

P.

7/6.

4/6. Asstd. Controls:

Asstd.

P. &

P.

10 - for

P. & P.
7,6. Transistors:
Mullard matched output kit 9,
0081D-2 0081's. P. & P. FREE.
Ferrite Rods 3/6: 6" x i" complete with LW/MW Coils. P. & P. FREE.
TRANSISTOR CASES 19/6. Cloth covered, many colours. Size 93" x 63"

25.

x 3r P. & P. 4/6. Similar cases in plastic 7/6.

TRANSISTOR RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 19/6. Dim. I" x 143" x
I

SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 19/6. P. & P.7/6.
STRIP LIGHT TUBES 3'9 each. 11" (284 mm.1230/240 volts, 30 watts. Ideal

for cocktail catnnets. Worninating pictures, diffused lighting etc. 6 for LI.
P. & P. free.

25 BELLEVUE AVENUE,
RAMSGATE, KENT. Tel. THANET 52914

Polished
walnut veneer with
elegant glass fronted cocktail
compartment, padded. Position

for two 10m. elliptical speakers.
,

WHO HAVE BEEN REBUILDING TUBES

2 YEARS GUARANTEE FREE
DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U.K.

1/4"'..',...'

Normal Tubes 70' and 90' 17" 89 6.

ALL TUBES PRECISION REBUILT AT OUR
OWN FACTORY BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN

STANDARD BEFORE DISPATCH
PRICES FOR TWIN PANEL TUBES
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

n

ma wm

TRADE SUPPLIED

FOR OVER

.,---8

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY
mm
me m m am

PRICES

CASH

-::----

SIZES AND PRICES

OUR

17"-£4-15-0
19"-£5-5-0
21"--£6-10-0
23"-£7-10-0

7r-

WIDE RANGE OF MODELS

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621

3 Romford Road, London, E 1 2

Tel. 01-478 6001 2 3
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REBUILT TUBES
YOU'RE
SAFE

WHEN YOU

BUY FROM
RE -VIEW

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:
..
..
..

121n.
141 n.

15In.

L4.15.0

I7in.

L5. 5.0

LS. 0.0
LS. 5.0

191 n.

L5.15.0

21i

£7. 5.0

23in.
..
L8.10.0
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery

Discount for Trade
* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun
assembly and the correct voltage heater.

* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card
covering it for two years against all but breakage.

* Each tube is delivered free anywhere in the U.K.
and insured on the journey.
* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-how.

We were amongst the very first to pioneer the
techniques of rebuilding television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey.
Tel. 01689/7735

VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW!

TESTED!

GUARANTEED!

SETS W15.7i3NDA19.192TOUP DL"'
2.

OZ4

4/6 20F2
1A7OT 7/6 20P3
111601` 718 20P4

18/6
11/9
18/6
1N6GT 7/9 25U4GT11/6
IRS
5/6 3001
6/9
185
418 30016
18/1T4
2/9 30C18
9/884
5/9 30E6
16/3v4
6/9 SOFL1 12/6
5040 4/6 30FL12 14/6
51(3GT 6/9 30FL14 10/6
6Z40
7/6 301.1
8/6
8/301.2 12/8 30L15 14/6AL6
2/8 301.17 15/6
6AM6
8/6 30P4
12/6AQ5
4/9 30P12 13/9
OATS
41- 30P19 12/6AU6
4/9 30PL1 12/6
6BA6
4/6 30PL13 16/6
elm 4/8 30PL14 15/8

DL92
5/9
DL94
5/9
DL96
7/DY86 5/9
DY87
5/9
EABC80 6/6
EAF42 8/9
EB91
2/8
EBC33 7/6
EBC41 8/8
EBF80 8/9
EBF89 6/8
ECC81 8/9
E0082 4/9
ECC83 71ECC84 5/6
ECC85 5/9

6BW6 18/-

ECH42 10/8

613J6

6E13
6P14
6E23

8K70
6K80
61,18

6V6GT
6X4

ECC804 1246
ECF80 71-

E0382

7/- 35L6GT 81- EC/135

35W4
4/6
8/6 36Z4GT 5/9/- 6063
12/6
14/8 AC/VP2 10/2/6 AZ31
9/4/8 B729
12/8

6/- 00135 10/6/6 C1.33
8/6 CY31

18/6
6/9
DAC32 7/8
7B8
10/9 DAF91 4/8
7B7
7/- DAF96 6/8
706
6/9 DF33
7/9
7Y4
6/8 DF91
2/9
10F1
16/- DF96
8/10P18 15/6 0077
4/12AT7
8/9 DH81 10/9
12AU6 4/9 DK32
7/6
19A07 4/9 DK91
5/6
12.117 4/9 DK92
9/8

6150T 5/9

12K8GT 7/- rac903
11)B06017/6 01.35

7/51-

ECH81
ECH84

001.80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86

EF39
EF41
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EF94
EF183
EF184
EH90
EL33
EL34
EIA1
ELS4

6/9

6/-

5/9
7/6
6/9
8/9

9/-

EL90
EL96

5/- PENA4 12/6 UCC84

6/6 PEN36C1.5/5/9 PFL200 12/EM81
6/9 PL36
9/9
E3184
616 PL81
7/8
EM87
7/7/6 PL82
EY61
7/8 P1.83
7/EY86
6/9 P1,84
6/6
0040
7/6 P1.500 18/EZ41
7/6 P1.504 15/6
EZ80
4/8 PL608 23/6
EZ81
4/9 PL802 14/8
0032
8/9 PM84
7/9
KT32
5/- PX.26 10/6
KT61
8/9 PY31
5/6
KT68
I- PY32 10/ME140016/- PY33 10/N78
14/9 PY81
5/8
PABC80 71- PY82
5/8
PC86 10/8 PY83
6/9
PC88
10/8 PY88
8/8
PC96
8/6 PY800 7/6
PC97
8/8 PY801 6/9
PC900
8/8 R19
6/6
PCC84 6/6 020
12/6
PCC85
6/6 TH21C 9/9

E080

9/9 U25
8/8 PCC89 10/6 U26
8/9 PC0189 11/6 1347
9/6 PCF80 6/9 U49
4/9 PCF82 81- U62
PCC138

13/12/-

18/6
18/6
4/8
9/6 0
8/6
6/8 PCF800 18/6 0191 1216
6/3 PCF801 7/- U301 18/6
8/6 PCF802 9/6 U801
19/6
9/9 PCF806 9/- UABC,80 8/8
6/- PCF806 11/6 UAF42 9/6
5/9 PCF808 10/8 UB41
6/8
6/9 PCL82 71- UBC41 8/6
8/9 PCL83 CO- ITBC81 719/6 PCL84 7/6 UBF80 8/10/6 PCL85 91- 17BF89 8/9
4/9 P01,88 816 U092
6/ -

6/- PCF86

UCC85

UCF80

Interested in
cutting your
motoring costs?

I;ff.46.VA:DF9.L0:1

7/9
6/6
8/3

UCH42 9/9
UCH81 6/9
UCL82

7/8
UCL83 1118
UF41
919
UF80
71UF86
8/9
0E89
6/9
UL41 10/6
111.44
20fUL84
71UM84
7/6
IJY41
UY85

7/-

AC107
AC127

8/6

AD140
AF102
AF115
AF116
AF117
AF124
AF125
AF126
AF127

7/6

You can save a considerable amount of money by
tackling some of the car maintenance jobs yourself
and the PRACTICAL MOTORIST ANNUAL is
designed specially to help you. Authoritative articles
and step-by-step instructions show you how to
maintain the engine, ignition, cooling, carburation,
transmission, suspension and steering, brakes,
tyres, bodywork, electrics, etc., and give advice on
simple tuning.
With holidays in mind there is a most helpful
section on camping and caravanning.
Every motorist needs the

6/9

VP4B 10/VP1321 51/Z77
8/8
Transistors

0026
0044
0045
0071
0072
0075
0081

OC81D

0082
0082D
0C170

2/8/8/-

8/8
7/6

8/6
718/6
6/9
2/8
2/8

2/6
2/6
2/6

PRACTICAL

218

2/8
2/8
2/8
2/6

motorist

READERS RADIO

85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,
ESSEX.
Tel. 01-550 7441
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or more, postage 6d. per
vale. extra. Any Paroel Insured against Damage In Transit 6d. extra.
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Colour Market
THREE YEARS ago, American TV executives

were confidently predicting that sales of
colour TV receivers would increase by something like two million per year. They are now
sadder and wiser men, faced with the fact that
latest estimates are given as an increase of

only half -a -million a year, which for 1969

means an 8-10% gain compared with a 12%
sales growth in 1968.

One of the chief worries now nagging

at the twenty or so American manufacturers
is that there might not be sufficient demand
for receivers and the matter is more serious
for the smaller makers who are finding it a
struggle to stay competitive.
Casting around for reasons why this shortfall should occur revealed that with over

19 million colour sets

in

use, 31% of the

THIS MONTH
Teletopics

340

Video Amplifiers-Part 1
by K. T. Wilson 342
DX -TV

by Charles Rafarel 345

Fault Finding Focus-A.G.C.
Circuits-Part 1
by S. George

346

The PTV Videoscope-Part 2
by Martin L. Michaelis, M.A.

350

Servicing Television Receivers Thorn 950/960 Chassis continued
by L. Lawry -Johns

355

market is saturated. It seems that the buyers

Underneath the Dipole

mainly high -income better -educated families,
indicating that those most willing to buy have
already done so.

Programme Production
by M. D. Benedict

360

Installing and Servicing Colour
by P. G. Alfred
Receivers-Part 8

366

of these " first generation " receivers were

But-if the American home produced
receivers are losing ground, the importers
are leaping in. Japanese manufacturers,
marketing directly under their own brand
marks, doubled their sales in 1969 and are
expected to make further gains, especially
in

the smaller -screen

models, for while

US manufacturers have introduced smallerscreen sizes the cut in cost has been only

by lconos

359

Inside TV Today-Part 17-

Practical Aerial Design-Part 3
by A. J. Whittaker

371

Television Receiver Testing-Part 11

-Sound Circuit Tests

margina I.

by Gordon J. King 373

We hope that our own manufacturers can
read the warning in these facts of economic
life across the Atlantic. For the same sort
of situation could easily develop in the UK,
particularly now that single -standard u.h.f.
colour TV will be with us within a year.

Your Problems Solved

379

Test Case 78

380

THE NEXT ISSUE DATED JUNE WILL BE
PUBLISHED MAY 23

W. N. STEVENS, Editor.
All correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed to: The Editor, "Practical Television", 1PC Magazines Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, WC2. © IPC Magazines Ltd., 1969. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in "Practical Television" is
Reproduction or imitation of any of these is therefore
specifically reserved throughout the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the USA.
expressly forbidden.
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A FUTURE RIVAL TO THE TRANSISTOR RADIO?

MOTOROLA of Chicago has developed a television set measuring only
3/ x 21 X If in. and weighing less than a pound. The set has a one-inch
screen and its earphone lead is used as an aerial. Its sensitivity is stated

to be comparable with full-size portable television sets and power is
derived from four mercury penlight cells.
Revealed as an experimental project to demonstrate the application
of advanced semiconductor and engineering techniques, the set is not
intended for the commercial market at present.
Most of the total volume of about 13 cubic inches is occupied by the

Lkf
A BIT BETTER
Soldering iron bits which can

last for more than 600,000 joints,
and have an estimated life of some
75 times that of copper, are to be

put on the market by Litesold.

These bits have a 250 micron thick

coating of iron, plus protective
layers of nickel and chromium, all

of which are as thick as practicable without impairing the flow
of heat.

The

bits,

made by

Philips, will be available in three
standard shapes-chisel, screwdriver and conical. The price will
be fairly high, but when the length
of service is taken into consideration the new bits are claimed to
be quite economical.
NEW MODELS INCLUDE 20" SETS

Four 20in. models are amongst
the latest releases from the set makers.
Model

The

Ferguson

20in.

3660 and HMV 20in.

Model 2650 are both fitted with
the Thorn/ BRC 1400 chassis and

have the recommended price of
£76 10s.

Philips announce the "Super

20" Model 0230, with 20in. type
A50-120W/R tube. This is fitted
the Philips group's 210
hybrid chassis and the recommenwith

picture tube, power supply and batteries, the actual receiver circuits
taking up only one cubic inch. Altogether 43 Motorola transistors and
diodes are employed in the receiver which is at present designed for
single channel operation. The set has a 3 -transistor tuner, 3 -stage i.f.

amplifier, 2 -stage video amplifier, ratio -detector type intercarrier sound

demodulator and automatic gain control.
Power consumption is 11W, about half this being taken by the tube
heater. The power supply converts the battery voltage to 11V, 100V,
275V, 1.2kV and 3kV. The sweep circuits provide 200V sawtooth
voltages to each of the four electrostatic deflection plates.

GO-AHEAD FOR TV ' VARSITY '

Great Britain's "Open University "-the TV and radio college for

home students-is to start in 1971. The university will open for enrolments early in 1970 and more than 150,000 applicants are expected.
The university authorities have agreed with the BBC to have 30 hours
a week teaching on BBC -2 and 30 hours on radio.
Correspondence courses will also be used by the university, together
with programmed learning methods and full-time short residential
courses. A general degree in several subjects at ordinary and honours
levels will be given.

ded price is £81 5s. 4d. A new
colour set from Philips is the
"Super 22" Model 503, fitted

with the 22in. type A56 -120X

shadowmask tube.

The Pye group's first 20in.
model is the Ekco T529, at
£83 10s. Id. Also from the group
are the Ekco 19in. Europa Model

T527 (£77 7s. 10d.) and 23in.
models T526 (£85 10s. 10d.) and
T528 (£88 I Is. 11d.), the Ferranti
19in. Model T1181 (£79 8s. 7d.)
and 23in. Model T1182 (£88 I Is.
11d.) and the Pye 19in. Olympic
Models

77

and

75

(both

£77 7s. 10d.) and 23in. Model 76
(£88 I Is. I Id.). All these models
are fitted with the group's 368
hybrid chassis.
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ALLOCATION OF ITA UHF TRANSMITTERS

UNDERWATER COMBINED
CAMERA AND LIGHTING UNIT

THE ITA has now announced the allocation to programme contractors'
areas of the first 26 transmitters of its u.h.f. 625 -line network. The first
four transmitters in the new network will, it is hoped, go into operation
towards the end of the year, and the next three are also expected to be
in service by the beginning of 1970. All 26 transmitters should be in
operation by about the end of 1971.
All transmitters for the u.h.f. network are being co-sited-that is, ITE,
and BBC will share the same aerial masts and towers. Because u.h.f.
service areas are smaller than v.h.f. ones a considerable number of new
sites will be needed to provide similar national coverage on u.h.f. This
imposes on ITA the problem of allocating transmitters so that the service
areas reconcile as far as is practicable with the programme contractors'
boundaries. As, however, there is no way in which radio waves can be

told to go so far but no further some slight differences in the areas

served by the programme contractors on u.h.f. and v.h.f. are inevitable.
By careful choice of the allocation of the 625 -line transmitters (even
where this has meant the provision of additional microwave links) the

Authority has endeavoured to keep these discrepancies as small as
possible.

The transmitter allocations are as follows :

Group 70 Limited of Manchester have developed, in conjunction

with Marconi Marine Limited, a
new underwater combined camera
and lighting unit.
It is possible to operate the unit
down to a depth of 350 feet with-

out the slightest fear of water

interfering with cables, lights or
camera.

The camera is housed in the

centre and the lighting arms carry
quartz iodine type lights. Reflectors for the lights are adjustable.

A feature of the unit is its neu-

tral buoyancy, merely requiring a
gentle push to obtain forward or
sideways motion as desired.
Another big advantage is in the
method of sealing the cable. Even
should the underwater. cable lead

be hacked into two pieces,

a

bond automatically seals the cable
so that the camera is sealed instantaneously and no water penetrates.
IC FILMSTRIP FROM MULLARD

New from the Mullard Educational

a

36 -frame,

" Integrated Circuits ".

Acting as

Service

is

35mm. colour filmstrip entitled

Station No. Transmitter
Crystal Palace (London)
101
Sutton Coldfield (Nr. Birmingham)
102
Winter Hill (Lancashire)
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

112
113
114
115
116
117
120
124
126
131

137
139
141

147
161

Emley Moor (Yorkshire)
Black Hill (Nr. Glasgow)
Wenvoe (Nr. Cardiff)
Divis (Nr. Belfast)
Rowridge (Isle of Wight)
Pontop Pike (Durham)
Mendip (Somerset)
Waltham (Nr. Melton Mowbray)
Durris (Kincardineshire)
Dover (Kent)
Tacolneston (Norfolk)
Sudbury (Suffolk)
Bilsdale (Yorkshire)
Beckley (Nr. Oxford)
Belmont (Lincolnshire)
Sandy Heath (Bedfordshire)
Hannington (Hampshire)

Caradon Hill (East Cornwall)
Caldbeck (Cumberland)
Heathfield (East Sussex)
Redruth (West Cornwall)
Craigkelly (Fife)
Selkirk (Selkirkshire)

Programme Company
London Companies
ATV
Granada
Yorkshire Television
Scottish Television
Harlech
Ulster Television
Southern Television
Tyne Tees Television
Harlech
ATV
Grampian Television
Southern Television
Anglia Television
Anglia Television
Yorkshire Television
ATV
Anglia Television
Anglia Television
Southern Television
Westward Television
Border Television
Southern Television
Westward Television
Scottish Television
Border Television

All these u.h.f. stations will carry combined colour and black -and white programmes from the time they go into service. The programmes
transmitted will also be transmitted simultaneously on the 405 -line
system by the existing network of v.h.f. (Band III) stations in black -and -

white only. The v.h.f. transmissions will continue for a number of
years so that existing receivers will not be rendered obsolete.
Viewers who can already receive the BBC -2 u.h.f. transmissions (in

an introduction to the subject for
students of semiconductor technology. the notes provided with
the filmstrip can easily be edited
to suit varying audience levels.
Also available as a set of slides

black -and -white or colour) should be able to receive the ITA u.h.f.
transmissions as they become available in their district without any
change in receiver or aerial system. When all three British programme
services are available in a particular district it will be possible to use a

film is obtainable from The Slide
Centre Ltd., Portman House,

a good aerial system-installed in the loft or better still on a high

mounted in 35mm. frames, the
17

Broderick

S.W.17.

Road,

London,

The cost is £2 for the

filmstrip and £2 10s. for the slides.

single -standard (625 -line only) receiver with a single u.h.f.-only aerial.
The most important factor in obtaining good u.h.f. reception is to use
outside mounting

A further announcement is expected shortly giving the programme
company allocations of the first batch of relay stations.
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wi"-Itid- AMPLIFIERS
AT sots stage in the processing of a signal, whether

it be an audio signal from a microphone, a video

signal from a TV camera tube or a set of pulses from
a sync generator, amplification is necessary. The performance of the amplifier is dictated by the type of
signal which is being amplified, so that very considerable differences exist between amplifiers for the three
types of signal just mentioned. Comparing audio and
video amplifiers, it is instructive to see how the most
noticeable difference, that of frequency range, arises.
Frequency Response

The frequency response of an audio amplifier is

basically the response of

the human ear which

extends from about 40Hz to 15kHz. In practice the
ear can operate satisfactorily with a much narrower
range, and also with considerable variations in amplification over the frequency range, though for good

quality sound the graph of amplification against

frequency, plotted with the frequency on a logarithmic scale and the amplification in decibels (also a
logarithmic scale), should be flat with only a 3dB

drop in amplification at the ends of the range.
The logarithmic scale is used for two reasons:
since a given distance on the frequency scale represents two frequencies with a definite ratio (for
example a scale of equidistant points might have
values of 10Hz, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz and 100kHz
so that the distance between two adjacent scale marks

represents a tenfold increase of frequency), a very
large frequency range can be represented with a
logarithmic scale. The second reason is linked to
human physiology: the ear has itself a logarithmic
response. The ratio of the loudest tolerable sounds to
the sounds which are just audible is about 10 million
million times, but as far as the ear is concerned this

ratio appears to be about 130 times and for this

reason we define a power ratio in decibels as 10 log
P2/P1 where P2 and P1 are the two powers being
compared, one decibel being the minimum difference
which the ear can notice. The response of the eye to
light seems to be similar, covering a similar range of
brightness.
Video Frequency Range

The frequency range of a video amplifier is determined by the type of picture information which is

down to d.c. At the other end of the scale consider
a 625 -line scan which is completed in 1/25 second
(remember that scans are interlaced so that only half
the lines are scanned in each 1/50 second field). 625
lines in 40msec ('125 sec) means a total line time of
64,usec but we must also fit in the sync pulse with its

front porch and back porch (with room for

the

colour sync burst) occupying a total of about 12,usec
thus leaving 52µsec for scanning one line.

Suppose now we wish to examine some fine
detail. The finest detail we can see in the vertical
direction is set by the number of scanning lines,
in this case 625. If we wish to be able to see 625
lines in the horizontal direction, that is in 52µsec,
then the voltage of the waveform must go through
a cycle of rising and falling 625 times in 52µsec
which is 12 million times in 1 sec, i.e., a bandwidth

of 12MHz. This is a greater bandwidth than it

is

possible to transmit, even in Band V, and in practice
we aim at rather less than half this, corresponding

to the vertical resolution of one field, about 300
lines.

Time Constants and Bandwidth

A time constant occurs in an amplifier wherever
a resistor is connected to a capacitor or an inductor,
and whether such time constants limit the high or
low frequencies depends on the way in which
they are connected, as shown in Fig. 1. As frequency
Fig. 1: (a) Limits high -frequency
response because the capacitor

short-circuits the signal at high
frequencies.

(b)

Limits

low -

frequency response because the
capacitor has a high impedance at
low frequencies. The earth connection may be any point which is
at a fixed voltage, e.g. the h.t. line.

I

a)

is increased a resistor remains of constant resistance,

but the impedance (the effect of a capacitor or
inductor to resist current flowing) of an inductor
increases while that of a capacitor decreases.

being amplified. Suppose that a scene consists simply

Low -Frequency Losses

clear sky. Then for half of one field, one hundredth
of a second, the signal voltage must be steady if the
brightness of the sky or land is to be constant. This
requires the response of the video amplifier to extend

2(a) we can identify some of the time constants which
limit its bandwidth. Fig. 2(b) shows the same circuit

of a landscape, with the upper half of the picture

Looking at the simple amplifier shown in Fig.

redrawn to show how the time constants appear
from the point of view of the signal. As far as the
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Fig. 2: (a) Simple single -

RI

(b)
Out stage amplifier.
Stage redrawn to show
constants
present in the circuit.
Cs is the combined
stray capacitances.
the

In

CI

time

R2

(a)

Cl

which consists of a current in milliamps roughly
40 times the base signal voltage in volts, and this
output current depends only on the input voltage.
When we wire a resistive load to the collector of a
transistor this signal current is converted to

a

signal

voltage (by Ohms Law, 11=RI), but the signal
current will also take any short circuit path which
presents itself. The equivalent circuit (Fig. 3) of
a transistor shows what short circuit paths are
available. The internal collector -emitter resistance

is usually about 2501d/ and causes little bother, but
the stray capacitance at the collector will at some
frequency have an impedance equal to that of

the collector load and will cause a drop in freRI

R2

0

signal is concerned, the negative line is at earth

potential (since the power supply has a very large
capacitance and low resistance) and all the resistors
have stray capacitances across them which have been

combined together (Cs) in Fig. 2(b). Now we can
see that Cl and the parallel combination of RI and
R2 [=(R1.R2)/(R1+R2)] form one time constant,
which causes a drop in response at low frequencies,

while C3 and R5 is another. R4 and C2 form yet
another network causing a drop in response at

quency response. Even more serious is the " capacitance ", typically 50pF, between collector and base
(this varies with applied voltage) causing increasing
amounts of negative feedback as the frequency of
operation is raised.
When valves are used for amplification, pentodes
behave in a manner similar to transistors but with
very little feedback (Miller capacitance) while triodes
behave as if they generated a voltage Iklig (Fig. 4)
Fig. 4: Equivalent circuit of
triode valve (negative
RL and any stray
bias).
capacitance act as a potential
a

Rg

divider along with the anode
resistance Ra to limit amplification of the voltage ihVg.

low frequencies, this time because R4 causes nega-

tive feedback which is absent at frequencies for
which the impedance of C2 is low compared to
R4. At low frequencies, when the impedance of
even a 100/AF capacitbr starts to become appreciable

(100µF has about 32[2 impedance at 50Hz), the
feedback due to R4 starts to contribute to the drop
in amplification. At d.c. of course the gain of this
amplifier is zero.
High -Frequency Losses

The causes of high -frequency losses are less easy

to see. The shunt capacitances which cause the

trouble are always either built into the amplifying
device (transistor or valve) or into the circuitry in

the form of stray capacitances which cannot be
removed. As far as transistors are concerned, all
transistors working with the signal in at the base
and out at the collector (common -emitter circuit)
behave as if they generated a signal at the output

which is applied to a voltage divider consisting of
the internal resistance (Ra) and the anode load RL.
Here any stray capacitance reduces the effective
value of RL at high frequencies and causes a loss
amplification. In

the case of triodes there

is

also a moderately large capacitance between anode
and grid which causes feedback.
Returning to transistors, the feedback capacitance
causes more trouble at the input than at the output.
The charge stored in a capacitor is equal to the voltage swing across it multiplied by its capacitance, so
the feedback capacitance has a charge signal of
roughly Ccb x Vcb. For a capacitor between base and
emitter to equal this its charge signal would be Cbc
VcbCcb x
Vbc=Ceb x Veb, giving Ceb=Ccb X -=
Veb
amplification, so that the effect is equal to that of
having a much larger capacitance between base and
emitter. This Miller capacitance is generally much
greater than that due to strays and is the main cause
of loss of amplification at high frequencies (assuming that the structure of the transistor permits high
frequency amplification).

Extending the IF Response

Since the limits of low -frequency response are
caused by the coupling time constants and the
emitter-decoupling time constants one obvious
method of extending the range is to increase or elimiFig. 3: Equ'valent circuit (hybrid -pi) of a common -

The transistor behaves as a current
generator of gm milliamperes per volt of base signal.
Some of this output flows through rb'c and cb'c, some
emitter transistor.

through rce and some in the output load resistor R -load.

nate these time constants. The emitter time constant

can be eliminated by either not decoupling and

suffering a loss in gain (though this may be useful as
will be seen later) or by using a zener diode as the
emitter resistor. Coupling time constants may be
extended by using larger coupling capacitors until
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the d.c. leakage causes bias trouble or by direct

the back porch of the sync pulse or during the whole

coupling. For amplifiers of small gain and few stages

of the sync period if the video waveform has no

bias voltages (Fig. 5) is very satisfactory, but video
amplifiers of high gain and many stages cannot easily
use direct coupling because of stability problems.

ing is used extensively in video amplifiers used in
TV transmission and camera work and in CCTV

direct coupling with zener diodes to preserve the

sync pulses added (non -composite waveform). Clamp-

cameras. It is more satisfactory than any other method
of preserving low frequencies (even direct coupling)
and also eliminates hum and any other unwanted low
frequencies from the video signal. Note that a clamp
circuit must be fed from a high impedance and needs

a clamping pulse to operate it.
DC Restoration

D.C. restoration also connects the video signal to
a fixed voltage at intervals but the intervals are no
longer controlled. A simple d.c. restorer is shown in
Fig. 7. Whenever the signal becomes negative to
4.1.Signal with varying dc.level
u.

Fig. 5 Direct -coupled amplifer with zener diodes.

The alternative to direct coupling is to devise some
scheme for putting back the d.c. and low frequencies
which are lost in an amplifier which uses normal a.c.
coupling methods. If video waveforms were random
in voltage range, like noise, such schemes would be
impossible. But video waveforms are not random:
there is the sy,nc pulse (or an interval of zero signal)
every line and the voltages of black and peak white

are fixed. If the voltage of some fixed portion of
the signal (white, black or sync pulse tip) is compared to a fixed voltage every line and adjusted to
that voltage, then there will be no voltage drift of
the video signal and it will appear as if it had been

Fixed level (Earth potential)

Out

In

directly coupled through the amplifier, providing that

Fig. 7: Simple d.c. restorer.

voltage changes greatly during the 64,usec of a line.

earth the diode conducts, charging the coupling

the time constants are not so short that the d.c.

capacitor positively and restoring the signal to a
Clamping Circuits

Two methods of achieving this are clamping and

d.c. restoration. A clamping circuit is shown in Fig. 6.
Basically

it consists of a switch which shorts the

video signal to some fixed voltage at some definite
time. We might arrange for it to connect the signal
to earth during each sync pulse, or to 0.4V during
Signal with varying d.c.level

Signal with clamped d.c. level

positive d.c. level. D.C. restoration is one-way only
(the circuit shown cannot restore positive peaks) and
is uncontrolled (it does not restore each line, only
when the peak voltage causes the diode to conduct)
and is satisfactory only when a video signal contains
a " peak block " or sync pulse tin which can be used
as a peak to be restored. It does not eliminate hum
and does not necessarily assist in the restoration of
low -frequency signals.

NEXT MONTH: EXTENDING THE H.F. RESPONSE

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
COMPREHENSIVE AUDIO MIXER
Accepts inputs from tape recorder, radio tuner, pick-up or
microphone, each channel having a separate transistorised
amplifier. Outputs to drive main amplifier or 'phones.

SLIMLINE SUPERHET
Four -transistor

41x3xlin.

medium -wave

superhet

measuring

TRANSISTOR POWER OUTPUT STAGES
A practical survey of the various circuit techniques in use.
Clamping pulses

Fig. 6: Driven clamp circuit,
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DX

CHARLES RAFAREL

A MONTHLY FEATURE FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

TV

It is still

a period of awful conditions for both

SpE and Trop DX reception; in fact there has been
no significant change since my last report. It may
be some consolation that we are not alone in our
misery: reports indicate that the bad conditions have
extended throughout Europe.
The prevailing weather conditions, particularly the
snow in February, almost completely prevented any
Trop DX. This was brought home to me when
I had extreme difficulty in raising even the nearest

French locals down here, as happened on many
days.

For SpE the marginal improvement noted last

time has not progressed much; it is still early for
this however. Here is the SpE log for the period
1/2/69 to 6/3/69.

1/2/69 Czechoslovakia Rl.
3/2/69 Czechoslovakia Rl.

Rl.
5/2/69 Czechoslovakia Rl.
14/2/69 Czechoslovakia R1 and W. Germany E2.
22/2/69 Czechoslovakia R1 and W. Germany E4.
23/2/69 West Germany E2.
4/3/69 USSR Rl.
For Traps there was nothing except weak French
locals in Bands I/III and u.h.f.
4/2/69

We have received the following list of East

German u.h.f. stations from I. C. Beckett
Ch.29 Schwerin (no date of operation yet).
Ch.27 Loba, Nr. Gorlitz (operational).
Ch.31 Dequeda (operational).
Ch.31 Inselberg (no date of operation yet).
Ch.33 Blessberg (no date of operation yet).
Ch.34 Brocken (operational).
Ch.27 Berlin seems to have altered its channel
but no details of the new one as yet.

Roy Sheppard, a late colleague of R. Bunney

at STV, has given us the following news of Amman

Ch.E3: "The test card used by Jordan TV is the
normal BBC test card C with the word Jordan
directly after the letter C. This is transmitted on
Ch.E3 and E6 starting at 5p.m. local time and
ending at the start of programmes at 6p.m. Local
time is G.M.T. plus two hours. The programmes

end between 10p.m. and midnight local time, quite
a few being in English with Arabic subtitles." Roy
should know-he now works for Jordan TV!
Amman Ch.E3 should be a possible here under good
SpE conditions.
New EBU listings from R. Bunney are as follows:
Austria: Patscherkopfl 2/Innsbruck Ch.23 800kW
hor.

Lichtenberg/Linz Ch.43 800kW hor.
Belgium: Genk BRT Ch.44 200kW hor.
Oostvleteren BRT Ch.49 20kW vert.

Riviere RTB Ch.52 200kW hor.
Froidment RTB Ch.57 20kW vert.
Portugal: (1st Chain) Lisbon Ch. 25 420kW hor.
W. Germany: Wesel Ch. 35 500kW hor.
Hessleberg Ch. 32 now up to 250kW hor.

Norway: Bremanger Ch.E4 now up to 80kW
and Gillen Ch.E2 up to 30kW.
The new Belgian u.b.f. transmitters are particularly interesting for Eas, Coast DXers.

The USSR Forward Scatter

Space

Network

35-40MHz was again active here on 5th, 23rd, 24th

and 26th February and gave very strong signals.
This is a type of F2 I suppose if as seems probable

the location is Baikanur, Siberia.
News from Ferdie Dombrowski and Bob Cooper
of the World -Wide TV -FM DX Association. I quote

Bob Cooper of the Virgin Islands: "The daytime

F2 m.u.f. (maximum usable frequency) was heading
late in October (1968).
Observers in Los Angeles were reporting day -after day morning reception of BBC-ORTF audio in the
41.5MHz region. An observer in S.W. Africa (a
6MHz Amateur) was logging daily TV broadcasts

up at a spectacular rate

from over 4,000-6,000 mile paths from England,

France and Spain (we have retorted this TVE
reception in the past), reception extending to the

region.
On the USA East Coast
reporters were getting traces of 45 and 48MHz BBC

52-60MHz

transmissions.

Apparently things did not improve

still further because of Aurora at the end of October;

on the 31st this eruption on the sun completely

destroyed the conditions that had been building up.
The two who recorded reception of BBC-ORTF on

the West Coast were Stan Savage and Harley
Herndon. It was first heard on 24th October and
persisted until the 30th when the flare occurred.

This is the first time that these stations have been
heard on the West Coast during the present cycle.
"The best times are September to November and
March to early May, and the best reception is
between 20.00 and 23.00 local time at the mid -point
between the transmitter and the receiver, when the

maximum m.u.f. seems to be about 1 that of the
normal F2 m.u.f."

There is therefore still hope with a bit of luck

for us to get F2 DX up to May 1969, but if there is
nothing it looks like a long 11 -year wait!
At least one rather more encouraging log from
Doug Bowers of Saltash. As has happened before
things have been rather better in the West Country
than here in the South. There was a good opening
for him on 4/2/69 when he logged W. Germany E4,
Norway E4, Sweden E3, Switzerland E3 and Belgium

On 7/2/69 he had Norway E4 and
He comments that the best
winter DX/SpE was on E3 which is unusual as in
previous years it has been E4. No wonder things
have been so 000r here in the South-Ch.E3 is
almost clobbered for me by my local.
-continued on page 354

E3 SpE.

Czechoslovakia R2.
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AGC CIRCUITS -I

FOR many years a.g.c. in valve receivers has
almost exclusively been effected by making use

of the negative voltage developed at the sync
separator grid to control the vision i.f. and tuner r.f.
amplifier stage gain (and sometimes the mixer stage
as well). In more recent models the receiver's overall

contrast range is extended by means of a preset

potentiometer which enables the set user to determine
the point at which a.g.c. is applied to the r.f. amplifier
stage. Manual contrast control is generally effected

by backing -off the negative a.g.c. potential with a
slight positive

voltage tapped from the contrast

potentiometer which is shunted across the h.t. line
and chassis.
While this mean -level system has the disadvantage

that the a.g.c. depends on signal picture content
as well as actual signal strength, in practice it works
very well and its simplicity makes it extremely reliable.

The first change away from this basic pattern was
the high-level contrast control system introduced by
Pye some years ago and later used in several Bush Murphy models. In these circuits the main contrast

control is shunted across the video amplifier load
resistor with the slider feeding the c.r.t. cathode so
that it can tap off the required level of video drive in
the same manner that a volume control taps off the

required degree of a.f. signal in a radio receiver.
A subsidiary preset is used to determine the signal
strength at which a.g.c. is supplied to the r.f. amplifier, but the main user control is the potentiometer
shunting the video load.
This arrangement has two main features. First
as the vision signal is handled at high amplitude
throughout the receiver it swamps valve and circuit
noise, while secondly contrast variation produces no
change in r.f. or i.f. valve gain and therefore no
change in input characteristics to cause slight mistuning. A minor further advantage is that control
variation to obtain optimum picture contrast has
no effect on sound volume. The only real disadvantage is that if the preset sensitivity control is
advanced too far i.f. or video stage overloading
can occur causing signal clipping on strong signals,
and this cannot be eliminated by reducing the main
contrast control setting.
The employment of transistorised i.f. stages has

made radical changes necessary in the a.g.c. circuits,

although the high-level method of manual control
can still be used and in fact has been successfully
continued in many hybrid, models. Transistor gain
is more difficult to control than valve gain since
being current and not voltage operated devices
each controlled transistor requires a small but

appreciable power outlay related to signal strength.
Furthermore having a low input impedance transistors cannot be directly controlled by the negative
voltage from the high -impedance sync separator grid
circuit, even supposing this voltage to be of correct
polarity for the type of transistor employed.
This suggests that the source of the control potential must be the video stage, and here we find complications in the fact that in most dual -standard

models increasing signal strength on one system

produces opposite anode current changes to increasing signal strength on the other. Fortunately this
disadvantage can be overcome by using anode
voltage change on one system as the control source
and cathode voltage change on the other. But there
still remains the problem of converting these potential changes to a low -voltage a.g.c. supply of correct
polarity for controlling the transistors.
AGC AMPLIFIER STAGE

The usual linking stage is a further transistor
generally termed the a.g.c. amplifier although this
description is something of a misnomer.

Such

transistor a.g.c. amplifiers are used in various ways
to control receiver gain from a potential that varies
with the mean -level signal strength. Figure 1 shows
how they can be driven from the cathode of a video
pentode on 405 and from the anode on 625, as in
many Bush -Murphy receivers which also employ
the high-level contrast control technique.
Although for simplicity not shown in the illustration, a single vision detector diode is used d.c.
coupled to the video grid on both systems but with
its output polarity reversed. On 405 its output is
positive -going so the PFL200 video amplifier is biased

back to 9.3V by the three series -connected cathode
On 625 its output is negative -going and
valve bias is reduced to only 13.5V by short-circuiting
the 15051 and 10011 cathode resistors. As valve
cathode potential follows grid potential while the
anode potential is 180° in opposition the net result
resistors.

is

that on both systems drive to the base of the
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increases the forward bias thereby increasing collector
current and reducing stage gain. With reverse a.g.c.
increase in signal strength increases the reverse bias,
decreasing collector current and stage gain.

1
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Fig. 1: High-level contrast control system used in many
Bush -Murphy hybrid receivers, with 0C45 a.g.c. amplifier

driven from the video amplifier anode on 625 lines via
peak detector 01 and from its cathode on 405 lines.

a.g.c.

amplifier

signal strength.

similarly changes

with

changing

to the c.r.t. is a.c. coupled by means of an 0.15ALF
capacitor with a 41.(F electrolytic in series with the
contrast control to prevent d.c. flowing through the
track and thereby ensure noise -free operation.
In current Bush -Murphy hybrid models (Fig. 3)
the valve sync separator provides the source of a.g.c.
but is coupled via an emitter -follower stage (Tr1)
which drives the actual a.g.c. amplifier. This use of
an emitter -follower is necessary to match the high
impedance sync separator grid circuit to the low
input impedance of the a.g.c. amplifier.
Manual contrast control is effected by backing off
the negative sync separator grid potential with a positive voltage tapped from potentiometers across the
1.t. supply in similar fashion to the arrangement used
in valved receivers. Bias to the emitter -follower Trl
is therefore the summation of the negative grid voltage and the positive potential tapped from either of
the potentiometers. The collector supply for Trl is
taken from the emitter of the video phase-splitter

The a.g.c. amplifier together with the other transistors is fed from a positive Lt. rail and the ultimate
effect is that increasing signal strength increases the
emitter currents of the controlled transistors above
their optimum no -signal values (see Fig. 2) and
thereby decreases their gain (since a series resistor
is included in the collector lead so that the collector voltage falls with increase in collector current).
Whereas reverse a.g.c. is almost universally used
in transistor radio receivers, i.e. with this technique
increasing signal strength reduces the emitter current

AGC DIODES

of the controlled stage, forward a.g.c. as just described is generally used in TV circuits since the
weaker input signals are then handled at minimum

The degree of conduction of Tr2 determines the
potential at point X in its collector lead, and this
is the basic control potential. Diodes DI and D2

emitter current giving best signal-to-noise ratio, control is more gradual and a.g.c. variations produce
least input impedance change.
Onset of a.g.c. to the r.f. transistor is delayed by
means of a diode, but this action will be fully described later.
To summarise, no -signal fixed bias for the a.g.c.

amplifier is determined by the settings of the 405
and 625 set-a.g.c. controls and is then varied by the
mean level of the incoming video signal; collector
output from the a.g.c. amplifier is then applied to
the base connections of the i.f. and r.f. transistors to
produce the required control action; and video drive

Tr3, while its own emitter drives the base of the
a.g.c. amplifier Tr2.

control the application of a.g.c. D1 is biased by two
resistors in the v.h.f. tuner section and D2 by RI, R2
and the delay control R3. On weak signals when the
a.g.c. potential is low only D2 conducts applying
a.g.c. to the vision i.f. stage, the r.f. stage remaining
at full gain to maintain optimum signal-to-noise
ratio. Stronger signals that develop an a.g.c. poten-

tial in excess of Dl bias then reduce the r.f. stage
gain.

At a voltage determined by the setting of the
a.g.c. delay control R3 D2 becomes reverse biased
and the i.f. stage gain is purely regulated by the
setting of this control. However, at very high signal
levels and therefore high a.g.c. voltages the v.d.r.
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which valve current variations produce cathode voltage variations. The higher its
value, the greater its effect.
With low -signal inputs and
maximum
sensitivity
the
a.g.c. amplifier is passing

maximum collector current
so that with its emitter supplied from the 15V positive
1.t. rail the collector potential
Contrast controis
47.z
13.5V
is
approximately
shunting D2 progressively conducts and bypasses the
positive to chassis. This potential in this forward
a.g.c. system biases back the controlled stages. As
diode so that a.g.c. is again applied to the i.f. amplisignal strength rises the valve cathode potential rises
fier. Both the i.f. and r.f. stages are then under
to reduce the a.g.c. transistor's heavy forward bias
a.g.c.
Both diodes therefore operate as switches routing
and lower its conductivity and thus its collector
a.g.c. to the r.f. and i.f. amplifiers according to the
potential. This collector potential is the a.g.c. supply
level of input signal strength. The system maintains
so that what happens is that the positive a.g.c.
r.f. gain at maximum till signal strength warrants a
voltage to chassis in this way reduces with increase
reduction of front-end amplification to avoid possible
in signal strength.
cross -modulation and then progressively reduces i.f.
In this range of receivers pnp r.f. and i.f. trangain to ensure freedom from overloading.
sistors are used with their emitters fed from a
The r.f. and i.f. transistors being npn types the
positive Lt. rail and their collectors returned to
a.g.c. potential will be positive -going to increase the
chassis. When the positive base voltage to chassis
emitter currents above their peak gain no -signal
is reduced by this a.g.c. variation it is equivalent to
values.
increasing the negative potential of the base with
The a.g.c. system used in many GEC-Sobell hybrid
respect to emitter, the condition we require with
receivers is illustrated in Fig. 4. This again uses one
forward a.g.c. to increase the collector current (and
vision detector diode with polarity reversed on sysreduce stage gain) under strong -signal conditions.
tem change. On v.h.f. it is directly coupled to give
As an example, normal voltages for the AF181 first
a positive -going output but on u.h.f. it is a.c. coupled
i.f. transistor are emitter 13.8V, base 13.5V and
to the video pentode by an 0.11AF capacitor.
collector 4.4V, all positive with respect to chassis.
An auxiliary diode in circuit on u.h.f. is arranged
The transistor therefore has a negative base to
to provide a d.c. signal component, also positive emitter potential of 0.3V which would increase if
going, so that video pentode anode current increases
base to chassis (collector) voltage was reduced. So
with increasing mean level signal strength on both
although this model employs forward a.g.c. in
systems. In the cathode lead of this valve are two
common with other transistorised receivers it is
series -connected variable resistors, the 200f1 conaccomplished by lowering the a.g.c. potential with
trast control connected as a potentiometer, and a
respect to chassis.
Ikf2 preset contrast control rheostat connected.
It is for this reason that it is essential not to
As the video amplifier anode current rises with
short-circuit
the a.g.c. rail to chassis even temporarily
increasing signal strength so does the potential at
since
this
is
equivalent
to applying the full 1.t. across
the slider of the contrast potentiometer which drives
the
transistor
base
and
emitter. In these models, as
the a.g.c. amplifier. The base potential of this
in
many
others,
the
a.g.c.
amplifier transistor can
transistor is therefore varied by the signal strength,
be regarded as a low -impedance conductor between
the contrast control setting and the preset contrast
the 1.t. supply and the a.g.c. rail, its degree of consetting.
ductivity being regulated by signal strength and
It should be noted though that although the preset
contrast control settings.
control is connected as a rheostat in the valve's
Tr 2

625

AGC amp.

405

cathode lead it has no effect on valve bias since
the control grid is returned to a point above this
component and not to chassis. The preset varies
both the no -signal transistor bias and the degree to

i

/

AGC DELAY DIODE

It will be seen that the a.g.c. rail directly supplies

both the r.f. and i.f. transistors, with delay to the
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Fig. 4: A.G.C. system used in many GECISobell hybrid receivers, with the a.g.c. amplifier driven from the cathode of the
video amplifier. The a.g.c. delay potential biases the emitters of the r.f: amplifiers while the a.g.c. amplifier controls their
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former being effected by the diode Dl. At first

glance it may seem difficult to appreciate how this
operates till it is noted that while the main receiver
section is fed from the 12 or 15V l.t. rails the r.f.
transistors in both the v.h.f. and u.h.f. tuners are

fed from the h.t. rail via the junction of a 56E)

and 10kfl fixed potentiometer. The delay diode DI
is connected with its cathode to this point and its

anode to either a "local" or "distant" contact in
the l.t. supply network. On weak signals its cathode

potential is more positive than its anode potential
so that it is reverse biased and non-conductive:
When fed from a -low-impedance source or, put
another way, with a low -value collector resistor,
transistor current is mainly determined by the
amount of forward bias. However when fed from a
high -impedance source transistor current is limited by

the total circuit resistance no matter how great the
forward bias. For instance with a series emitter
feed of 56kfl as in this example the r.f. transistors'
variation of transistor conductance from minimum to
maximum by variation through a.g.c. action of for-

ward bias is small compared to the external resistance. Thus transistor current remains within fairly
close limits and although supplied with the same
a.g.c. as applied to the i.f. amplifier increasing forward bias produces a much smaller collector current
increase in the r.f. transistors.
On low -signal inputs the a.g.c. mainly reduces the
i.f. amplification leaving the r.f. stage gain at close
to maximum for best signal-to-noise performance.

Should signal strength rise the resulting slightly
increased current through the 56kfl resistor develops
a greater voltage drop across it which could reduce

the delay diode cathode voltage below its anode
voltage. The diode would then conduct to supply
the r.f. transistors from the low -impedance l.t. rail
via the " local -distance " network.

Once conduction occurs through the diode the
a.g.c. produces as much effect on the r.f. transistors
as it does on the i.f. transistor and the possibility of
overloading is thus averted. The "local -distance "
flying -lead determines the point at which the diode
conducts by varying its anode voltage slightly less

from " local " to "distant ".
PROTECTION CIRCUIT

There

is

an

interesting transistor

protection

arrangement in this model which is worthy of note.
It will be seen that the transistor Lt. supply is developed across a resistive network at the end of the
rectified heater chain supply. At switch -on therefore and until the valve heaters assume their normal
working temperature and resistance the heater cur-

rent will be above normal and could produce an

excessive l.t. supply. This is prevented by a diode

D2 which is connected with its anode to the 12V
supply and its cathode to the cathode of the
PCL85 field output pentode. Immediately after
switch -on and until the valve draws anode current
l.t.

its cathode potential will be zero and D2 will effec-continued on page 378
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LAST month we discussed television oscilloscope
requirements in general and in relation to the
present videoscope design, presenting the full

theoretical circuit and parts list for this instrument
whose detailed circuitry we will now describe.

Y -AMPLIFIER BANDWIDTH
Purely capacitive means have been adopted to

achieve the necessary bandwidth without resorting

to any peaking coils. This has led to a cut-off
frequency around 5MHz for the Y -amplifier with
useful gain up to at least 7MHz. This is adequate
for colour television work. In principle peaking

inductors could be added in series with RIO, R21 and
R24 by the conventional method, which would very
likely boost the bandwidth to 10MHz. However since
it is much easier to obtain small capacitors of known
value than small coils of known and readily
adjustable inductance it was considered desirable to
avoid the latter in order to assist the less experienced
constructor.

With the circuit as it stands it was possible to
display the carrier wave of a shortwave signal

generator tuned to 14MHz, feeding its nominal IV
output signal to the Y -amplifier input at full gain
setting normally giving a sensitivity of 100mV/cm.
within the nominal bandwidth. The 14MHz display

was about lcm. high, and with a

little coaxing

properly synchronised, so that the gain seemed to
be about 20dB down at this frequency which the

sync amplifier was also just still capable of passing.
Synchronisation of signal frequencies up to 7MHz
sinewave is easy and rigid and at the other extreme
equally solid down to a few Hz.

Y -AMPLIFIER SENSITIVITY
The input stage V1 is a cathode -follower capable
of handling a large input voltage at high impedance,
reproducing this voltage at very low impedance
permitting the use of an ordinary potentiometer gain

control on the cathode output side without bandwidth restriction due to capacitive loading. VI will

accept a signal of at least 4V peak -to -peak applied
to its grid, whereas 0.4V peak -to -peak is required to
give full screen excursion with the gain control VR2
set to maximum. Thus VR2 provides an exploitable
continuous gain control range of

10:1

and is

graduated accordingly on the front panel. R8 has
been included to restrict the minimum gain setting of

VR2 to one tenth of the maximum gain setting.

Without it it is possible to reduce the gain with VR2
to an extent where at full -screen excursion on the
c.r.t. there is distortion in V1, a condition which
would give very misleading displays.
The gain of V2 and V3 together is such that about
490mV peak -to -peak is required at V2 grid to obtain
full -screen excursion defined as 4cm. nominal within
the crossgrid scale, i.e. the sensitivity at V2 grid is

fixed at about 100mV /cm. Of course V2 grid will
accept a signal of 700mV peak -to -peak without

distortion to make the spot move right across a
geometric diameter of the c.r.t. screen.

This fixed sensitivity at V2 grid means that the
manual gain control VR2 varies the sensitivity at
VI grid between approximately 100mV/cm. and
1V/cm. The preset control VR1 has been included

to permit adjustment to exactly this sensitivity range
for VI grid.

INPUT ATTENUATOR
The resistance -capacitance network between the

input socket P1 and VI grid comprises a two -position
compensated attenuator with a selectable attenuation

factor of 1 (straight through) or 10, thus providing

two input sensitivity ranges of 0.1-1V/cm. and
1-10V/cm. at

Pl. The input circuit

is normally

intended for use in conjunction with a 10:1 attenuator

probe consisting of a fixed length of coaxial cable

with a 9M1/ resistor in parallel with a 2-6pF trimmer

between the center conductor and the prod in the
head.

With this probe in use the two sensitivity ranges
at its prod become 1-10V/cm. and 10-100V/cm. so

that Si has been labelled x 1 and x 10 for its two
settings and VR2 calibrated from 1 to 10. The
sensitivity

in V/cm. at the prod of the probe is

always given by the product of the settings of these two controls. Voltages from IV up to 500V peak -to peak

can

thus

be

displayed

with

satisfactory

amplitude, using the probe, whilst voltages from
100mV up to 50V maximum peak -to -peak can be
displayed without the probe.

The oscilloscope should be operated on direct
input without the probe only in special set-ups

expressly demanding this mode or if the sensitivity
of 100mV/cm. is essential. When using the probe no
damage is possible even if a maximum signal of
500V peak sum of a.c. and d.c. components is
applied for prolonged periods at full gain, but signals
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Since stray capacitances here play an important

in excess of those required for full -screen deflection

may damage the instrument when not using the

role it is not possible to achieve balance by selecting
fixed capacitors of precalculated values. Trimmers
covering the balance values have thus been provided
and their method of adjustment will be specified later
together with the general alignment instructions for

probe.

ATTENUATOR COMPENSATION
The principle of a compensated attenuator is to
give each section the same time -constant, i.e. the
same product of resistance and capacitance. The
attenuation factor is then theoretically constant from
d.c. to infinite frequency whilst the input reaction
drops with frequency thus setting a practical limit to
the usable frequency range.
A reasonable length of coaxial cable for a probe
is about a yard and this together with grid circuit
stray capacitances and minimum values of ordinary
trimmers fixes the working capacitance at about
40-80pF. Since signal sources to be scoped for television will not tolerate more than 4-8pF capacitive

the finished instrument. But the principle must be
considered here.

If we apply a squarewave to P1 the flanks,
representing a high frequency, will suffer a different
attenuation to the roofs, representing a low frequency, if the capacitive and resistive attenuator

branches are unbalanced. Accordingly the flanks
will overshoot to produce a protruding nose above

the roof, or they will rise too slowly so that the

squarewave corners are rounded. Only at the correct
balance point will the squarewaves appear truly
square: the frequency response of the attenuator
is then level. The duration of the nose or a retarded

and/or limn resistive loading without waveform
falsification or even ceasing to function it is clear

flank will be determined by the nominal section

time -constant, here 40pF xlM11.40/Asec. It is convenient to use a squarewave whose repetition period
is about five times as long as this in order to
display enough of the flat roof too for clear assess-

that we must use a 10:1 capacitive division ratio for
the probe and hence also a 10:1 resistive division
ratio in order to satisfy the constant section time constant condition.
When using the Y -input P1 directly without the

ment of balance. In other words the squarewave
should have a period of about 200psec corresponding

probe remember that this will impose the higher

to a frequency of 5kHz. This is the frequency ,at
which severe waveform distortion commences on
account of non -level frequency response if the

loading of about 40pF in parallel with 1MS/ on the
circuitry whose waveforms are being examined so
that it must be considered whether this will give rise
to any significant falsification, detuning or other

attenuator is not capacitively balanced, so this
correction is evidently of paramount importance for
this amplifier whose design bandwidth is a thousand
times greater.
The self -capacitance of the probe cable is part of

disturbances.

The resistors R1, R2, R3 are arranged so that the
net resistance is 1 MfI as seen at P1 regardless of the
setting of Si. This condition
350V
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the attenuator capacitance network so that alignment
must be with a definite length of probe cable which

may be chosen arbitrarily within limits but once
determined must be maintained if the alignment is
to remain valid. It is important to realise that the
balance

point

is

quite critical.

The

described

distortion noses of a squarewave can become three
or more times as large as the undistorted rest of the
squarewave if the trimmers are set well off balance.
Clearly such misadjustments would play havoc with
the display of the sync pulses and any other sharp
transients of a composite television waveform. These
would acquire large spikes, or they would be
rounded off beyond recognition, according to the
direction of the unbalance.
C2 is selected during alignment since the exact
values of the stray capacitances will depend upon
actual wiring and components used. It is evident
that R3, Cl, C2 actually represent a section timeconstant nearer 60µsec for the prototype, but it is
believed that this was in part due to these capacitors
actually having values at the low end of their
tolerance range. It is quite uncritical whether 40

or 60 or any other nearby section time -constant
is employed as long as it is employed consistently

throughout the network. Of course it is undesirable
to use excessive values approaching 100µsec, since
the capacitive loading imposed by the probe prod
on measured circuits will then be intolerable. If it

is found that balance can be achieved within the

trimmer ranges only for an excessively large value
of C2 something is wrong-probably the self-capacitance of SI is too great or TC1 and TC2 will
not reduce to sufficiently small minimum values.

Y -VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER
The Y -voltage amplifier operates with a high -slope
valve V2. Substitutes are not permissible; it is

imperative to use an EF184. The gain control VR2
is located directly in the grid circuit. It is not possible
to place it directly in the cathode circuit of VI
because this would lead to intolerable trace jitter

when adjusting gain on account of the d.c. then

flowing through the track. Thus C4 is necessary as
a d.c. blocking capacitor to prevent every movement
of the slider itself amounting to a transient a.c.
signal. VR2 must control the oscillogram amplitude
smoothly without any jitter of the mean vertical
level. If such jitter is found C4 is leaking and must
be replaced with a better component.
V2 preserves a large bandwidth by using a low value load resistor R10 which is insensitive to stray
capacitive loading. Gain is preserved at very high

frequencies by means of the small capacitor C5

shunting R11 and thus reducing negative feedback
in the MHz range. V2 must possess high slope in
order to get sufficient gain with the low load resistor
RIO, hence the unsuitability of substitutes such as
an EF80.

VERTICAL AMPLIFIER
We used the Mullard DG7-32 c.r.t. in this design
because it is readily available and gives very good

performance in a suitably designed circuit. Whilst
it is capable of excellent focus at high intensity, thus
giving clear oscillograms and surprisingly sharp TV
pictures, it does suffer from rather severe deflection
defocusing

unless

properly

balanced

push-pull

deflection is employed. Deflection defocusing is the

result of changing the mean potential of the deflector

plates with respect to the final anode of the c.r.t.
so that the deflector plates then produce additional
beam acceleration or deceleration.

Since the focus setting is a function of the total
beam acceleration it is clear that the described
conditions will call for a different focus setting
according to the position of the spot on the screen.
It is then impossible to obtain all parts of a
displayed waveform sharply in focus simultaneously.
If we use single -ended deflection with one plate
connected to the final anode and the deflection

voltage applied only to the other one the conditions
for deflection defocusing are inevitably obtained.
Some c.r.t.s are more tolerant than others, especially

if the total accelerating voltage is large. However

with a low -voltage tube such as the DG7-32 operating

at only 500V or thereabouts and requiring deflection

voltages which are a large fraction thereof it

evidently inappropriate
deflection.

to

employ

is

single -ended

Instead V3 has been employed to produce a

symmetrical push-pull deflection. Equal but antiphase
voltage waveforms are applied to the two deflector
plates so that their average potential never changes
and may be adjusted to a suitable value with respect
to the final anode with the help of the astigmatism
control VR13. This compensates for another

inherent trouble of all c.r.t.s, the reduction of the
luminous area to a small ellipse which starts to
broaden again in a direction at right angles as the
static focus control is turned through its optimum
setting, without ever obtaining a true fine spot. The
result is that it becomes impossible to focus vertical
and horizontal parts of the displayed waveforms
simultaneously.
Provided both the Y -deflection and the X -deflection

plates maintain constant mean potentials, i.e. pushpull deflection is used for both, we can always find a
certain potential for the final anode giving complete
compensation for astigmatism. The focus control
can then be adjusted to produce an extremely fine,
truly circular spot which remains properly in focus
without readjustment regardless of the position on
the screen to which it is deflected. All parts of an
oscillogram or television picture display are then
properly in focus simultaneously.
The circuit of V3 is a long-tailed pair phase
splitter. The signal from V2 is applied to one grid
(pin

7) and thus reproduced across the cathode

resistor network by cathode -follower action. Since
the other grid (pin 2) is effectively grounded for a.c.
signals by C7 this section functions as a cathode input amplifier. Consequently equal amplitude but
antiphase signals appear at the two anodes which are
coupled straight to the deflector plates of the c.r.t.
The same methods as for V2 are used to preserve
large bandwidth in V3, namely the use here of very
small load resistors R21, R24 and negative feedback
reduction in the MHz range with C8 and C9 in the
cathode network. C9 is selected during final alignment to give a level response up to 5MHz without
undue gain peaking in the shortwave band, using
the sinewave output of an ordinary r.f. signal
generator tuned to its shortwave band. Too high a
value for C9 will boost the gain at around 5 to
10MHz to unduly large values compared to lower
frequencies but the proper value is not unduly
critical.
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Fig. 4: Layout of printed circuit board, viewed from top.

SHIFT CONTROL
V3 at the same time functions as d.c. paraphase
amplifier to produce static push-pull shift control

without any need to resort to tandem potentiometers
ganged in opposition at the c.r.t. deflector plates.
Instead VR3 is an ordinary single potentiometer
serving as vertical shift control in this circuit. If it is

set so that the slider is at the centre of the track

both sections of V3 receive the same bias voltage and

thus the trace is centred on the screen irrespective
of h.t. voltage fluctuations or valve emission changes.
In spite of operating via a d.c. amplifier of consider-

able gain this type of shift control is quite free from
short or long term drift.

OPERATING POINTS

Since the anode of V2 and grid pin 7 of V3

normally rest at almost the same d.c. potential when
the trace is centred (shift control VR3 midway) one
might ask why C6 is not omitted to give d.c. coupling
right back to V2 grid. There are two objections to
such measures with the circuit as it stands. First the
shift control would cease to operate symmetrically.
Secondly h.t. fluctuations and emission changes in
V2 would be amplified fully, giving intolerable drift
of the trace.
To overcome both troubles V2 would have to be
duplicated with a blind stage connected to the other

Components mounted on underside are shown broken.

grid of V3 and the shift control would have to be
taken to the grid circuit of this blind stage. Furthermore a d.c. coupled oscilloscope amplifier is useful

only if the d.c. coupling persists right back to the
input socket. Thus C4 would have to be removed

too, whereupon the arrangement of VI is not usable.
Its cathode potential does not match V2 grid and a

continuous gain control is never satisfactory in a
d.c. coupled amplifier since it inevitably produces
trace flutter instead of smooth control.
Entirely- d.c. coupled amplifiers thus have to be
fitted with multistep switches for gain control, i.e.

VR1 would have to be replaced by a multistage

compensated attenuator around a turret switch. So we

see that conversion of the amplifier to pass d.c.

signals would require radical redesign and greatly
increase its complexity. Although a d.c. coupled
amplifier is convenient for much work it is essential

only for professional purposes where time is money.
It is unnecessary for ordinary servicing and most
amateur experimenting, provided the a.c. coupled
amplifier has a cut-off frequency not greater than a

few Hz at the low end so that mains and TV field
frequency pulses do not droop unduly in the display.

MEASURING WAVEFORM POTENTIALS
The chief use of a d.c. coupled amplifier in
advanced design work is to display not only waveform amplitudes but also the absolute potentials
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between which the waveform swings. It is little
realised that this is equally possible with an a.c.
coupled amplifier with the assistance of an ordinary
multimeter. First centre the trace properly in the
absence of a signal and take a d.c. voltage reading
with a multimeter at the point to be scoped. The
meter reading is the absolute potential of the centre
line on the c.r.t. screen and if the waveform is now
applied it will automatically position itself about this
centre line so that the true absolute potentials of all
parts of it are displayed correctly. The ordinary a.c.
sensitivity calibration holds true for all excursion
distances above or below the centre line.

If most of the trace is to one side of the centre

line (sharp positive or negative pulses) it is equally
valid to shift the trace statically to some lower or
higher graticule line before applying the

signal

whereupon the absolute potential of the chosen baseline is given by the multimeter reading. Whilst true

d.c. coupling is not essential in a TV oscilloscope
deflection sensitivity calibration is seen to be vital.
It has already been described how this has been
effected in the Videoscope MV3.
Another reason ideally calling for a d.c. amplifier
in advanced work is to prevent display flutter due to
random pile-up of statistical pulse sequences such as

are obtained from nuclear radiation detectors. But
this trouble can be reduced to negligible proportions
too by employing an adequately low bottom -end
cut-off frequency for the a.c. coupled amplifier.

HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER
The horizontal amplifier circuit V6 is identical to
the vertical paraphase amplifier V3 but uses different

component values. The horizontal deflection bandwidth is only about 1MHz, more being difficult to
obtain because the X -deflection plates of the c.r.t. are
closer to the screen and thus require a larger
deflection voltage obtainable only with larger anode

load resistors for V6. Timebase frequencies greater
than the TV line frequency are seldom required in
TV work so that the horizontal deflection amplifier
is never called upon to handle such high frequencies
as are contained in the video waveforms applied to
the vertical deflection amplifier.
VR6 is the horizontal shift control which functions

in the same manner as the vertical shift control. The
horizontal deflection signal, whatever its source, is
applied to the horizontal paraphase amplifier via
C38. Because the X -deflection plates of the c.r.t. are
closer to the screen and thus farther from the final
anode they produce much less deflection defocusing
if single -ended signals are applied to one plate only.
Thus a high-level timebase oscillator driving one plate
directly would prove reasonably satisfactory with

the DG7-32, using a paraphase amplifier only for
the vertical deflection. However this arrangement
would not permit proper astigmatism correction
which depends upon maintaining a constant mean

control and -355V at the cathode. Static intensity

control is effected by adjusting the negative potential
of the grid with respect to the cathode with the help

of VR5. R39 restricts the control range between
about -50V and -100V for the grid with respect

to the cathode. If necessary select a slightly modified
value for R39 if the specified one does not fulfil the

condition that VR5 controls beam intensity from
just cut off at one end to maximum usable intensity

at the other end.
R41 compensates for voltage shift on the bleeder
with increasing cathode current at higher intensities
so that the focus setting is independent of the
intensity setting. Otherwise it would not be possible

to obtain highlights and shadows in focus simultaneously for a TV picture display. This correction
functions properly only if the control range of the
intensity control VR5 is not excessive, thus it is
important to adjust the value of R39 before if
necessary adjusting the value of R41. The author
tried the circuit with three specimens of the DG7-32,

admittedly all from the same maker's batch. The

specified values for R39 and R41 proved correct for
it is presumed there is nothing
critical about these components.
C10 and particularly C11 are necessary to complete
the return path of the d.c. restorer network described

all three tubes so

last month. Do not use any larger values for these
capacitors since otherwise the response to adjustments of the static intensity control will be creeping
instead of dead -beat.

All other details of the cathode-ray tube circuit
have already been discussed in connection with the
paraphase deflection amplifiers. The entire circuitry
is so well balanced with respect to smoothing and
hum-provided the layout and specified component

values are maintained-that the trace focuses to a
very sharp line devoid of the slightest ripple even

when the timebase is locked to the mains frequency
and the Y -gain is at maximum. The positioning and
orientation of the mains transformer as shown in the
drawings and the use of a proper mumetal shield for
the c.r.t. are essential requirements in order to realise
this low interference level. Neither side of the
amplifier heater supply is grounded directly but
only via the slider of VR12. During final alignment
this preset control is adjusted whilst observing a
mains -locked timebase trace with the Y -gain at
maximum in order to cancel any residual hum via
the amplifier, leaving an absolutely flat trace.
Next month we will continue with the timebase

circuits and the power

and intensity -modulation
supplies.

TO BE CONTINUED

DX -TV
-continued from page 345

deflection in the absence of an amplifier.

I propose in the near future starting a new series
of data sheets, this time of outside Europe test cards.
Our magazine is widely read throughout the world
and in deference to DXers overseas it seems to be a
good idea to publish test card and transmitter details

CRT NETWORK

their areas can be identified.

The c.r.t. is operated in this circuit with the final
anode held at an optimum potential of about
+220V determined by the astigmatism correction

publication.

potential of both pairs of deflection plates with
respect to the final anode, and it would require

unduly large external signal amplitudes for X -

for as many countries as possible so that DX in

I would therefore ask overseas DXers to help
with this project by sending details of their local
TV service together with a test card photo for
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SERVICING

television
receivers
L. LAWRY-JOHNS

1

THORN 950/960 CHASSIS-continued

The original semiportables used a rather strange
heater circuit which was later modified to a conven-

about 45 seconds after the timebases are operative
and this period is somewhat longer in some cases.
The awkward bit is when the circuit fails to
function. Consider the following actual case. The
complaint was small picture, no sound. The customer did not mention that there was no picture.
The picture he saw was a small raster which
vanished as the brilliance was advanced.
The h.t. voltage was low which accounted for
the small raster. V3, V5, V6 and V7 did not light
up. R152 and R153 were hot. An open -circuit

tional dropper and diode series chain. However
most of the models serviced by the writer have
used the original circuit which, unless it is understood, can lead to a lot of time wasting.
The sequence of events from switching on is (or
should be) as follows. Eight valves (including the

heater) warm up quite quickly through

c.r.t.

a

dropping capacitor C121 (Fig. 9) which has a value
This means that the screen will
of 4.3312F.

light up in the normal time. How
ever there will be no sound and no
picture

four

as

valves

HT
R63

R64

their

have

HT to

heaters in series with the h.t. return
from the chassis to the on/off switch.
Thus these valves cannot be heated
until the others are drawing current.
The high ripple current of the smoothing circuit does not contribute to this
as the reservoir 100//F and the 200µF
are returned direct to h.t.
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and
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current within fine limits and R153 is
normally set for a current flow of
300mA when a meter is inserted into
the circuit, conveniently at point 24A.
on these receivers therefore sound and
vision signals cannot be expected until
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Fig. 7: Circuit diagram of the timebase and tube sections
of the Thorn 950 chassis.

heater in one of the four valves was the immediate

S

conclusion. V5, the PFL200, was removed and sure

enough the heater was open-oircuit. A new valve
was fitted and V5 lit up as did V6 but V3 and V7
remained out!

With V7 removed V5 and V6 continued to glow
(too bright). It was concluded that V3 or V6 had
a heater -cathode short and in fact V6 proved to be
the culprit. The heater circuit had in fact become,
from chassis, through R69 to the V6 heater. Thus
R69 was in fact across the V3 and V7 heaters and
having a low value (2752) was shunting the current

away from them thus causing V5 to fail.
The modified heater circuit (Fig. 6) consists of
a BY101 diode in series with a loon dropper. All
valve heaters are in a single chain and little trouble

W

ES

2

I

4,1

-II T
is experienced although the diode can short and in

so doing will over -run the valve heaters with a
heavily shaded raster to call attention to the fault
(0.001/tF to pin 6 of V4). Unlike the BY130 used
in the later 1400 series, which regularly shorts and
produces frantic field roll to call attention to it, the
BY101 is not so liable to give trouble.
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Fig. 8: Rear chassis view of the semiportable version. In these models the audio, field timebase

and line output stage circuits are on a wired board.
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IN
NEXT MONTH

Practical

Fig.

10: Solenoid

assembly and
linkage.

TELEVISION
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
TV HEARING -AID
The problems of those with poor hearing in
enjoying TV programmes have been carefully
examined and this new TV hearing -aid, which
is completely independent of the TV set itself,
is the result. Easy to assemble and using a
high -impedance f.e.t. i.c. input stage.

AGC FAULTS

1
Solenoid; 2 slug; 3 TV -radio switch solenoid slug;
4 system switch link; 5 TV -radio switch link; 6 solenoid
fixing clip; 7 TV -radio switch spring; 8 TV -radio switch

operating arm.

Note that all 16in. models use only one fusible
resistor (R147), not two as in the 950 series (R138
in the h.t. line as well as R147).

A thorough survey of contrast and gain faults

with advice on how to rapidly pinpoint the
source of trouble in this part of the receiver.

EARLY TV CAMERA TUBES
An account of early developments in the field of
camera tubes resulting in the first broadcast quality tubes used in this country, the Emitron,
Super-Emitron and CPS-Emitron.

VIDEO CIRCUIT TESTING
A simple guide to fault-finding in the video

Additional Versions
To avoid confusion we would point out that there
are I6in. versions of the 405 -only 1 lin. portable,

e.g. HMV 2643 etc., which have no relation to the
950 or 960 series. For information on these models
we would refer readers to the December 1967 and
January 1968 issues which dealt with the 980 chassis
(Imp, Cub etc.). However, there is a 950 Mk. II
with 20kV voltage trebler e.h.t. system etc. and
even a 950 Mk. III (36409) which uses a dropper
resistor in

place of the autotransformer and a

sections of a set, including the detector, interference limiter and tube biasing circuits.

slightly different e.h.t. circuit, but we only mention
these to avoid confusion.

ALSO SERVICING THE BUSH TV125/

Tuner Mounting

MURPHY V879 SERIES TV RECEIVERS
AND ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

tuner which is readily accessible for cleaning. With

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW
TO

(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the JUNE issue of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION (31-), on sale MAY

23rd, and continue every month until further
notice.
NAME
ADDRESS

The standard 950 series models have a v.h.f.
the channel selector and fine tuner knobs removed
a single screw is visible. With this removed, the
tuner can be unlatched and moved far enough to
remove the cover so that the studs can be cleaned.
The 960 semiportables have no such facility. The
chassis must be removed far enough to enable the
tuner to be unshipped. This is a matter of releasing
screws which secure the tuner knobs, the chassis
and the tuner, with a couple in the tuner cover for
luck! The channel selector is secured by a screw
reached from the inside with the fine tuner rotated
to reveal it.
For details of the fine tuner mechanism and slug
replacement see the January Philips Servicing Article

for diagram and the December 1968 article for
description.
NEXT MONTH: THE BUSH -MURPHY
TV125/V879 Series.
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ing, like those for the Radio Times which are free.
The ITA on the other hand has ruled that the TV
Times has to pay high advertising rates. Although
this London -based journal features sophisticated
presentation it does not carry the local weight and
flavour of the individual regional ITV publications.
This was one of the biggest policy mistakes ever

made by the ITA whose 1TV companies, true

enough, were naturally not so well equipped technically. The programme magazines are now an

UNDfRNfAiN

THE DIPOLE

FASHION may be frivolous and capricious, not to
say fickle. So it is also with art and even with
technology. Many viewers may be attracted by TV
cabinets in a tropical olive veneer or hand -polished
melamine teak finish (embellished with acrylic -fibre
trimmings). But a good -quality colour (or monochrome) picture of a good -quality costume play is
now "in," thanks largely to the powerful influence
of BBC -2. The Forsyte Saga series has shaped the
taste of the British viewing public in no uncertain

The elegant good taste of its producer
Donald Wilson has been a major influence in the
scripting, acting and general presentation. And
manner.

in showmanship!
INDEPENDENT FRAME

It was Donald Wilson who twenty years or so ago
introduced a technical film production gimmick which
was called " independent frame ". This made much
use of rear -projection slides and film as a method of
putting both interior and exterior backgrounds

behind the actors, who played their parts on a
mobile stage in a film studio. This stage was
twisted to the required angle position in front of the

motion -picture camera. The idea was good but
complicated in its operation, particularly when match-

ing the foreground perspectives with the perspectives of the background screen. Very fine back projection scenes were achieved but as a whole the

system was technically too advanced for both directors and actors. The best of the independent frame
equipment is still in use at Pinewood Studios, where
it has been improved and successfully operated (with
three matched and interlocked projectors) for colour film back -projection requiring large and bright
illumination. It has also been used for " front projection ", helped by highly directional reflective
screens together with television aids and videotape
Another method, known as
when necessary.
"travelling matte", photographs the actors in front

of a plain blue backing, on the negative of which

is processed in the laboratory the scenic background
from the separate film. The impressive aerial scenes
in the uproarious comedy Those Magnificent Men in
their Flying Machines were made in this manner.

essential part of life in Britain, and I would have

thought that the characteristics of each region should
be preserved, in the arts, sciences and entertainment too.
TV SERIES

A new season of Dr. Finlay's Casebook has just

started on BBC -1 but seems to have lost its style

and appeal. Could this be due to the mod -pop
script -writing of what is basically a period piece?

Could it be the fall in technical quality, the poor
(and inaccurate) sets, the uneven direction or the
strained performances of the actors? Perhaps the
change of locale from the BBC's Shepherd's Bush TV
Centre to their Glasgow studio has proved indigestible

all concerned, however good the Scottish crew
may be. The exteriors, handled locally, have always
been first class. Perhaps the series will settle down
but I have the feeling that the fault lies in the script
and in the complete absence of an authentic atmosphere. Something like this has also happened to The
Avengers, whose style changed in the last series.
to

FILM '69 AND THE BKSTS

There is no doubt that the beginning of the fusion
of the art and technology of films and television will,
quite properly, come with the international event of
Film '69. Delegates from all over the world will
attend this convention in June 1969, including large

contingents from the USA, principally members of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. There will
also be a considerable representation from the film
and television side of the USSR, whose progress in
the integration of films and television is much more
advanced than in either the UK or the USA. One
thing about the USSR can be admired whatever your
politics are: the acceptance of technical standards
is not retarded by the procrastination and filibustering of the British Standards Institution or any other
organisation. Film '69 is being organised by the
British Kinematograph, Sound and Television Society

at the Royal Lancaster Hotel, London, and will be
reported in due course.
In the meantime a number of interesting BKSTS
lectures have already been given in the Spring session

by top engineers from the BBC Television Centre,
including Matching Colour Film to the TV Studio
by D. J. Corbett and F. A. Griffiths and Pulse Code
Modulation Sound for TV by C. J. Dalton. The
latter, concerning the insertion of the sound signal
into the sync pulse interval of the television waveform, was reported in detail by T. John in the January

This is an immense step

PROGRAMME MAGAZINES

issue of PRACTICAL TV.

The BBC and ITV companies now present every
evening previews of excerpts from videotaped plays.
These are useful if you happen to be switched on: the
trailers and announcements amount to self -advertis-

forward. Mr. Corbett's instructive paper on matching colour film to taped colour TV of the PAL system

revealed the enormous progress made by the BBC.
-continued on page 378
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INSIDE

TV
TODAY

PART 11

M.D.
BENEDICT
A FIRST-CLASS broadcasting organisation staffed by
the best technicians operating top-quality equipment

only of academic interest unless it uses these
facilities to produce programmes to entertain or
is

inform its viewers. Hence production of programmes
is the basic aim of all broadcasting organisations. In

most organisations programme production breaks
down into basic production units, each dealing with
one programme, and services which provide expert
and specific aid for the many problems of putting a
programme on the air, dealing with each separate
production unit and hence with all programmes
produced by the broadcasting organisations.
In all larger organisations the programmes are the
responsibility of various departments, each making

its own type of programme. The head of each
department appoints various producers and the producers are made responsible for a given programme
or item for a programme.

Production Units
Ideas _for programmes come from many sources-

most of them from within the department though

occasionally outside ideas are used. Senior producers
are sometimes in charge of several similar types of
programmes and may be called executive producer
or editor. To aid the producer a number of assistants

for transmission by finding out about the subject,
inviting guests, talking to experts, preparing scripts,
shooting film if necessary (but only with the BBCUnion restrictions only allow directors to shoot film
in ITV), viewing library material, and supervising
the editing of film selected so that the item is ready
to be

transmitted. Researchers are often given

responsibility for a given aspect of a complete programme, hence selection of unusual material may
well be given over to a researcher.
P.A.s and researchers help with all or any aspects
of the production as the situation requires, and
naturally they refer to the producers and senior producers for guidance. Producer's assistants working
on a rota or working with a particular director perform a similar function to their colleagues on the
smaller programmes, but their duties would not
include cueing film and videotape (the topicality and
lack of rehearsals on such programmes demands the
skills of a director for accurate cueing). Last minute
changes may cause much confusio and often upset
planned timekeeping. Each producer would have a
secretary with a number of extra typists to assist with
the typing of scripts and other such duties. Drama
and light entertainment programmes use writers to
prepare the scripts.

are usually appointed to make up the production
unit or team. Naturally the exact number and jobs
of these assistants will vary with the type of pro-

Services

a producer may also direct and write the material,
as well as do any research work required. In this

the team is probably the,designer, who is responsible

gramme presented. For a straightforward programme,

case a producer's assistant, usually a senior secretary,

would look after the organisation and paper work

for the actual programme, including typing the script,

as well as working on the timing, cueing film and
videotape inserts and calling the camera shots in the
control room for the actual production. A secretary
would assist with the normal day-to-day running of
the office.

On the other hand programmes like Late Night
Line Up and 24 Hours might have thirty or more

assistants all working under the overall control of a
very senior producer. Large productions like these
would have several producers, each with specific
responsibility, then a number of directors to put the
programme on the air. Researchers (in ITV) or
production assistants (BBC term) would be allocated
to a particular item and would then prepare this item

All these are part of a production team connected
with only one programme or series. Working closely

with the team are a number of services. Closest to

for all design work of the sets and the props. Most
programmes require all the designer's time, but a

designer might handle two simple programmes at the
same time. In a similar position is the costume
designer and the graphic designer, each with his own
field of interest. If film is going to be used a film
editor would be required.

A studio production requires an operations or

technical manager to advise on the studio operation
and the use of cameras, and he would be consulted
at an early stage. Other specialists allocated to the
production

include make-up specialists; a floor

manager who represents the director on the studio
floor by relaying all instructions; an assistant floor

manager who is concerned with special props, altera-

tions to the script and assisting both director and

floor manager, particularly during rehearsal. In large
organisations many other specialists are available for
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consultation on difficult cases All liaise through the

director, though in most teams, in particular the
larger ones, researchers and production assistants
cut corners when they feel it necessary. This is
possible as the organisation needs to be and usually
is sufficiently flexible. In these cases a great deal of
intercommunication is needed otherwise chaos ensues.

In television, time is usually too short to use the

usual systems of office communication to ensure that
everyone knows what is going on.
Production meetings are held at regular intervals

to bring the members of the team up-to-date with

developments. Similarly planning meetings are held

to arrange the technical requirements, which may

conflict, and these are sorted out as much as possible
before going to the studio. It is at this point that the
lighting and sound supervisors are brought in. Sound
and lighting is a continuous battle where for example
a sound supervisor may wish to place his microphone
boom for the best sound pickup in line with a very
important key light placed for optimum effect by the
lighting supervisor. Long experience will allow each

to come to a compromise without losing sound or

this is that all programmes need either a studio or
film facilities so that these must be provided to the

programme automatically. It is only the extras
beyond these basic facilities that need to be budgeted.
Independent companies generally have a different
system where every facility and service is charged to
the programme budget at a given rate. Even the
programme staff such as the director may have their
salaries allocated as part of the programme budget.

Naturally the basic budget is a lot larger than that

for a comparable BBC programme, but even so with
basic fees for artists higher than at the BBC and all

expenses to pay for the money easily runs out!

Where possible, and particularly in the film field,
normal commercial rates for the jot; are applied
when budgets are considered. Smaller companies
often find it cheaper in the long run to send work
to outside companies rather than to maintain expensive cutting rooms and editing facilities which are
rarely used to their full capacity. Responsibility for
the spending of this money is, of course, the producer's, who must weigh up the pros and cons of the

many alternatives available to him. His salary

is,

picture quality.

however, usually fixed by the programme company!

Costs

various factors work as a whole if some imaginary
programmes are looked at in detail.

Thus the producer heads a large number of people

many of whom may be solely concerned with his
programme. In the BBC the number of people on
the team depends on the agreed allocation of
facilities and money. Thus 24 Hours has far more
filming and editing effort than say Jackanory. Money
is allocated to the production and items like artists'
fees, special sets and props, film bought from outside
the BBC and all expenses incurred with a particular
production are charged to this allocation. Many

facilities are free to a programme and only need to
be booked; others are' charged at nominal cost and
some at actual cost. For example should an edit be
required in a videotape recording the programme

must pay for the tape as an old edit cannot be

rerecorded with 100% success. Hence subsequent
use of the tape is unwise.
Naturally many of the free services cost money in

absolute terms. The studio for example may cost
several thousand pounds when fully crewed with
telecine and videotape recording facilities. However
these and other general costs are regarded as being
"below the line" so that they do not count when the
programme budgets are dealt with. The logic behind

A clearer idea may be gained of the way these

Typical Production
Let us consider a prestige drama production. If the

BBC accept an idea, the Head of Drama would
discuss the idea with a suitable producer. Most

producers have their likes and dislikes concerning
the type of programme which they wish to do. In
ITV the Head of Drama of one of the companies
which specialise in this field would similarly select
his producer. Then the Head of Drama would put
to his controller of programmes the basic idea. It
would have to be fitted into an established spot
already agreed amongst the companies at their Network Planning Committee. The BBC, too, would
likely slot it into a particular place-a Wednesday
Play, Theatre 625 or Play of the Month-and this
would be agreed with the Controller of BBC -1 or -2.

In each case a time and date, a duration and the

budget would be agreed and the idea handed over
to the producer to bring to the screen.
It is almost certain that the story will have to be
rewritten for television and there would be discussions with the original writer, who might handle this,
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or perhaps another writer who specialises in adapting

for television. Plays may be commissioned from a
basic idea and plot, particularly if the writer has a
good reputation. Little can be done until the writer

roughest surfaces. Sound requirements for such shots
also become more difficult so that a boom might be
needed to follow the action. Radio microphones are
rarely used as the sound can be added afterwards in

check on the progress, discuss ideas and start to line'
up some performers, a director and other members
of his team. When he selects the director, he would
choose one whose personality suited the style of this

achieved by skilful editing. Shooting proceeds until
it is too dark, or until the sequence is complete. It is
rarely cheaper to return to the location the following
day, in spite of heavy overtime rates for artists and

has handed in his script, but the producer can

particular play and the treatment being used. In

consultation with a specialist casting expert the producer and director will check available artists whom

they consider to be suitable and then book them

through the artists' agents. Often it is a compromise

-the leading lady does not know if she will be

available, but the number three choice will definitely
be available on the recording date. Naturally some

artists don't work well with others so these and
many other considerations need to be balanced
before bookings are completed.

With the cost settled and the script prepared the
director can start work. Most writers provide the
director with guidance on the treatment envisaged
but it is the director's responsibility to, instruct and
guide the actors, cameras and all others concerned

with the final screened production. His first task is to
break down the script and determine exactly what is

required. Sequences requiring film are usually the
first to be dealt with, so the designers and film staff
are called in to prepare everything for shooting.

Filming
Filming even the simplest sequence requires a lot
of organisation. Permission has to be obtained from
the owner of the location or, if public property, the
police or local authority. Staff and performers need
transportation to and from the location, as do any
special props and scenery. If costumes are needed,
changing rooms, usually caravans, must be provided,
along with make-up facilities.

Food is usually provided by sandwiches for a

small unit, but larger units would require specialist
location caterers who are able to provide large
numbers of cooked meals using portable equipment.
Lighting if needed varies from batteries of 10kW
lamps and the white reflecting screens to provide a
softer reflected light to a battery -operated hand-held
quartz -iodide light of about 300W. In the former
case special arrangements could be made with the
local electricity board to provide enough power, or
a mobile generator could be used if the board could
not cope with the increased demand for power.

The director usually prepares the points of the

script requiring filming by marking the sort of shot
that he requires. He might well have rehearsed the
performers but if the action is simple he would
rehearse before each shot, allowing the camera team
some extra practice. When all are at the selected
location the equipment is set up for the first shot.
This could be any shot that convenience requires,
since there is no requirement for film to be shot in

any given order. Any other shots from the same

position would be done at the same time before the
camera and sound equipment are moved to the next
position.

When complex shots are required a wide variety

of camera mountings can be used, allowing the
camera freedom of movement, to elevate and depress.

For long -tracking shots special rails might be laid
to allow the mounting to move smoothly over the

a dubbing theatre and exact

lip synchronisation

crew.

Film editing
The film and sound track are sent off to

the

laboratories where the film is developed and printed
and the # in. tape is transfered to magnetic film. If
sufficient time is available the editor uses the clapperboard operated at the beginning or end of each shot
to sync the sound and picture before the prints, now
referred to as rushes, are shown. This is done as soon
as possible, usually the next day. Seeing the results
tells the director and others concerned whether any

retakes are required and if any sets can be struck.
During rushes the director, who may have repeated

a shot several times if he is not exactly satisfied with

the take, notes which shot is the best one, thus
allowing the editor to prepare a rough cut of the
sequences.

When shooting is completed the director and his
P.A. retire to their editing room where the film
editor cuts exactly where required. At the same time

he might use two or even three separate sound
tracks-one for special effects, one (or more) for

dialogue and one for music. The exact position of
each is adjusted relative to the other, the cuts may be
timed to the music and the effects are exactly synchronised to the action. When all is ready the editor
hands over the cut film and sound tracks to a dubbing
editor who mixes them at their correct respective
levels.

The combined sound track and the cut rushes are
then sent to the laboratories or a specialist editor,
along with the negatives. Using the cut film as a
guide the negative is cut in exactly the same places
before being printed to give the final print. Sound
may also be added in the form of the optical track,

but separate magnetic film is usually preferred.
Optical effects such as mixes and fades, frozen

frames and wipes are added at the laboratories and

the final result is printed to give the show print.
Often two prints are made, one for rehearsals, one
for transmission only. Each film sequence is then
spliced in the required order into one or two reels,
depending on the number of telecine machines to be
used for the studio recording.

Set design
All other activities do not cease during filming.
Consultation between the designer, technical staff
and the production staff proceeds. Scenic designers
design the sets and supervise their construction and
painting. It is their job to capture the atmosphere of
the play and translate specific details in terms of
rooms, windows, doors and furniture, as well as
selecting most of the props and bric-a-brac. The
scenic designer chooses the decor of the room, the
type of furniture and its layout all to give the
required authenticity. However, he must bear in mind

the director's requirements for placing his cameras
and shooting the action. Costume and make-up
departments all work towards this authenticity and
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atmosphere of the play, but
unlike scenic design there are few
technicalities to worry about.

At a fairly early stage the designer prepares a floor plan, and
occasionally for complex productions a model. The floor plan
shows the position of each set in
the studio as well as the layout.
Furniture, the positions of walls,
doors and other salient features
are marked in their place. The
plan is used by the director, the
operation supervisor (technical
manager with the BBC), the lighting supervisor and the sound
supervisor. It allows them to see

what goes where and plan the
camera moves, the positions of
the lights around the set and the
sound coverage and boom positions.

All

these

points

are

hammered out at the technical
planning meetings.

At work in the gallery-an ATV photo.

Rehearsals
In the meantime the director has brought his cast
together and rehearsed their moves and speeches in
a rehearsal room, often a church hall hired for the
purpose. It is at this stage that the assistant floor
manager becomes invaluable by marking the positions that the sets will occupy in the studio so that
actors moves are realistic. Amendments to scripts
are the A.F.M.'s responsibility as well as being
general dogsbody, coffee carrier and assistant. During
rehearsals the director completes his ideas of what
course shots are needed and will often indicate to
the performers the type of shot that he envisages.
Knowing when they are in close up, when in long
shot, etc. helps many performers as they vary their

timed to coincide exactly with the first frames of
the film, making a clean bridge.

Camera Shots
The shot numbers are called by the P.A. and all
listening to talkback can hear exactly where they
are on the script. The position of each camera is
denoted by the letters and refers to the position
decided by the director and originally marked on
the floor plan. Lens angles are often marked on the
script, but with zoom lenses this is not always done.

All the shots for each camera, along with the

with the director's required shots marked in the
correct position on the script. It would look some-

description of the shot, the positions and lens angles
are typed on to cards to be used by the cameramen.
A complete script would be too bulky to handle on
a camera, as well as being superfluous. Boom
operators, sound balancer, vision mixer and occa-

A Typical Sequence

mediately by camera rehearsal in the studio the script
is often printed overnight.

style to suit. When rehearsals are complete the

production secretary types out the final camera script

thing like Fig. 1.

In this sequence the set of a bus stop sets the

scene. Lighting and sound effects are used to add
authenticity to the atmosphere. This director has
placed his cameras and selected his shots revealing

the tension between performers. The close-up of Jane
would show how she reacts to Barry's words.

Spot sound effects of the car's approach, as well
as light from the headlamps, give the impression of
a car passing without actually showing it passing (a
feat nearly impossible in a studio!). A gramophone
record selected by the gramophone operator from a
library of' sound effects and two spotlights mounted
on a horizontal box which is fixed to a swivel allowing the lights to be panned across the set provide
these effects.

As soon as Camera 3 has finished its shots the

P.A. can "clear it" and allow it to move to

its

position on the next set to be \shown. This becomes
very important when cameras have a limited time to
move. Timing of critical points, e.g. Jane's walk off
the set, is controlled by the director. By arranging
to cue her after telecine is running her exit can be

sionally the lighting supervisor use the script for
guidance. As rehearsals are usually followed im-

Preparing the Sets
Setting up each set and rigging the lights and sets

is a very tedious business so that as soon as the
studio is cleared of one production work is started on

the next. Overnight setting allows the studio to be
in use the following day. Floor painting is often
used to give the appearance of carpets, floorboards,
paths, etc. This demands time and is the first thing
to be done in the studio. When the sets are complete

and in their marked positions the designer checks on
everything, as does the lighting supervisor the positions of the lights. As the crews arrive the cameras

are put on their mountings and cabled up to the

c.c.u.s, whilst the booms and microphones are cabled

up to the sound desk. Camera line-up then commences and the sound crew perform all the checks
on the sound equipment, as well as completing the
rigging. Finally all is ready for the camera rehearsal
to begin.

At this point the production is almost entirely in
the hands of the director. He has envisaged the shots
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that he has indicated on the script. Although each
camera position is marked on the floor plan so that
an approximation to each shot is easily achieved,
this is rarely satisfactory and adjustments are usually
made. Alterations for cameras are made via talkback
direct to the cameraman but the floor manager (who

often uses a miniature radio receiver to receive
v.h.f. transmission of talkback without the incon-

venience of long cables) is the director's contact with
artists, performers, stage hands and other technical
personnel on the studio floor. Besides the aesthetic
considerations of a given shot the director has often
to strike a compromise. Practical considerations

such as scenery being in the way, lack of time to

change shots, boom being in shot, flares from lights,
as well as adjustments for technical reasons-lighting

levels wrong-all need to be considered and,

if

possible, solved as rehearsals proceed.
Rehearsal starts with any convenient point in the
script but it is usually the first part to be recordedeither an insert to be prerecorded or the start of the
play; the telecine and videotape are not usually used
until second or third rehearsals. Since the final
rehearsal is usually called the run-through earlier
rehearsals are

designated walk-through

or even

stagger -through and these terms give an idea of
actual pace. First rehearsals are very slow and each
point is often repeated until all major problems are
cleared.

Much depends on the type of recording used by
the director. Normally a programme is recorded in
either one continuous take or with short breaks in
recording, which are edited out later and allow for
extra movement of artists and cameras, costume
set.

line-up is completed, as well as making quick checks

for videotape and telecine and any outside broadcasts.

About fifteen minutes before transmission or

recording all crew and artists return to the studio.
If much make-up is used the artists go to have any
adjustments or corrections made by the make-up
supervisors before this time. Live programmes go

out at or very near to a given time as cued by
Presentation, but videotape recorders start at the

given time if possible in order that optimum use
can be made of the booked recording time. Naturally

live ITV programmes start at exactly the decided
time so that each network control receives the
programme at the same time.

Final Adjustments
During recording or transmission the director will

often ask for slight adjustments and alterations to
camera shots, as well as directing the moves of actors

by hand signals from the floor manager who also
cues the vital points of each scene.

A well -rehearsed play on the other hand may need
no final direction and a few directors actually view
the action outside the gallery! All the real work is
carried at this point by the P.A. and the vision mixer.
Towards the end of a live production the P.A. may
ask for the timing to be tightened up and the F.M.,

using the appropriate signs-a "wind up"-signals

Recording the Programme

changes and alterations of the

put in the final adjustments to the cameras and the

Sometimes,

particularly in live programmes or those recorded
in a continuous take, a prerecorded insert might be
required and these are rehearsed first and recorded
either the previous day or in the morning, depending
on the studio time available.
However sometimes it is advantageous to use the
discontinuous stop -start recording technique. This is

expensive both in v.t.r. time-a recording machine
must be available all the time-and artists' overtime
can be very expensive. Artists are paid the normal
fee for three times the duration of the programme,
starting at the moment recordings start. So with
discontinuous recordings lasting all day artists are
being paid overtime rates after a couple of hours

or so. In spite of this the director may prefer to

record in this manner as it has the great advantage
of allowing all sequences to be completed and
checked before moving on to the next sequence.
Most programmes however are rehearsed through
the day, starting at about 10.30 a.m. and recording
at around 7 p.m. Naturally the exact sequence and
timing depend on the director, who also has to allow
for meal breaks, coffee breaks and line-up when
working out his schedules. For example, if a continuous recording is being made (or, for that matter,
a live performance) it is customary to arrange a
break just before videotape recording or transmission. This allows artists, crew and others to relax

and often have a meal. Last minute changes to
adjust for time are made at this point, the P.A.
having carefully timed the last rehearsal to get a
pretty good idea of the overall duration of the
programme. During the break the studio engineers

the artists to take the appropriate action and adjust
their pace. P.A.s are also responsible for the cueing
of commercial breaks.

Cueing

Commercials

Cue dots placed at the top right-hand corner of
the picture appear at approximately one minute
before the break. A black "hole" is electronically
switched into the outgoing studio picture and a
pattern used to fill the hole, resulting in a mark

which can be distinguished from all types of picture.
When the dot appears the presentation studio stands
by, as does the telecine operator running the
commercials. At exactly five seconds to go the P.A.

takes the dot away and the telecine operator runs
his machine. Both live and recorded programmes
use this procedure as it is foolproof and each
presentation control room in each area can take the
same cues for their commercials. As a check,
recorded programmes inform their presentation staff

of the timings of the break and live programmes
agree each break with presentation as far as possible
with the nature of the programme.

Programme Editing
When the recording is complete all but the director

and producer can relax. They, however, have to
supervise the editing. Editing is usually time consuming and it can be expensive. Often editing is confined
to removing the blank parts between various
sequences or slotting in a complete scene which was

not satisfactory on the original take. Editing video-

tape demands much care in handling and the cut
has to be right first time since it is not possible to
remake the tape and move the cut to a different

point as one can when editing film.
Copies of the videotape recording may be made in
order to see how a particular edit or series of edits
works before the master tape is cut, using the copy
as a guide. Electronic editing simplifies this procedure
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(SCENE EXTERIOR, NIGHT. BUS
STOP IN COUNTRY LANE)

Fade up
65. 3 Pos. F. 35°
2-S Barry and Jane.

CUE FX.
NIGHT NOISE

(JANE STANDING, BARRY
SITTING ON A LOG BY ROADSIDE,
HEAD IN HANDS)

(4 next)

Jane: What will happen to us, then?
Barry: (SULKILY) I dunno.
Jane:

66. 4

You got us into this, you'd better

get us out now, before we're in real

Pos. L 28°

trouble./

MCU Barry

Barry: (SURPRISED) I got us into
this! (STANDS UP AND TURNS TO
FACE JANE) I suppose that your
incompetence as a driver had nothing

Track in to CU

to do with this; I suppose that my

STAND BY FX

suggestion of telephoning the garage
was a bad idea! /
Don't be ridiculous, woman! It's all

67. 3

Pos. G.

68. 4

STAND BY LIGHTING FX
Pos.H 35°

16°

CU Jane

down to you but your pride won't
let you admit it. Anyhow, the bus
has gone and. .

. .

/

CUE FX, CAR

2-S

Quick!

There's a car. Stand in the

APPROACH

road and wave it down.
(CLEAR 3 TO STUDY SET)

(BARRY GRABS JANE BY
THE SHOULDER)

Q LIGHTING FX.
HEADLIGHTS PASSING.
STAND BY TK 29

Jane: Not likely. I'd rather walk than
be picked up.

(PAUSE)

CAR PASSES
Barry: Well, that's torn it. We'll just

have to walk. Come on-that's if you
want to come with me. / As far as
I am concerned, you can stop here

RUN TK 29

all night.

Q WALK

(BARRY WALKS OUT OF

SHOT. JANE PAUSES, THEN
FOLLOWS HIM) /

TK 29

On TK for 31". S.O.F.

S.O.F.

(3 next)
Key:
CU
MCU
2-S

Close Up.
Medium Close Up.
A shot just wide enough to contain two performers.

Effects.
FX
Sound on Film, i.e. sound effects and speech entirely from telecine.
S.O.F.
Q and Cue A signal from Director via floor manager to artists.
Fig. 1: What a typical final TV camera script looks like.

considerably, as modern equipment can simulate a
cut before it is actually recorded. Electronic editing
however requires two machines and thus more
expense to affect the budget.
Having assembled the programme the production
team forward details of exact duration, the wording
of each title and other relevant details to assist the
presentation staff. All that is left is to sort out the
finances

of the programme, both

internal and

external-payments to artists, reproduction fees on

records used, and many of the extremely costly
extras that go into every television programme. And

finally to get ready for the next play. Since it is
rarely less than three months between starting on
this sort of programme to its final completion the
following weekly programme would be in the final
stages of preparation for the studio, though naturally
with a different production team.

TO BE CONTINUED

1
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INSTALLING

COLOUR

SERVICING

RECEIVERS

LAST month we discussed the general case where
both luminance and colour -difference signals are
present at the c.r.t. but have been distorted somewhere in the signal processing or amplification
circuits. This causes hue distortions on the colour
picture of a type which can immediately be diagnosed

and ascribed to errors of adjustment or faults in the

auxiliary circuits of the decoder to do with PAL
switching. Next we have to consider the case where
a luminance or colour -difference signal component
is actually missing or one gun of the c.r.t. is cut off.
These will cause errors of omission on the picture
as distinct from simple hue distortions.

than impurity or convergence errors) is usually
caused by maladjustment of the grey -scale tracking
controls. Occasionally gross errors occur, and these

immediately lead us to suspect that one or more

GPAARLTHIED

Table 6: Colour errors produced by absence
of colour -difference drive signal.

No

No

R -Y

G -Y

No

Bar
White
Yellow
Cyan
Green

White
Yellow

White
Yellow

Dark lime
green

Deep green

Magenta

Blue

B/Red

Red

Dark

Pale
magenta
Slight
orange
red

Blue
Black

Blue
Black

Blue
Black

Dark

Pale mauve Mid blue

Faulty Y Signal
A faulty Y signal can be dealt with fairly quickly
because it was checked implicitly during our routine
assessment of the monochrome picture. The luminance Y signal should provide a completely normal
monochrome picture, and any spurious colour (other

P.

B -Y

White

Pinky white
Green
Green

B/Red

Black

Certain imported colour bar generators have 75%
saturated bars. The hue distortions listed above
will still apply, however, but at reduced saturation.

guns of the c.r.t. is cut off. Check the d.c. potentials

missing, and then to the input of the G -Y pre-

attention to the cathode feeds from the anode circuit
of the luminance output stage.

immediately whether the G -Y signal is correct or
not from the shape of the waveform. On a moving
picture it will not be so clear and if in doubt put
an a.c. short-circuit on the input to the B -Y pre-

on the electrodes. If no fault is found turn your

amplifier. With a colour -bar signal it will be obvious

Faulty Colour -difference Drives

amplifier. If there is still a useful G -Y output
present then the R -Y circuits are in order up to

We have already dealt in some detail with the need
for careful adjustment of the colour -difference drive
ratios. This usually becomes necessary not because
of a specific fault but because of a previous
maladjustment or component ageing and drift. What
we are discussing now is total failure of one or more
colour -difference drives, or at least a severe loss of

gain in one channel. This leads to the same kind of
errors, but in much greater degree. The resulting
colour distortions are listed in Table 6 (for the usual
BBC colour bars).

On the face of it this leads to a nice clear-cut
diagnosis. If there is a general absence of red, for
example, and the monochrome picture

this point and the fault must lie in the R -Y colour difference output or clamp stages. If on the other
hand no output is seen then the fault must lie
before this stage, i.e. in the R -Y demodulator or
the signal or reference carrier feeds to it.

A very experienced engineer would not need to
make this check at all. He would know from the
appearance of the picture whether the G -Y signal

was correct or not and whether to look down-

stream or upstream from the G -Y matrix take -off.
The snag is that the picture hue differences on
colour bars are rather subtle.

is correct,
then the R -Y drive is missing or seriously deficient.
Unfortunately this does not narrow down the field
as much as one would like because the fault can lie
anywhere between the output of the delay line/matrix
into the R -Y signal channel and the red grid of the
c.r.t. There is plenty in between, as shown in Fig. 25.
It would not take long to connect an oscilloscope

Faulty R, G or B Drive Signals at
the c.r.t.

the R -Y signal reappears. But why not use a more
elegant approach? Connect the scope first to the

R, G and

to each stage in turn to find out at, what point

red grid to confirm that the R -Y signal is indeed

To be strictly logical we should point out that

any R, G, or B drive fault will have been discovered
and diagnosed during the initial check of the monochrome and colour pictures. However, just to empha-

sise the dual nature of the drives to a colour c.r.t.
it is worthwhile discussing matters a little further.
B

drives are obtained

by

adding

Y+(R-Y)=R and similarly for G and B. This
adding can be carried out either between

the
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R -Y
demodulator

R -Y

A

output

Osc
Delay

line

Matrix

+ (R -Y) phase

A

B -V
demodulator

G -Y

output

B -Y

A

output

Clamp
R -Y

Clamp

Clamp

G -Y

B -Y

Osc.
(B -Y) Phase

Fig. 25: If a colour -difference output is faulty check the input to the G -Y preamplifier on a colour -bar test pattern. If
the G -Y input is correct the fault must lie to the right of the broken line above. If the input is not correct the fault must
lie to the left of this fine. This is a simple example of how a systematic approach can save time in fault-finding.

cathodes and grids of the c.r.t. itself or in circuits
before the c.r.t. in which case R, G and B signals

to h.t., and
inaccurate.

some basic diagnostic tests and deductions which
are worth memorising:

cut off is

are fed to the three cathodes. This leads us to
(1)

If the monochrome picture is all right then
the luminance Y signal is correct;

(2)

If the monochrome picture is all right but the

colour picture is faulty there is an error in

meter readings at this point can be

Probably the most common cause of a gun being

a low potential on the first anode
electrode caused by a fault in the d.c. feed via

the grey -scale tracking potentiometers from the
boosted h.t. line.

Tackling the Symptom of
No Colour
How many engineers when faced with " no

the colour -difference drives;
(3) If both monochrome and colour pictures are

colour " have momentarily experienced that sinking

or in the adding network if this is before the
c.r.t. (as in BRC receivers and the latest RBM

In the opinion of the author however, the task

faulty then the cause lies in the c.r.t. itself
models).

Items (1) and (2) have been covered in previous

sections so let us consider item (3). What we are
looking for here is a more or less complete absence

of red, green or blue in the picture.
In the case of external Y+(R-Y) etc. matrixing

as shown in Fig. 21(b) all we have to do is

to

take an oscilloscope and find out why the signals
are not being added together or, if they are, why

they are not reaching the cathodes of the

c.r.t.

feeling, gazing blankly at the decoder jungle and
asking themselves " where do I go from here?"

of colour fault-finding is easier and more interesting
than, for example, tracing a dud ceramic capacitor
hidden away in a coil can in an i.f. strip. Simple

logic and a basic understanding of colour is un-

usually rewarding when faced with decoder problems.

Let us try and spread this good news amongst the
readers of PRACTICAL TELEVISION!

First of all, know your receiver. It is not much
use trying to adopt a systematic approach if you do
not know the system. So make sure that you have

a clear idea of the block diagram of the decoder
you are about to tackle. Most designers of the first

It is possible, of course, that the c.r.t. or its electrode potentials are faulty instead. In the more

generation of commercial colour receivers adopted

shown in Fig. 21(a) the fault can only lie in the

In order to keep it uncluttered a number of details

common case of colour -difference drive working
immediate environment of the c.r.t. if the luminance
and colour -difference drives are correct.

If one gun of the

c.r.t. is cut off

it must be

caused by an incorrect potential on the cathode, grid,

or first anode, or a faulty heater. The d.c. error

must be large enough for the a.c. drive to be unable
to overcome it and this kind of discrepancy is

easily tracked down using a multirange meter to
compare the d.c. voltages on good and bad guns.

In colour -difference drive circuits the drives on the
grids are usually clamped to a reference d.c. potential. This potential is generally applied to the cathodes
of three triode clamps and is easy to overlook. The

clamps are switched or " keyed" on during the
blanking period by a line pulse applied to their
grids and this too must be checked. The anode
circuits commonly have loads of 5-10MC2, returned

the same basic approach and the block diagram

of Fig. 26 is fairly representative of current practice.

have been left out such as the odd filter circuit,
emitter -followers, the saturation control, etc. The

output channels after the two colour -difference
demodulators have also been omitted because these
were shown in Fig. 25.
Under the heading " no colour " we include the
following three basic conditions: (1) No colourthe whole chrominance system (decoder plus output
stages) is cut off; (2) Colour is present but completely
incoherent-i.e. unsynchronised; (3) No colour but
coloured noise is present on the picture.
In all colour fault-finding under the categories

we have just listed the one item which has to be
checked before all else is the presence or absence
of burst and the signals and bias voltages derived
from it. It is thus the key to several processes of
deduction.
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R-Y
4.43 MHz
Chrominance

demodulator

R-Y
video

input

1st
chroma

10

A

2nd

Delay

chroma

line

A

driver

D

Delay

line

Matrix

B -Y

D

demodulator

Colour

killer

B-Y
video

Line pulses

Burst
gate

ACC

A

Pulse

Ident

JUL

A

Bistable

PAL
switch

90

shaper

Bu st

Flywheel

filter

demodulator

Line

DC
A

Oscillator
crystal
v/c diode

Pulses

4.43 MHz reference carrier

Fig. 26: Simplified block diagram of a typical PAL -D decoder. The numbers refer to the checking points indicated in
Table 7. The following stages are as shown in Fig. 25.

The Importance of the
Burst Signal

affected unless the ident fault puts a load on the a.p.c.

loop and makes its pull -in range too small to be

Any PAL decoder can be split up into two
groups of circuits-signal carrying and auxiliary.
The signal circuits consist of a straight run by the

twin R -Y and B -Y signals through the chrominance
amplifiers, delay line, matrix, and the two colour difference signal demodulators. All the other circuits

are auxiliary and process, or are controlled by, the
burst signal. As can be seen from Fig. 26 the burst
signal is

used to control the following:

(1) the

reference oscillator frequency; (2) the phasing of
the PAL switch; (3) the colour killer; (4) the a.c.c.

circuit-if fitted. These four elements of the burst
network should be continually born in mind, and
it is important to understand clearly how they are
related.

The Burst Gate Amplifier: This circuit amplifies the

burst signal but completely suppresses the rest of
the chrominance signal. Its output should therefore
be pure burst. If the stage is faulty, all four burst controlled circuits will be put out of action.
The Burst Demodulator: The burst train is converted from ten cycles of sinewave at the subcarrier
frequency into a rectangular pulse train whose
polarity is inverted from line to line. If this pulse

train stops the a.p.c. loop and ident input to the

PAL switch will be put out of action and the
colour -killer circuit will cut off the signal channel.

The A.P.C. Loop: If the a.p.c. loop has a local
fault the burst demodulator gets

no

coherent

reference carrier signal and all burst circuits are
affected, together with the R -Y and B -Y demodu-

effective.

The Colour Killer: This circuit should turn on the
chrominance signal channel whenever burst is present, and turn it off when burst is absent. A fault

in the colour killer will either leave the chrominance
circuits permanently off or permanently on. In the
latter case coloured noise and cross -colour (spurious
colour components from the luminance signal) will
be seen on a monochrome picture.

The A.C.C. Circuit: This controls the gain of the
chrominance signal circuits and maintains a constant burst output. It therefore also keeps the satura-

tion of the picture constant provided the signal is
correctly balanced at the transmitter and is not
distorted during propagation. A fault will alter the
saturation of the picture but will not affect other
burst circuits unless the change in chroma gain is
sufficiently great to overload them or to cause the
burst to be too small to be effective.
Having sorted out some of the more important
interactions between individual circuit functions, we
are now armed with sufficient aids to diagnosis to
make fault-finding relatively easy. Easy in principle,
that is to say. The real difficulty lies in finding one's

way amongst the components on a typical printed
decoder board in order to locate a particular point

for testing. A combination of experience, setmaker's

service data and hard work is the only answer to
this one.

Now let us try and establish a systematic fault-

finding procedure.

lators.

Complete Absence of Co/our

The Ident Amplifier: A fault here will cause the
polarity of the PAL switch to be uncontrolled (no

divide the circuits into three broad categories because

7.8kHz ident) and the colour killer will cut off the
signal channel. The other burst circuits will be un-

When thinking about the reasons for a complete
absence of colour from a decoder it is logical to

this helps to make the problem rather more clear.
These are: (1) The signal circuits which carry the
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chrominance signals; (2) The burst circuits which

process the burst signal; and (3) The oscillator circuits, including all circuits and feeds generating or
carrying the reference subcarrier signal.
A failure in any of these groups of circuits will
prevent the chrominance (colour) information being
decoded so that no colour picture will be obtained.

A single fault in any of the circuits in the righthand half of the block diagram Fig. 25 will produce
all kinds of colour distortions but will not by itself

produce a complete absence of colour. This point
is worth noting because it excludes a large area
of the decoder and its output stages on which an
inexperienced operator could waste a great deal of
time. We have already discussed these circuits in
some detail so we must now consider the problems
of signal, burst and oscillator faults.
In order to narrow down the field it is convenient
to have three master testpoints (which need to be
considered in combination) so that we can quickly
isolate the group of circuits that is the basic cause
of any case of no colour. Consider these :
(1) Signal: R -Y and/or B -Y chroma outputs from the

delay line/matrix network (point 5 in Fig. 26).
These feed the two colour -difference demodulators.
Note that the absence of a signal is usually caused
by the colour killer which should be biased on
from an external source.
(2) Burst: The output of the gated burst amplifier
(point 8) feeding the burst demodulator.
(3) Oscillator: The common output (point 11) feeding the burst demodulator, the PAL switch and the
90° phase shift network to the B -Y demodulator.
These three testpoints are largely independent of
other groups of circuits except in the unlikely event
of some peculiar short-circuit loading the channel
being investigated.
Any engineer who prefers to devise his own detailed

system of working may find it useful to check these
three points first and then to organise a plan of
campaign based on the following reasoning.
No Signal: Faulty signal channel, then colour killer

may be on or off. No signal or burst, then colour
killer off. Reference carrier out of lock, then no

demodulated burst and colour killer off.

No Burst: No signal in first chroma amplifier and
colour killer off. Faulty burst channel and colour
killer off.

No Oscillator Output: No demodulated burst and
colour killer off.

These three tests enable you to deduce whether
the fault lies in the signal, burst, a.p.c. loop or

ident/colour-killer groups of circuits. Although this
is useful information, it is clear that there is still quite
a long way to go before a logical deduction can be
made and in most cases it will be necessary to work
backwards from the testpoints down each channel
in turn.

Clues from the /dent Signal
Let us try a different and more systematic approach

which may help us to cut a few corners. What we
need is a single key point in a decoder which is
common to all; easy to measure; easy to locate;

Table 7: Flow sequence checking procedure to isolate
a faulty stage in a decoder for no colour condition.
(Testpoints are indicated in Fig. 26)

(1) Using an oscilloscope check the output of the
ident amplifier

Check shows OK,

(a)

WENT OK

deduce

Check shows fault,
action

(2) Check 2nd chroma amplifier output
Colour killer OK
Check colour -killer bias
Query driver stage
OK
Check 2nd chroma amp.
Faulty

Check colour killer

(3) Check driver stage output
Direct path OK
Check driver stage
Query delay line and matrix
(4) Check delay line output
Delay line OK
Replace line
Query matrix
(5) Check matrix outputs
It follows from items 1-3
Check matrix
that both outputs must be missing
(b) WENT FAULTY
Check shows OK,
deduce

Check shows fault,
deduce possible causes

(6) Check at base of ident amplifier

Ident amplifier faulty
(1) Base -emitter s/c
Other circuits OK
(2) Ident not reaching base
(7) Check burst demodulator output
Coupling to ident
(1) Burst channel
amplifier faulty
(2) Burst demodulator
(3) Reference carrier feed

to burst demodulator
missing or out of sync
(8) Check burst gated amplifier output
(I) Burst demodulator
(1) Burst gate amplifier
faulty
(2) 1st chroma amplifier
(2) Reference carrier feed (3) Burst gating pulse
missing or out of sync (4) A.C.C. bias
(see

11

below)

(9) Check burst gated amplifier input
(1) Burst gated amplifier (1) 1st chroma amplifier
faulty
(2) A.C.C. bias
(2) Burst gating pulse
faulty

(10) Check 1st chroma amplifier output
Coupling to burst (1) Amplifier stage
gated amplifier faulty (2) A.C.C. bias
(11) Check reference oscillator output

Carrier present but out
of sync, check:

No reference carrier
output, check:

(1) D.C. amplifier
(1) Oscillator stage
(2) Varicap diode
(2) Crystal
(3) Burst demodulator
(12) Realign A.P.C. loop

which gives the maximum amount of information,
and which provides the shortest paths to other key
points. The answer is the collector of the ident
amplifier. Why?

The ident output consists of a 7.8kHz sinewave of
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large peak -to -peak amplitude which is easily displayed on any oscilloscope. It tends to be a go/
no-go device: i.e. it is either unmistakably present
or else it is absent. Furthermore it very quickly tells
us whether to investigate the signal channel or the
auxiliary circuits. Let us see what we can deduce:
Assume in order
Investigate
(1)
2nd
chroma
(1) 1st chroma
Ident Present
amplifier and
amplifier
(2) Burst channel
subsequent
signal stages
(3) A.C.C. loop
(4) A.P.C. loop (2) Colour killer
and oscillator

Ident Absent
(or very small)

(1) 2nd chroma (1) 1st chroma
amplifier
amplifier and
subsequent (2) Burst channel

signal stages (3) A.P.C. loop
and oscillator
(2) Colour killer
(biased off) (4) A.C.C. loop

In either case fault-finding becomes comparatively
simple and to the point. Consider the problem where
the ident output is normal. All we need to do is to
take a fairly sensitive oscilloscope with not more
than 10 times attenuation in the probe and start at
the output of the first chroma amplifier. We then
work steadily along towards the output of the delay

line and matrix network until we find the point
where the signal disappears. It may be the second

chroma amplifier stage due to a faulty colour killer
bias but there are several other possibilities.
If however the ident output is absent we have to
turn in the other direction. Again using the oscilloscope, work back towards the burst demodulator
and, if no fault is found in between, check the input

and output. Input present but no output means a

fault in the demodulator or no reference carrier feed
to it: i.e. an a.p.c. loop fault. No input means that

the a.p.c. loop is probably in order but there is a
fault in the undemodulated burst channel or in the

first chroma amplifier.
By using an oscilloscope and taking the precaution
of having the circuit and component layout diagrams

on the bench beside you, this sort of investigation
becomes a matter of routine and quickly isolates the

faulty stage. If your circuit diagram has normal
operating voltages and waveforms marked on it there

should be no undue difficulty in finding the faulty
component as well.

Checking Procedure
In order to keep the general plan of attack as clear
as possible we have passed a bit hurriedly over the
details and perhaps made things seem rather more
easy than they generally turn out to be in practice.

The point to be made here is that this kind of

approach enables you to know what you ought to
be doing at each stage of the fault-finding process

and leaves you free to concentrate on the mechanical
problem of tracing through the actual circuit. It also

tends to remove that slightly helpless feeling that
sweeps over even the best of us from time to time
when we feel a bit bewildered at the sight of an
unfamiliar piece of equipment.

measuring techniques. The basic considerations are
to avoid missing any vital information or carrying
out unnecessary checks which divert your attention
and fog the issue.
The procedure shown in Table 7 is based on the
block diagram in Fig. 26 and to keep it simple all
minor circuits such as coupling networks and the
odd d.c. amplifier or emitter -follower have been
omitted. When tracing through a decoder it is

usually best to ignore them and stick to the key

input/output points where other basic networks
become involved. Then when a paint is found where
the signal reappears or disappears, as the case may
be, it is time to slow down and check the small stuff.

This not only saves time but helps to keep your
eye on the ball.

Single Stage Checks
If a signal is not present on the base of a transistor
always bear in mind that base -emitter short-circuits

are not uncommon and that they will remove a
signal just as surely as a fault in an earlier stage.
The purpose of this checking technique is to isolate
the fault to a particular circuit. Ordinary methods

of fault-finding can then be used to find the dud
component. For general tracing purposes you only
need one piece of equipment-an oscilloscope. It will
not only measure and display all the chroma signals,
the burst carrier, burst pulses, reference subcarrier,
ident, and gating pulses but will also measure the
d.c. bias voltages at the same time. Cultivate the
habit of always using your oscilloscope d.c. coupled
and at least roughly calibrated. (An h.t. or l.t. line
is useful for this.) Then when you look at the wave-

form at the collector of the ident amplifier, for
example, and find no output you will see at the
same time whether the collector voltage is normal,

bottomed (base turned hard on) or up at l.t.
(transistor non -conducting). This extra information
puts you on the right track immediately. In any case
why keep on handling scope probes and meter prods
in turn instead of keening the scope probe comfortably in your hand all the time whilst your mind is
busy on the main issue?

All sorts of odd faults of course crop up from
time to time which produce peculiar circuit interactions and appear to defy all man-made logic. The
logic is merely incomplete, but it is not always easy

to extend it to embrace all possible permutations and
combinations of dry -joints, short-circuits, misconnected leads and so on. However even the most
obstinate of faults will soon give in if the basic plan
of attack is right.
The thing to avoid at all costs and in all circumstances is to go scratching around from one idea to

another like a wet hen! Every check you carry out
must be part of a plan and designed to yield some
specific information. This should be collated with
the information you already have so that you can
come as quickly as possible to a well-founded
deduction that you can then proceed to test by
measuring a voltage,

current, or a component.

Cultivate the habit of jotting down the results of
each check on a scrap of paper or a spare circuit

sequence checking procedure that we have discussed

diagram so that all the information is available at a
glance and is also ready for future use on another

ways to suit different mental approaches and different

TO BE CONTINUED

Table 7 shows in diagrammatic form the flow -

in outline. It can easily be modified in a variety of

job.
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PRACTICAL
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AERIAL DESIGN PART
3
I

I
A.J.WHITTAKER
THIS month we shall discuss television aerials for
the reception of Bands IV and V, the u.h.f. channels.
Aerials for u.h.f. television reception are further
developments of the fundamental Yagi aerial. For
instance the u.h.f. system may contain as many as
16 or more director elements in addition to the

folded dipole and the reflectors which may be

composed of two or more half -wave rods stacked one
above the other and usually wave from the folded
dipole. The spacing of these reflectors and directors
to the main dipole is part of the design of a
particular aerial system, the aims being good forward
gain, acceptance angle, front -to -back ratio,
The aerial system must have a bandwidth sufficient
to cover any of the four channels allocated for each

area. Each channel is 8MHz wide and the four

channels will occupy a bandwidth of 88MHz. The
agreed variation over the band is to be no greater
than 3dB. There should be a front -to -back ratio of
at least 16dB with minimum side -lobe pick-up. As
there are only 44 channels available for national
coverage on u.h.f. the directivity performance of the
u.h.f. aerial system may prove to be the most
important factor in order to maintain selectivity in
view of the fact that the 44 channels will have to

accommodate well over 1,000 stations. Each of these
is to provide four programmes so that each channel
will be used many times.
To reduce co -channel interference the transmitting
stations are geographically spaced taking advantage

of hilly or mountainous terrain to provide as much
isolation as possible. The main burden of the
Reflectors

1

Folded

dipole

0.2A

I

selectivity problem falls heavily on the directivity of
the aerial and its ability to receive signals from.the
desired direction and to exclude those arriving from
all other directions that may be transmitting on the
same channel frequency. Co -channel interference
produces some spectacular displays on colour screens
whereas on monochrome it only produces a patterning
effect on the picture. The u.h.f. aerial must be able

to cope with these exacting conditions and aerial

manufacturers aim to get the optimum performance
from aerials designed for any particular band.
The u.h.f. aerial must remain substantially resis-

tive to the feeder over the channels it is designed
to cover. In practice there may be a departure from
this ideal state and at the ends of its bandwidth

there may be a component of inductance or capactitance which will cause a partial mismatch and an
increase in' the v.s.w.r. (voltage standing wave ratio)

which should not exceed a ratio of 2:1.
UHF YAGI ARRAY

An aerial suitable for use on the Band V channels

44 to 51 may have the dimensions worked out
below. The various lengths of aerial rods are calculated from the formulae for a dipole 468/f=
length in feet where / is in MHz. The aerial is cut

for the mid -band frequency which is 686MHz. Thus
the dipole length is 468/686=approximately 0.68ft.

or 8.2in. This is the folded length, the total length

being 16.4in. end to end. The reflector elements will
be of the same length, while the directors will have

a length of 0.47k. The full wavelength

is 16.4in.

therefore the directors will be 16.4in. X 0.47=7.7in.

Spacings of the directors will be 0.2k which

is

16.4in. X 0.2=3.28in., while the reflector spacing will
be 0.25k and this is 16.4in.x 0.25=4.1in. Figure
1

shows the aerial assembly.
The aerial has 11 director elements, a folded

0.2X

82'

11 directors

H
H

Parasitic
element

Fig. 1: Practical Band IVIV Yagi aerial array.
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Coax
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Fig. 2: Helical aerial for u.h.f. use.

dipole, and two reflectors stacked one above the
other. The reflectors increase the forward gain by

Adding the first director increases this
by a further 3dB. The other 10 directors each conabout 5dB.

tribute about 0.5dB making the total gain in the
order of 13dB. To facilitate a good match to the
feeder a parasitic element is fixed between the dipoles.

The reaction of this together with that of the
reflectors brings the impedance of the dipole down
from about 30052 to 7511. The stacked reflector ele-

ments serve to give a good front -to -back pick-up
ratio.

An unusual form of aerial for u.h.f. reception is
the helical aerial. This system accepts horizontally or

vertically polarised signals equally well, the signal
pick-up being fairly equal in either plane over its
bandwidth. A typical helical aerial may have a
10 -turn helix, a length of 3ft. and gain of 16dB.
Its principle of operation is based on the fact that
Table 1: Television channels and frequencies
Sound
(MHz)

Vision
(MHz)

Channel

41.50
48.25
53.25
58,25
63.25
176.25
181.25
186.25
191.25
196.25
201.25
206.25
211.25

45.00
51.75
56.75
61.75
66.75
179.75
184.75
189.75
194.75
199.75
204.75
209.75
214.75

40

(MHz)

622-630
630-638
3
42
638-646
4
43
646-654
5
44
654-662
6
45
662-670
7
46
670-678
8
47
678-686
9
48
686-694
10
49
694-702
11
50
702-710
12
51
710-718
13
52
718-726
Channel
53
726-734
(MHz)
21
470-478
54
734-742
22
478-486
55
742-750
23
486-494
56
750-758
24
494-502
57
758-766
25
502-510
58
766-774
26
510-518
59
774-782
27
518-526
60
782-790
28
526-534
61
790-798
29
534-542
62
798-806
30
542-550
63
806-814
31
550-558
64
814-822
32
558-566
65
822-830
33
566-574
66
830-838
34
574-582
67
838-846
39
614-622
68
846-854
Band I, channels 1-5; Band III, channels 6-13;
1

2

radiation pattern is approximately circular. The

helix dimensions are not critical and the gain of the

aerial is dependent upon the number of turns in
the helix.. The diameter of the reflector or ground
plane should be A/2, the diameter of the helix A/3
and the pitch P about A/4 (see Fig. 2).
A helical aerial of this type will have a feed
impedance between 100 and 15051. This may be
matched to a 7551 feeder by means of a quarter -

wave transformer.

UHF SET -TOP AERIALS

HELICAL UHF AERIAL

Channel

a wire in the form of a helix with a circumference
=A (wavelength) will radiate as a beam aerial. The

A portable type of aerial suitable for u.h.f.
reception is a development of the bi-square aerial
(G2PU S. Kharbanda). This is related to the stacked
Yagi and skeleton -slot aerials. As shown in Fig.
3 the active element consists of two stacked dipoles
whose ends have been bent round to form a square.
The reflector element is formed in the same manner
and the spacing between the two squares should be
A/8 to A/4. The stubs in the reflector element
allow the sides of the reflector and dipole arrange-

ments to be made .equal in length.
stub -1,

Ref lector
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Band IV, channels 21 - 34; Band V, channels 39-68

Dipole

Stub
Sides

0.241\

Fig. 3: Basic bi-square
u.h.f. aerial.

Fig. 4: Labgear set -top
bi-square aerial.

A development by Labgear of the bi-square aerial

for u.h.f. reception is shown in Fig. 4.

In this

design the active (dipole) and reflector elements are
circular instead of square. The gain is 6.5dB.
For the reception of colour television signals the
signal-to-noise ratio should be as high as possible.
Interference pick-up by the aerial cannot be entirely
eradicated but interference pick-up on the feeder may
be minimised by the use of a balun which electri-

cally balances a single screened coaxial feeder to
the aerial. An elementary form of balun was described in Part 2.
TO BE CONTINUED
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designed with a sound channel as depicted in the
block diagram of Fig. 1(a)-the alternative being
separation of the sound and vision signals at the out-

put of the v.h.f. tuner-while (b) shows a block
diagram of the type of single -standard set that is

TELEVISION
RECEIVER
TESTING

currently on the design engineer's drawing board for
625 -line operation only, for before very long all our
TV programmes will be accommodated in the u.h.f.
channel groups.
In the meantime the dual -standard set will continue to cater for all the programmes, BBC -2 on 625
lines and BBC -1 and ITV -1 on 405 lines. Thus the
current dual -standard set has a sound channel which
is easily switchable between (a) and (b) in Fig. 1.
This is shown in Fig. 2.

VVHF

aerial
To Video

Purl 1 1 by Gordon I. King

VHF

tuner

less complicated than the vision stages
the sound stages of a TV set can nevertheless give
rise to annoying fault conditions and symptoms
which might or might not affect the vision. In this
article we shall examine these and suggest the best
ways of testing in and around the sound i.f., detector
ALTHOUGH

and audio sections.
The sound channel of any TV set has basically the

same sort of stages as an ordinary radio sets but
some of these are common to both the vision and
sound signals. The front-end tuner, for example,

handles both signals as does the aerial and generally
the first i.f. stage. The transmitter radiates simultaneously the sound and vision signals and these are
separated in frequency depending on which transmission standard is being used: on the 405 -line
standard the separation is 3.5MHz while on 625 lines
it is 6MHz, the sound of the former standard being
amplitude -modulated and the latter frequency modulated. On both standards the vision is amplitude modulated.
The 405 -line single -standard set was generally
VVHF aerial
To Vision only

IF stages

Vision

tuner
Sound take -off

L

Sound

IF

Sound

detector,
Noise

limiter

LS/
Audio
stages

UHF aerial
To Video

UHF

Vision

IF

amplifier

Vision

detector
take -off

Sound
channel

FM Sound

detector

detector

405

stages

625

UHF

tuner

AM

detector
loiSound IFand

-1405
Audio

Intercarrier

stages

channel

625
FM

detector

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the sound sections of a dual standard receiver.

The simplest way of understanding the two sound
systems is by considering Fig. I. At (a) the v.h.f.

tuner produces the sound and vision i.f.s with
3.5MHz between them. On most models the sound
i.f. is at 38.15MHz so that the vision i.f. (carrier)

appears at 34.65MHz. The sound i.f. is taped off in
the first vision i.f. stage, a subsequent trap circuitfrequently a bridged -T filter-removing the sound
signal from the vision channel. The signal is applied
to a sound -only i.f. amplifier stage, the output of this
stage feeding the ordinary a.m. sound detector which
is generally coupled with an interference limiter. The
demodulated signal, now at audio, is coupled to the
audio stages proper and thence to the loudspeaker.
At (b) the arrangement is somewhat different. Here

Ls/

Audio
stages

( b)

Fig. 1: Sound section block diagrams: (a) 405-line only
and (b) 625 -line only using intercarrier sound.

channel, the v.h.f. mixer stage generally acting as an
additional i.f. stage on this system. They thus appear
together at the vision detector and since all detectors
are non-linear devices one carrier is modulated upon

the other giving a difference -frequency output at

ciD-6 MHz

I ntercarrier

IF

the sound and vision i.f.s from the u.h.f. tuner,
generally at 33.5MHz sound and 39.5MHz vision,
are amplified together in the common vision i.f.

(a)

tuner

Vision

UHF aerial

SOUND CIRCUIT TESTS

VHF

Vision

6MHz. This is called the intercarrier frequency since
it represents the frequency difference between the two
i.f. carriers, and upon this signal is carried the sound
information-f.m. remember. The intercarrier signal
is further amplified at 6MHz and then passed to an
f.m. defector the audio output from which is applied
to the audio stages.
It is sometimes wondered why the intercarrier
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technique is used on the 625 -line standard when on

the face of it the basic sound i.f. scheme as at (a)

could just as easily be adopted. It is true that method
(a) could be used but method (b) is far better

because the effect of frequency drift in the local
oscillator of the u.h.f. tuner is avoided. Although
u.h.f. tuners are designed to have minimal frequency
drift there must be some drift and at 700MHz or so
it is bound to be greater than at say 50MHz (Band I)
or 200MHz (Band III). Such drift shifts the carrier in
the sound i.f. passband and the drift possible at
u.h.f. could quickly result in the carrier falling out-

side the passband or at least well down on the
leading or trailing side of the response necessitating

frequent readjustment of the u.h.f. tuning to keep
the sound channel properly in tune. This is not so
important in the vision channel owing to the much

wider passband (though with colour it is virtually as
important to keep the colour subcarrier at its proper
position on the vision response curve. For this reason
colour sets sometimes incorporate a circuit providing
automatic frequency correction).
Clearly since the spacing between the sound and

vision carriers remains constant at 6MHz on the

625 -line standard, slight drift in the tuner oscillator

will neither alter the frequency-this cannot alter
under any conditions, of course-nor affect the

amplitude of the intercarrier sound signal drastically.
It would not be possible to employ a like technique
on the 405 -line standard because here the sound Is
amplitude -modulated. So much then for basic
principles; now let us get down to testing procedures.
Since there are still many millions of 405 -line -only
sets

in service testing in this type of set will be

considered first; then we can get on to dual -standard
sets. There is not much point in dealing specifically
with testing in 625 -line -only models since not only

are such sets not currently available but the tests
detailed for the 625 -line sound section of dual standard models are appropriate for 625 -line -only

sound channels.

Checking Audio Circuits

Let us start with the audio stages themselves. The
speediest test for the audio section as a whole, taking
in the loudspeaker, consists of nothing more complicated than holding the blade of a screwdriver-with
a finger resting on the blade-on the live (to signal)
tag of the volume control. This injects a 50Hz mains

signal-picked up by the human frame-into the

sensitive audio amplifier control grid input,
causing a fairly loud hum from the loudspeaker
very

when the section is working correctly.
Figure 3 shows a typical audio -section circuit. The
vast majority of sets employ here a triode -pentode
valve, the triode acting as the signal amplifier and
the pentode as the output stage. The triode is usually
a high -mu type (mu equals about 70) and grid bias

is often obtained from the very small flow of grid

current in a high -value grid -leak resistor. This is why
there is frequently no cathode resistor associated with

the triode section. Where a high -value (e.g. 10M0)
grid -leak resistor is "used to obtain so-called grid
current bias the resistive element of the volume
control cannot be used as the grid resistor, as in some
other circuits. Thus the volume control in this

arrangement has to be coupled to the grid circuit via
a capacitor, which is a point worth bearing in mind.

A PCL82 or PCL86 is commonly adopted, the
pentode section of which can yield a little over 3

Fig. 3: Audio stages of a typical set of recent design.

watts of audio power (but with a rather high level
of distortion!). Such power is needed when the loud-

speaker is on the small side and not particularly
efficient.

The grid hum test just mentioned would be performed initially on a set all right on vision but dead
on sound. If a fairly loud hum occurs on touching
the live tag (this can be the top or middle one with
the volume control turned well up-see Fig. 3), then
one can be certain that the trouble lies somewhere
before the volume control-in the sound i.f. channel
or detector area.
Lack of grid hum would thus indicate conclusively
a fault somewhere in the audio section of Fig. 3. The
first tests should be those of voltage to the pentode
section, first to the h.t. feed at the top of the speaker
transformer T1, then to the anode of the valve and
finally to the screen grid of the pentode, all shown
by Tests 1 in Fig. 3. The voltmeter should be set to
a full-scale range of about 250V and the voltage at
the valve anode should not be very much less than

that at the top of the primary winding of T1. The
screen grid voltage will be about the same, or possibly a little

lower or higher depending on the

particular circuit. In Fig. 3 the anode runs at 220V
and the screen grid at 225V, measured on an Avo
Model 8 (20,0000/volt).
If these voltages are correct then the conductivity

of the pentode section can be easily checked by

measuring the voltage across the cathode resistor as

shown by Test 2. This is normally in the region
5-15V. If all these tests prove positive, then the
triode section and the coupling to the pentode should
come under scrutiny. Test 3 is the most important to

start with, but a meter of at least 20,0000/volt is

best used for the anode voltage test proper. On such
a meter the reading is typically 90V with about 200V
or so at the h.t.l feed, the difference being dropped
across the anode load resistor, thereby indicating that

the triode is passing anode current. The action of
the triode biasing in the type of circuit shown can
be tested by measuring the anode voltage as at
Test 3 and then shorting the 10Mn grid -leak resistor.
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The anode voltage should normally drop showing
that the anode current has risen due to shorting -out
the grid bias. If the electrode voltages read fairly
normally then the loudspeaker and its coupling to
the transformer T1 should be examined. Higher -than -

normal electrode voltages could mean that the valve
is low emission or defunct, and at that stage it should
be checked by substitution.
The insulation resistance of the 0.047µF coupling

capacitor between the anode of the triode and the

control grid of the pentode can be tested by setting up as for Test 2, noting the voltage reading and then

disconnecting the capacitor either from the triode
anode or pentode grid. If the insulation is poor the
voltage reading will fall when the capacitor is dis-

connected. A good replacement should then be fitted.

A leaky coupler would almost certainly result in

heavier -than -normal distortion and possibly reduced

volume owing to the control grid of the pentode

receiving a positive potential from the triode anode.
Distortion can also be caused by a faulty valve or a
bad electrical (d.c.) leak in the electrolytic capacitor
on the pentode cathode. This would show up though
on Test 2, the voltage being very low or non-existant;
but remember the same conditions would result from
an open -circuit or low emission pentode section.
Low sensitivity of the audio section-giving low
volume, low hum on the grid hum test and the need
for the volume control to be well advanced-can be
caused by a low -emission valve, open -circuit of the
pentode cathode electrolytic being another cause.
Sensitivity testing requires an audio generator delivering a signal at high impedance to the input (at 1kHz),

the secondary of T1 loaded with a

3t1

resistor

(speaker disconnected) and an audio millivoltmeter

connected across this load. The power output in

watts (based on r.m.s. voltage) is given by squaring
the 1kHz voltage measured across the load and then
dividing it by the value of the load in ohms (i.e. by 3).
For example if 3V r.m.s. is measured, squaring
makes 9 and dividing by 3 makes 3 --that is 3 watts.
The real input voltage should be around the 300mV
mark for this power output. If full power cannot be

obtained even with a high input voltage then the
speaker transformer would probably have shorting

turns, Assuming that the valve and associated components are in order. However a check should at this
time be made of the R and C across the primary of
T1 since a short in C could upset the power yield.
These components provide a treble roll -off, reducing
the effect of higher -order harmonics.
Basic IF Tests

If the basic grid hum test shows the audio section
to be fully active yet sound is still missing tests
should be made in the sound i.f. channel and
detector. Again there is a very basic test that can be
tried. This simply consists of injecting signals from
the inner or outer conductor of the TV aerial's coax
to the input of the sound i.f. channel (at the control

grid via an 0.001µF capacitor). With the volume
control turned fully up random signals within the
sound i.f. range are normally heard. There is often a

powerful French or German station and morse
signals! This sort of result proves conclusively that
the sound i.f. channel, sound detector and audio

stages are all fully active thereby pointing to trouble
in the sound take -off from the vision i.f. channel or
tuner.

If the set features two sound i.f. stages (most sets
have only one stage) the coax can be coupled to the
control grid of the second stage. If there is reaction

with the input here but not with the input applied
to the first stage then the first stage is defunct and
normal testing in and around the stage should soon
reveal the faulty parts. It is not proposed in this
article to detail tests of the i.f. stages; these were
considered in various aspects in Parts 3 and 4 of the
series, while a.g.c. systems were looked at in Part 2.

So far the points made regarding the sound i.f.

stages apply in general to 405 -line -only sets but the
audio tests apply equally to 405 -line -only and dual standard models. Normally it is not possible to test

as just described by connecting the coax to the

intercarrier sound channel since the detector at the
end of this is f.m. and any 6MHz signals that might
be picked up would be amplitude -modulated!
Dual -standard Circuits

We shall now direct our attention more towards

dual -standard models. The i.f. stage that responds to
the ordinary sound i.f. on the 405 standard is tuned
also to respond to the 6MHz intercarrier sound signal

on the 625 standard. In other words the one stage

(or section when more than one valve is used) serves
both signals.
Figure 4 shows the complete circuit of a sound i.f.
intercarrier channel with f.m. and a.m. detectors and
a.m. noise limiter. This is really less complicated than
it seems for only one detector system is working at
any one time. The input transformer T1 tunes in
the 405 sound i.f. picked up from the common i.f.
stage in the vision channel while Ll and associated
capacitors tune ins the 6MHz intercarrier signal picked
up from the vision detector or video amplifier (see
Fig. 5, for example). On the 625 standard S1 shorts
out Ti leaving only Ll etc. while on the 405 standard
the 33pF capacitor completes the earthy signal circuit
of TI primary.
T2 is the f.m. ratio detector transformer fed from

the anode of V1 and T3 the a.m. detector transformer. The transformer in circuit which does not
correspond to the frequency of the sound signal
present effectively acts as a short-circuit thereby
rendering switching in this part of the circuit un-

necessary. It is necessary to select the audio output
though and this is accomplished by S2 which feeds
the signal to the audio stages.

Diodes DI and D2 are part of the f.m. ratio

detector; D3 is the a.m. detector and D4 the a.m.
sound limiter. The a.g.c. potential picked up from
across the a.m. detector load resistor is applied to
the control grid of VI via Ti secondary and the grid
resistors and is of course effective on 405 only.
Whilst most sets use the ratio detector for 625 -line

sound detection a few use an EH90 quadrature

detector on this system. On 405 lines this acts as
an a.f. voltage amplifier.

If sound on one standard is normal but missing
or abnormal on the other standard we can be sure
that (1) the audio section is active, (2) the i.f. inter -

carrier valve V I and basic circuit are correct and (3)
the detector system of the correctly working standard

is in order. This leaves as the main suspects the
detector and the tuned circuits (alignment of coils

and transformers) associated with the offending

standard. If the alignment has been tampered with
the best plan is to acquire a service chart or manual
for the set and run through the entire exercise of
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LAWSON BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES
SPECIFICATION: The Lawson range of new television tubes are designed to give superb
performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life. All tubes are the products of
Britain's major C.R.T. manufacturers, and each tube is an exact replacement. Tubes are produced
to the original specifications but incorporate the very latest design improvements such as: High
Brightness Maximum Contrast Silver Activated Screens, Micro -Fine Aluminising, Precision Aligned
Gun Jigging, together with Ultra Hard R.F. High Vacuum Techniques.

IDIRECT REPLACEMENTS FOR MULLARD-MAZDA BRIMAR GEC, ETC,
A47 -I I W (P)
A47 -13W (T)
A47- I 4W
A47 -17W (P)
A47 -18W (P)

A59 -I IW (P)
A59 -12W (P)
A59- I 3W (T)
A59 -14W (T)
A59 -15W
A59 -16W (T)

AW36-80
AW43-80
AW43-88
AW43-89
AW47-90
AW47-9 I
MW43-69
MW43-64
MW43-80

MW53/20
MW53/80
AW-47-97
AW-53-80
AW53-88
AW53-89
AW59-90
AW59-91
C I 7/ I A

C I 7/4A

C17/SA
C17/7A
C 1 7/AA
C 1 7/AF
C 1 7/FM

C17/HM
C17/SM

MW/53-80
T908
T911

LAWSON TUBES
STATION ESTATE, MALVERN
Offices

18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,
MALVERN, WORCS. MALVERN 2100

T914
C19/10A

CMEI901

C19/10AP (T)
C19/AK

C21/IA
C2 1 /7A

C21/AA
C2 1 /AF
C2 1 /KM
C2 1 /SM
C2 1 /TM

C23/7A

C23/I0A
C23/AK
C23/AKT (T)
CMEI402
CME1702
CMEI703
CME 1 705
CME 1 706

2

CMEI902
CMEI903
CMEI905
CMEI906 (T)
CME 1908
CME2 I 01
CME2 1 04
CME230 1

CME2302
CME2303
CME2305 (P)
CM E2306 (T)
CM E2308

CRM173
CRM2 1 2

CRM2I 1
I 7ARP4

2IDKP4

many years has shown us that when a

23SP4
171K
172K
173K

customer requires a new CRT he
means Immediately. We at Lawsons
are geared to give a by -return service.
Tubes are sent fully insured by
passenger train. Goods or British

212K
7205A
7405A
7406A
7502A
7503A
7504A
7601A
7701A
CRMI21
MW31-74

Road Services are not used delivery

taking far too long for customer
satisfaction.

I 7ASP4

I 7AYP4

YEARS'

FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

Complete tube fitting instructions
are supplied with each tube.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Experience of supplying CRTs over

21C2P4

12" Types
14" Types
17" Types
19" Types
21" Types
23" Types
19" Panorama
23" Panorama
19" Twin Panel

23" Twin Panel

L4.10.0
L4.10.0
L5.19.0
L6.19.0
L7.15.0
L9.10.0
L8.10.0 (P)
LI 1.10.0 (P)

L9.I7.6 M
LI2.10.0 M

Carriage & Insurance 10/ -

BRAND NEW LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

ALBA 655, 565, 77/6.
DYNATRON TV30, TV35, 48/6, TV36 70/-.
EKCO T231, T284, TC267, T283, T293, T311, T326, T327, T330 48/6. TM B272 68/6. T344, T344F, T345,
TP347, T348, T348F, TC347, TC349, TC356, T368, T370, TC369, T371, T372, TP373, TC374, T377A,
T380, T380F, T381, T382, TC386, T393, T394, all at 70/-.
FERGUSON 306T, 308T 48/6 each. 406T, 408T, 416, 436, 438, 506, 508, 516, 518, 536, 546, 604, 606, 608,
616, 619, 636, 646, 648, 725, 726, 727, 3600, 3601, 3602, 3604, 3611, 3612, 3614, 3617, 3618, 3619,
3620, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625, 3626, 3627, 3629 65/-.
FERRANTI T1001, T1002, T1002/1, T1004, T1005 48/6. T1023, T1024, T1027, T1027 F, TP1026, T1057,
T1057F, T1058, T1061, T1063, T1063F, T1068, T1068F, T1071, T1072 70/-.
G.E.C. BT302, BT304 62/6. H.M.V. 1865, 186948/6. 1870, 1872, 1874, 1876, 1890, 1892, 1894, 189665/-.
PILOT PT450, 452, 455, 650, PT651, P60A, P61 82/6.
PHILCO 1962, 1967, 1967M, 1019, 1020, 2021 82/6. 1029, 1030, 1035, 1036, 1040, 1050, 1060 82/6.
PYE V200, V400, 200LB, 210, 220, 300F, 300S, 310, 210S, 410 60/-.
Please state part No.
ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772, 1782, 2172, 1771, 2171, 1775, 2175, 1774, 2174, 1773, 2137, 1980c, 1984c, 100c
200c, 2380, 2384, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1980, 1980a, 1780, 2180, 2181, 2183, 2182, 1871, 1783 78/-.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS
BUSH TV53, TV56, T57, TV57, TUG58, M59, TUG59, TV62, TV63 ,TV66, TV67, TUG68, M69, TUG69 27/6.
EMERSON E700, E701, E704, E707, E708, E709, E710, E711, Portgrama 32/6.
FERGUSON 204T, 205T, 206T, 214T, 235T, 236T, 244T, 245T, 246T 30/-.
FERRANTI 14T2, 14TC, 14T3F, 14T4, 14T4F, 14T5, 14T6, 17K3, 17K3F, 17T3, 17T3F, 17K4F, 17K6, 17SK6,
17T4, 17T4F, 17T5, 17T6, J1K6, 21K6V 32/6.
INVICTA T118, T119, T120 40/-.
K.B. PV40, MV100, OF100, PV100, NV40, NF70, OV30, QV10, QV30 32/6 pair.
PETO SCOTT 1416, 1418, 1419, 1422, 1423, 1716, 1719, 1720, 1922, 1723, 1724, 1725 29/6.
PYE V4, V7, VT7, CTM4, TCM7 40/-.
REGENTONE 10-4, 10-6, 1917, 1021 30/-. T176, TT7, 191, 192 32/6.
R.G.D. Deep 17, The 17, 600, 590 32/6.
Guarantee. Post and Package 4/6. C.O.D. 6/-.
All new components inserts are guaranteed for three months from the date of invoice subject to the breakdown
being due to faulty manufacture or materials.

D. & B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD.

80 MERTON HIGH STREET, S.W.19
01-540 3513 01-540 3955
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Fig. 4: Sound al intercarrier stage, detectors and a .m. noise limiter of a modern dual -standard set.

alignment which on dual -standard models is very
critical.

FM Detector Tests

A common complaint is 405 sound all
weak and distorted 625 sound. This points to misalignment and/or unbalance in the intercarrier
circuit. It is very important for the intercarrier
channel to be tuned accurately to 6MHz. A rough
and ready test for intercarrier alignment, assuming
that the set is otherwise working normally, is to
connect a high -resistance voltmeter across the 5µF
electrolytic in the ratio detector circuit as shown by

Test 4 in Fig. 4. When the set is tuned to a 625
programme a voltage reading will be obtained.

The u.h.f. tuning and the balance preset in the
f.m. diode circuit should both be adjusted to give
maximum reading and then Ll and T2 primary
cores (not the secondary) should be very carefully
moved one way and then the other to see whether
the reading can be increased. Peaking to maximum
reading is not always desirable since this tends to
reduce the sound passband and impair the sound
quality and encourage frequency drift effects. However the scheme outlined will reveal whether there
is a drastic amount of detuning of the tuned circuits.
Sometimes it is possible to peak for maximum voltage reading and then detune very slightly each circuit
to flatten the top of the response curve; but the only

satisfactory method of alignment is by instruments
applied in accordance with the service chart or
manual.
A crystal -controlled 6MHz signal generator is

essential for serious work in this connection but it is
possible to get a beat note by lightly coupling -in a
6MHz signal while the set is picking up a 625 -line
transmission, and to assist the balance preset should

be turned to one end of its range to make the f.m.

detector responsive to a.m. signals.
Incorrect balance preset adjustment will also
encourage distortion and this is best set for minimum

a.m. pick-up. Another simple test is to switch on some

electrical appliance such as an electric drill and to
orientate it near to the aerial input until interference
is heard on the 625 -standard sound: the preset should

for an interference null. More

scientific ways of adjusting will however be found in
the Manual!
It is possible for one of the f.m. diodes to be shortcircuit while still getting a ratio detector voltage
reading as in Test 4. However an open -circuit of one

diode or a fault in both of them will grossly affect
the voltage reading.

On models using an EH90 f.m. detector trouble
can arise due to change of value of the associated
screen resistors, leading to distortion on f.m., and of

course due to a fault in the valve itself.

Detector and Noise Limiter
The a.m. detector can be checked on a 405 -standard
programme simply by measuring the a.g.c. voltage
across the load with a high as
voltmeter
resistance
Video to
shown by Test 5. If in
tube

AM

doubt it pays to check the
suspect diode by substitution or to disconnect one

Circuit

:18MHz

end from the circuit and

connect an ohmmeter across
it,

first one way round and

then the other, noting
whether in one direction,
corresponding to forward

current, the resistance value
is at least 100 times less

PrL 200
3.3p
625

405

Fig. 5: How the 6MHz inter is
sound
signal
carrier
developed across a tuned

circuit in the video amplifier
anode circuit.

intercarrier

signal to f ig.4
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than that in the reverse current direction.

Noise suppressor diode D4 is biased -on by the two
series -connected 2.2MS2 resistors from its anode
electrode to the h.t. line. Audio is thus conveyed via

FAULT-FINDING FOCUS
-continued from page 349

S2 from the diode when it is conducting. However
in the event of a large pulse of interference the diode
is momentarily biased -off, since such a pulse from
the detector D3 is negative -going at D4 anode. The

tively shunt the valve's 33052 cathode resistor across

associated with the circuit control the off -state period
and yield the best limiting characteristics.

conduction through it.

time -constant formed by the R and C elements

One common fault with this arrangement lies in

the high -value anode-to-h.t. resistors going very high
in value or even open -circuit. This severely restricts

the conduction of the diode causing very bad audio
distortion and low volume. A leak in the 0.047/AF
capacitor in Fig. 3 would give a similar symptom.
Diode conductivity should thus always be checked
when heavy distortion is present on the 405 -standard
sound and not on the 625 standard, for the limiter is
associated only with the former standard.
I ntercarrier Pick-up

l.t. and chassis.

When the PCL85 is fully warmed up its pentode
cathode voltage reaches approximately 18V thus
reverse biasing the diode and preventing further
THORN 970 CHASSIS

Most

receivers

with

transistorised

i.f.

stages

broadly follow the lines of the examples outlined.
However the Thorn 970 series employs two valves
in the vision i.f. strip with a single transistor i.f.
" link unit " between the integrated transistor tuner
and the main receiver chassis. A.G.C. is applied
only to the " link -unit " i.f. amplifier and the r.f.
amplifier, the two vision i.f. valves operating at full
gain.

Finally a word about the intercarrier signal pickup. In some models the 6MHz signal is developed
across a tuned circuit in the 625 -line vision detector
stage while in others the intercarrier signal passes
through the video amplifier with the video signal and

is developed across a tuned circuit in the video

amplifier anode circuit as shown in Fig. 5. For the
best 625 -standard sound this tuned circuit must be
peaked to 6MHz. The loading caused by the coupling is very small since it is usually performed by a
capacitor of typically 3.3pF.
NEXT MONTH: VIDEO CIRCUIT TESTING

UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE
-continued from page 359

The engineers at present prefer to use 35mm. film
for the exteriors, for cutting into videotaped interiors.

The qualities of both are acceptable separately but
there used to be a startling change of quality on the
changeover. This has now been overcome with
35mm. film though not yet with 16mm. film.
ITA's UHF MIX-UP

There will be a tremendous surge forward when
there are two more PAL 625 -line colour TV services

in operation, but there will have to be a rapid sort
out of the u.h.f. population coverage before then.
This is at present radically different from the v.h.f.
coverage and overlaps. The present preliminary (and

arbitrary) boundaries of the u.h.f. regions may be
fine for the BBC but are not at all satisfactory to

regional ITV stations and their viewers. The effort
to use high masts with omnidirectional aerials may be

acceptable for the BBC, but is in some cases not

equitable for neighbouring ITV stations. ITA should
have learned the lessons of their early years, when
directional transmitter aerials played such an important part in their success. The current thought seems

to blame the Pilkington Committee and Professor
Hoggart for all the mistakes: which just indicates
how powerful hot air can be.

Maximum gain reduction of the

i.f.

amplifier

transistor is preset at 23dB and following usual practice the ultimate effect of rising signal strength at the
vision detector is rising collector current in the controlled transistors plus in this particular model
increased damping of the i.f. collector tuned circuit.
Control is first applied to the i.f. transistor and
subsequently to the r.f. amplifier if signal strength
is sufficient.

sistors

Two switching diodes and two tran-

are employed in the a.g.c.

system, one

transistor as the a.g.c. amplifier and the other as
an

emitter -follower to match the a.g.c. source
impedance to the input impedance of the former.
TRANSISTOR LT SUPPLIES

While pnp transistors operating from a positive
l.t. rail are commonly employed, this is not universally so and in the recent Pye 368 series for instance
npn transistors are employed with a negative l.t.
rail so that the collectors are still returned to chassis
via their respective loads or tuned circuits.
In some models such as the Pye 40F npn types
are again used but with a positive l.t. rail which
results in the various stages looking more like their
valve counterparts, the emitters (cathodes) rising
from the main chassis line and the collectors (anodes)

rising above the transistor symbol to the l.t. supply
rail. This makes it much easier to see what base
polarity is required to achieve the required forward
bias and to follow through the a.g.c. action.
A.G.C. systems in transistorised TV receivers tend
to be complex, including an amplifying stage, one
or more switching diodes and frequently an emitter follower for impedance matching purposes. Manual

contrast control is usually an integral part of the

Faults in both valve and hybrid
versions can be many and varied, so we shall cover
practical servicing aspects in the following instala.g.c. arrangement.

ment while you become familiar with the
operation!
TO BE CONTINUED

basic
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YOUR
PROBLEMS

SOLVED

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their technical

difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply service data or
provide instructions for modifying equipment.
We cannot supply
alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from page 380 must be attached to

all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

There was complete lack of e.h.t. and the line

HMV 1896

There is a persistent hum when on video (not

present on f.m. reception). There is line jump and
poor interlace, also cramped picture at bottom. The
linearity controls will not bring this back to normal.
There is also a faint vertical white line but this is not
apparent on dark scenes.
I have changed the 100-400-16uF capacitor and
substituted the field output valve V13 (PCL82), also
V7 (ECC82) V5(PCL84) V12 (PCL82) in fact nearly

all the valves with little or no results or improvement. I have also replaced C98 in V13 circuit with

no apparent result.

The hum will vary in frequency when the field

hold is turned above or below lock frequency.-

D. W. Harris (Middlesex).
Check the volume control wiring and ensure that
the screening is bonded. Reroute the wires if necessary.

Also check C97 0.01µF linearity capacitor and
check the screening and remove the aerial from the
vicinity of the set if it is near it.

should lead to a check of the rectifier, fuse and
a.c. feed to the rectifier. Low voltage could indicate
a

short leak on the line due for instance to

a

failing electrolytic smoothing capacitor or an electrical leak in a transformer.

PHIL CO 1040

There is a faint raster which can only be seen in a
darkened room, but when the set is switched off the
screen lights up for a fraction of a second with the
scan spot in the centre of the tube.
I have renewed EY86, PL81 and PY81 and can

draw a spark from the anode of each valve. The
line output whistle can be clearly heard.-M. Hector
(Renfrewshire).

Whilst the possibility of a low -emission tube cannot be ignored (and this is probably the cause) you
should check the tube base voltages, particularly at
pin 3 (first anode) as the C39 (025pF) may be leaking to chassis.

KB OV30

FERGUSON 3646

The left-hand side of screen shows upright striations of light and dark bars, more pronounced on
BBC -1. They are visible on BBC -2 and ITV.

whistle could not be obtained.-I. Sullivan
(Middlesex).
This is the sympton of voltage failure. Check
on the h.t. line with a voltmeter. Zero voltage

Also

uprights and horizontal parts of a picture tend to
bow in to the middle.-J. H. Weedon (Essex).
A certain degree of this effect might be normal.
However the bowing in the centre could be caused
by a defective scan assembly or hum in the vision
stages (or field timebase) resulting from a worn
electrolytic capacitor. Low voltage and a low emission line output valve and/or booster diode

could aggravate the symtom. Check that the mains
tapping is set to suit your local supply voltage.

GEC BT2748

The above mentioned television set has given good

service in the past. However after an evening's
viewing, on switching the set on the following day
there was no sound, vision or raster. All the valves
and the tube heaters were alight.

There are four vertical dark lines about Sin. wide
separated by about Sin. on the left side of the picture.

The sound is normal and the picture is good,
not being erased by the lines which appear more as
shadows.-D. Cook (Wiltshire).
There is an 820k0 resistor in series with a 120pF
capacitor from the line output transformer to the
c.r.t. pin 2 circuit. Check these components.

ULTRA V1780
On the above model the test pulse bars are visable

approximately Sin. from the top of the picture.

These pulse bars only appear on BBC -1 and were
not present when I obtained the set.-C. T. Wood
(Northampton).

Try changing the

field timebase valve.

Low

emission or changed characteristics can slow down
the retrace, giving pulse display on the picture as
described.
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PHILIPS 1446U

This set has developed a white line across the
centre of the screen. I can see a narrow picture in
the middle of this line but cannot make it open out.
The sound is quite normal on the two channels and
the brightness is OK.-J. Favermere (Birmingham).
You should check the left -side front ECL80 valves.

If these are in order, check the h.t. on both top

front tags of the field oscillator transformer.
h.t. winding often goes o/c.

The

STELLA ST8721 U
The picture has a vertical bar near the centre of
the screen and there is also half of another picture
present-H. Mather (Lancashire).
Check the line oscillator valve ECL80 and check
the 330kfl resistor to the hold control.
Disconnect the limiter control if the above does
not help matters as this control often changes value.

DECCA DM4/C
Two months ago the field transformer became
unservicable.

KB OV30

The fault takes the form of gradual compression

about 3 inches from the bottom of the picture.
This gradually gets worse.
I have so far replaced the PCL82 with a new valve,
but no difference was noted, and have checked the
cathode capacitor and cathode resistor and the

voltages after reading your article on field faults.
The fault cannot be cured by the linearity control
on the bridge supporting the tube. The only conclusion I can arrive at is that the linearity circuit
is faulty somewhere. I have traced the lead from
the linearity control to a tag strip on which there
are mounted some large wax capacitors.-J. Bush
(Cheshire).

We would advise you to change the 0.4µF
capacitor from the linearity control to the junction
of a 0.111F and a 1.8MR resistor. Also check the
value of this latter resistor.

The manufacturers could only supply
me with a replacement for a 90° tube and my set has
a 70° type.-E. Dickinson (Sheffield).

The difference between the two transformers

is

that the 70° model uses an ECL80 field output valve

and the 90° model uses a PCL82. This makes a
difference in the characteristics of the transformer.
1,11
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responsible for this symptom, and how did the
enthusiast eventually clear the fault? See next month's
PRACTICAL TELEVISION

for the solution and for a

further item in the Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 77

Page 331 (last month)
Because the phase of the V (weighted R -Y) chroma

78

Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on actual
practical faults.

,A set using a Thorn 950 Mk11 chassis developed

a symptom of vertical distortion and lack of
height. This would sometimes appear suddenly,
the picture beforehand being perfectly normal, or it
would gradually occur as the inside temperature of
IN

the set rose.

Of the opinion that the field output valve was

responsible, the enthusiast had the valve tested. This
was proved to be in good order but still not satisfied
a new valve was tried, the symptom still remaining.
Attention was next directed to the linearity correcting
circuits of the field output stage and then to the field

oscillator feed to the boosted h.t. line, but nothing
at all could be found wrong in these areas of the set.

The symptom was still present after a new set

of scan coils and a new field output transformer had
been

substituted.

What causes other than those

directly in the field timebase circuits could have been

signal at the transmitter is alternated line -by-line in
the PAL colour system the V chroma signal in the
set must also be switched in like manner. This is
done either by switching the reference oscillator
signal to the V detector or the V signal itself on
alternate lines. The switching in the receiver must
be synchronised with that at the transmitter. In

the PAL system the phase of the burst signal

is

alternated each line and this provides an identification as to the V phase being transmitted. The signal

derived in the decoder from the alternating burst
signal is called the "ident" signal-short for identification-and this is used to synchronise the V chroma
switching in the decoder.
In the Philips chassis a bistable circuit is used to
control the switching of the V signal on alternate

lines, and this is in turn under the control of a
transistor which supplies the ident correction waveform. In the absence of the ident signal the V signal
switching in the decoder could easily run in anti -

phase and this is just what was happening in Test
Case 77. The technician soon discovered that the
ident transistor was defunct.
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 4/- per line (minimum order 12/-), box number 1/- extra.
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MISCELLANEOUS

EDUCATIONAL

TECHNICAL TRAINING

(continued)

UFO DETECTOR CIRCUITS, data, 10s.
(refundable). Paraphysical Laboratory
(UFO Observatory), Downton, Wilts.

D.I.Y. TELEREPAIRS. Forward your
fault query for an immediate analysis by
our team of experts. Make and Model No.
with full description of fault together with

P.O. or cheque for 10/-, to 48 Armson
Avenue, Kirby Muxloe, Leics.

PERMANENT BINDING -Have your
copies of Practical Television permanently
bound in black book -cloth. Title, volume,
year, gold -foil blocked on spine. Price 35/ including postage. For special materials and
finish -prices on application. Forward
remittance and complete volume to: I. W.
HANSON, 19, Gay Bowers, Fryerns
Estate, Basildon, Essex.

PLYMOUTH COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

" TRAINING FOR
TELEVISION"
full-time Television

home training courses (including practical
equipment) in all branches of Radio, TV,
Electronics, etc., write for 132 -page Handbook -FREE. Please state subject.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEER-

ING TECHNOLOGY (Dept.

172K),

Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

Servicing

Course.

3 -Year full-time Closed Circuit Television
Servicing Course.
Applications are invited from school
leavers for entry to the above Courses.

Further details from The Head of the
Electrical Engineering Department,
Plymouth College of Technology,
Tavistock Road, Plymouth.

modern courses in all branches of electrical

engineering, electronics, radio, TV, auto-

mation, etc., send for 132 -page handbook FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 173K), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School, Coaching for Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Ama-

etc. Free brochure from British National
Radio School, Russell Street, Reading.

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS

WITH ICS
post in Radio, TV and Electronics. Expert tuition for City &
Guilds (Telecoms Techn's Cert.
and Radio Amateurs') R.T.E:13.,
etc.
Many non -exam courses
incl. Closed circuit TV, Numerical

control & Computers. Also self build kit courses -valve and
transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find out

how ICS can help you in your career.

ENGINEERS. A TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE or qualification will bring you

security and much better pay. Elem. and
adv. private postal courses for C. Eng..
A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.S.E. (Mech. & Elec.).
City & Guilds,
A.I.O.B., and
G.C.E. Exams. Diploma courses in all
branches of Engineering-Mech., Elec.,
Auto,

Electronics,

Radio, Computers,

Draughts, Buildings, etc. For full details
write for FREE 132 page guide: BRITISH
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, (Dept. 171K), Aldermaston
Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

AERIALS

ICS, DEPT. 560, INTERTEXT HOUSE,

LONDON, SW 11.

TV AERIALS
Band I. H. Mast Fitting
Band III. 5 Ele Mast Fitting ..

Entrance Examinations will be held in
March and May, 1969.

CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on
"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.
Thousands of passes. For details of

teur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Certificate

Study at home for a progressive

EDUCATIONAL

2 -Year

TV and RADIO, A.M.I.E.R.E., City &
Guilds, R.T.E.B., Certs., etc. on "Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms. Thousands
of passes. For full details of exams and

Band I/111. S/D and 4 -Array

BECOME "Technically Qualified" in your
spare time, guaranteed diploma and exam.
Home -study courses in radio, TV servicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B. City and
Guilds, etc., highly informative 120 -page
Guide -FREE. CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. 858K), 148 Holborn, London, E.C.1

L2

TWAIN DUSTRIES LTD.
BREAKSPEAR ROAD, RUISLIP, Midd

TELEVISION TUBES

Large stocks of television tubes, London's leading wholesale suppliers, all tubes complete with guarantee card. By return despatch.
Terms: Cash with order, s.a.e. all enquiries.
CM E1705 etc.

0
6

Band IV. 10 Ele Array
6
Band IV. 18 Ele Array
L2 18 6
Lashing Kits from 10/-; Poles, Co -ax 10d., Grade
"A" 1/6. Plugs 9d.
P. & P. 7/6.
C.W.O., S.A.E. for list.

SETS Et COMPONENTS

14in. types. AW36/20, AW36/21, AW36/80, MW36/24, C R M141, CR M144, CM E1402 etc
17in. types. MW43/80, AW43/80, CRM173, CME1702, MW43/69, CRM172, AW43/88,

00

LI 12
LI 17
LI 12

£4 17

6

£4 17
£4 19

6
6

AW43/89, CME1703,

19in. types. AW47/90, AW47/91, CME1901, CME1903, CME1902, C19AH
21in. types. AW53/88, AW53/89, CM E21 01, CME2303

MW53/80, AW53/80, MW53/20, CR M211/2

£6 12 0
£8 18 10

23in. types. AW59/90, AW59/91, C M E2301, C M E2303
£6 12 0
23in. Twin Panel. CM E2306, A59 -16W
£13 1 0
23in. Panorama. A59/11W etc.
£12 0 0
19in. Twin Panel. A47 -13W, CME1906 etc
£10 1 0
19in. Panorama. A47/11W etc.
£9 0 0
We stock all types of tubes. Carriage and Packing 12/6d. per British Road Services. Large stocks of valves, transistors, components,
L.O.P.T's. Electrolube, Servisol switch cleaner, Multicore solder. Service Tools.

WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Service Dept. Wholesalers, 4, The Broadway, Hanwell, London, W.7. Tel: 01-567 2971/5400
FREE CATALOGUE -TRADE ONLY. S.A.E. Please.
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SETS Er COMPONENTS (continued)

(continued)

TELEVISION

TUBE

SHOP

LOOK ! Nearly every type in stock now !
NEW TELEVISION TUBES !

!

ALL THE LATEST NEW TUBES

TWO YEAR FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

AT REDUCED PRICES

SEE THE DIFFERENCE A NEW TUBE CAN MAKE TO YOUR VIEWINGLATEST SCREENING TECHNIQUES INCLUDING TINTED SCREENS ON
19" Et 23" TYPES
Large stocks by Cathodeon Et other leading manufacturers so why buy
ordinary rebuilds? Some Colour tubes available!
12" £2 10 0 (not 110°)
14" to 16" (not 1100) £4 15 0
17" £5 15 6
19" 1901 Er 19AH £7 10 0
Other 19" mono tubes-all £6 17 6. Carriage all 12/-. All 21" mono
tubes-£7 15 0, 23" mono tubes £9 10 0. Carriage 15/-.
RIMBALDS, 19" £8 10 0; 23" £11 10 0
Carriage
TWIN PANELS, 19" £9 17 6; 23" £12 10 0
20/ Bulk enquiries welcomed, special terms.

A28-I4W

El 1. 0.0

A47 -II W

E19.19.6
El 1.15.0
E7.12.6
E12.19.6
£14.15.0
£9.10.0
L14.15.0
E10.10.0
£5.12.6

A47 -13W
A47 -14W

A59 -II W
A59 -13W

A59-I5W
A59 -16W

AW2I-II
AW36-20, 21
AW36-80
AW43-80
AW43-88, 43-89
AW47-90, 91
AW53-80
AW53-88, 53-89
AW59-90, 59-91
CI7BM, FM, HM

E5. 7.6
£6. 7.6
£6.12.6
£7.10.0
£8.12.6

E8. 5.0
E8.15.0

E6. 7.6

CI 7LM, PM, SM
C2I HM, SM, TM
CME 1201

£6.12.6
E7.17.6
£12.10.0
E10. 5.0
£6.12.6

CME 1601

CMEI702, 1703
CME1705

£7. 7.0

CMEI901, 1903
CME2101, 2104
CME230I, 2302

E7.10.0

E8. 5.0
E8.15.0
E14.15.0
E5.10.0
£5.10.0

CME2306
CRM93
CRM 124

CRMI41, 2, 3, 4
CRMI71, 2, 3

E5. 2.6
£6. 7.6

CRM211, 212

E8.17.6

MW36-24, 44
MW43-64, 69
MW43-80
MW53-20
MWS3-80

£5. 2.6

f6. 7.6
E6. 7.6
£8.17.6
E8.17.6
£6.12.6
El 1.10.0

7405A
TSD217, 282

All tubes tested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months.
tubes also available
reduced prices.

Re -processed

at

CARRIAGE 10/-, via B.R.S. or 15/- via
passenger train. Add 2/6 for Comprehensive insurance.

Midland Stockists:Amateur Electronics,
518/520 Alum Rock Road,
Birmingham 8
TELEVISION

TUBE

SHOP

48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON, S.W.1 I.
BAT 6859

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS

PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(Suppliers to H.M. Govt. etc.)

6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Closed Thurs Et Sat afternoons TEL. 449/1934 Et 7873 (Robophone)
150 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, Resistors,

Silvered

Mica,

Ceramic,

etc.

Carbon, Hystab, Vitreous 1-20 watt, 12/6.
Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL, 33
Drayton Green Road, West Ealing,
London, W.13.

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Monitor
Circuits, S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 35 Hensley
Point, Hackney, London, E.9.

BARGAIN PARCELS

10-13/, 20-24/-, 103-E5 FROM
BOB'S BARGAINS.

10 assorted your
choice 14/6. 100 assorted 0-10-0. PC F80

PCC84 PL81 PL36 PY8I PCL82 PCL83
EF85 U191 U301 30F5 30PI2 PY33
PY32 PY82 EB91 ECL80 ECC82 EBF80
EBF89 6BW7. The following valves only
at 12/6 per doz. EF80 EY86. All valves
tested. 3 BY100 type rec. with surge res.
9/- p. & p. 6d. New 25k ohm w.w. controls

2/- p. & p. 6d. EKCO U25 type plastic
I.o.p.t. housings 12/6 p. & p. 2/-.
Mail Order Only. 2 St. James St.,
Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancs.

THE FOLLOWING LIST:ECC82, ECL80, EBF89, EF80, EF85,
EF91, EB91, EY86, PCC84, PCF80,
PCL82, PCL83, PL36, PL81, PL82,
PL83, PY33,
PY81, PY82
6-30L2,

30FL1, 30F5, 10F1.

S. ASHWORTH
9 MANDEVILLE TERRACE,

HAWKSHAW, VIA BURY, LANCS.

NEW BVA VALVES!

Huge range by return postal service well known to the trade.
Brief list of television types herewith, full list s.a.e.
DY86/7
EB91

ECC82
ECL80
EF80
EF85

8/5/8/6
8/8/8/3

EF183/4 11/3
EH90
10/3
EY51
7/6
EY86/7 7/9
PC86/8 10/3
PC97
8/3
PC900 10/3
PCC84
9/3
PCC89 12/3

PCF80
PCF86
PCF801 /2
PCF805
PCF808
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PCL86

PL36/8
PL81

PL83
PL84
PL500

10/3
12/3
12/3
13/13/6
10/3
12/3
10/3
10/6
10/3
12/9
10/3
10/3
8/3
16/6

17/8/3
PY82
7/PY800/1 8/3
R19
13/U25
15/1.26
15/U37
15/U191
14/6
U193
8/3
U251
17/3
U301
17/U801
24/6/30L2 15/6
6AT6
9/9
PL504
PY81

13/9
30PL13
18/6
30PL14
18/6
28/15/6
etc., etc.
20L1
19/6 SPECIAL BARGAINS
20P4
20/(mostly imported)
30C15
13/9
ECC82
5/30C17
5/15/9
E F80
30F5
16/6
EY86
7/30 FL1
12/9
PCC84
6/6
15/3
PCC89
30L15
9/6
30L17
14/6
PCF80
6/6
30P12
15/6
PCL82
6/9
30PL1
12/9
PY81
5/9
30P4MR 20/PY800
7/6
30P19
12/9
PY801
6/3
6BW7
6CD6G
6F23

POST FREE OVER £3-LATEST ENCAPSULATED BY 100 & 33 ohm res, 4/-I
SEE SEPARATE

TUBE LIST etc.

PHILIP H. BEARMAN

Tel. 449/1934 & 7873
(Robophone)

(Suppliers to HM Govt. etc.)

6 Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts.

CALLERS
WELCOME

Closed Thursday &
Saturday afternoons
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SETS Et COMPONENTS

FOR SALE

(continued)

(continued)

(continued)

NORTHERN VALVE
DISTRIBUTORS

BY 100 TYPE 6 for 10/.

BROADCASTING. Television Equipment.
Secondhand. Very reasonable prices. Tele-

SUPER SILICON

phone Harlequin Equipment at 01-948 0847

(M. E. BUCKLEY)

38 Dragon Road, Harrogate, Yorks.
PCL83-3/6; 3-9/PL81-3/6; 3-9/PY81-3/-; 3-7/6
PCF80 2/6; 3-6/6
PCC84 3/-; 3-7/6
ECC82 3/6; 3-9/PCL82-3/6; 3-9/-

PY33-4/-; 3-10/PL36-4/6; 3-12/PY800-3/-; 3-8/PY32-4/-; 3-10/6
ECL80-2/6; 3-6/6
EF80-1/6;
EY86-3/6;

3-3/6
3-9/-

RECTIFIERS

TV etc., 1200 PIV, 800 MA 5/- or complete
with instructions, resistor, condenser 6/6,
400 PIV. HW 6 amp 6/-, 200 PIV.HW 6 amp

6/-, CONTACT COOLED, 14RA1282/
FC101 7/6, 18RD2281/FCI24FW 13/-, ECI
12/6, EC2 12/6, 30v. 250mA FW 7/6, 250v.

100mA FW Grundig

FIN TYPES.

12/6,

7/6

FCI 16

Equivs. for RM4 7/6, 14A97 13/6, 14A86 7/6,

I4A100 10/6, RM3 3/-. CHARGER RECT.

FW 12 volt IA 5/-, 2A 7/-, 4 amp 10/6.
CHARGER TRANSFORMER 4 amp
12/6/2 volt 21/6. Plus 3/- P. & P.

LINE O.P. TRANS: All

30/-

each.

Cossor 948, KB Queen, Pete Scott 1920,

3 by 100 Rectifiers 8/ -

Post one to six Valves, 1/-. Over six
post paid.

WILLOW VALE,

RADIOS, BABY ALARMS, INTERCOMS, WALKIE-TALKIES, SINCLAIR
& EAGLE. Under LI P. & P. 6d., LI to L3

THE SERVICE DEPT.
WHOLESALERS,
4 The Broadway, Hanwell,
London, W.7

MAIL ORDER ONLY

01-567 5400/2971

367A KENSINGTON ST., BRADFORD 6, YORKS.

WANTED

VALVE BARGAINS

DAMAGED AVO Meters, Models 7 and 8.
Also damaged Meggers, any quantity, send
for packing instructions. HUGGETTS Ltd.
2/4 Pawsons Road, West Croydon.

MULTIMETERS from 32/-.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection
and bargain offers in CHEAP METERS,

I/6d. C.O.D. 3/6d. extra.

BAKER & BAINES
for Television and F.M. Aerials
Examples of prices: F.M. dipole 21/-,

H 38/-, BBC dipole 30/-, X 38/-,
H 42/-, 3 ele 89/-, ITA 3 ale 26/-,

5 ele 34/-, 8 ele 47/6, 11 ele 57/6,
combined BBC/ITA 1 +5 45/-, H +5

DURHAM SUPPLIES

69/-, X +5 75/-, BBC2 8 ele 29/-,

ANY 5-9/-, 10-14/, 100-£5 10s.

14 ele 37/-, 18 ele 54/-, 22 ele 63/-.

FROM THE LIST BELOW
ECC82, ECC83, ECL80, EF80, EBF89,

All types generally available including
accessories -prices include mounting
clamps and postage.

11 DALE CRESCENT,
NEW TUPTON, CHESTERFIELD.

R & R RADIO

EF91,

EB91,

EF85,

EF184,

EF183,

EY86, PCC84, PCF80, PCL82, PCL83,
PCL84, PL36,
PL81,
PL82,
PL83,
PY32, PY33, PY81, PY82, PY800,
30PL14, U26, U191, 6-30L2, 30FL1,
30P4, 30P12, 3OPL1, 30F5, 20L1,

10F1, 20D1.

51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

P. & P. 1 /-.

Rossendale, Lancs
Tel.: Rossendale 3152

MANY OTHER TYPES OF TV VALVES
IN STOCK.

VALVES BOXED, TESTED &
GUARANTEED

3 BY100 TYPE RECTIFIERSI 0/-

4/6

3/-

3/6

3/-

ECC82
ECC83

4/-

ECM 3-

EF80
EF85
EF183
EY86

1//6

3/-

3/6

4/5/-

EL4I
EZ40

4/6

PCC84 3/PCF80 3/PCF82.

3/6

PCL82 4/PCL83 4/PCL84 5/PL36
5/PL81
4/4/6
PL82
4/PL83
PY33
5/-

Free Trade Catalogue
Engineers Et Service Dealers Only

1729, 1730, Murphy V350 and V230,
Philips I446U/45 and 174613/45 with EY51.
1726,

All Valves Boxed and Guaranteed.

EBC41
EBF80
EBF89

TOP TRADE DISCOUNTS FOR
All
COMPONENTS
VALVES
TUBES
TRANSISTORS
L.O.P.T's

34//6
5-

PY82
U191
6F23
30F5

2//6

VELCO ELECTRONICS
82 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, via Bury,
Lancs.

5/4/6
5/-

30L15
30P12

30CI5
50CD6

7/6

TOWER BY LTD
For Line Outputs and Deflector Coils

3/6
PY800 3/6
PY8 I

POST ONE VALVE 9d. TWO TO SIX 6d.
OVER SIX POST PAID.

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS LTD.

We have the Country's largest stock of Manufacturer's Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes, including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,

Decca, Dynatron, Ekco, Ferguson, G.E.C.,
dio, Peto-Scott,
H.M.V., K.B., M
Philips, Regentone, RGD, Sobel!, Ultra,
etc. Also deflector coils output and oscillator
transformers, inc. Alba, Bush, Murphy.
Examples, L.O.P.T. Murphy 310/350/410/540/
659/759, 117/-; Bush TV80 117/-. TV22 & 24,
78/6; Cossor 950 77/6; Ferguson 306/308 79/6;
Philips 1768U L.O.P.T. assembly 122/6; Ultra
1984-200c 101/3.

Dept. P.T., 26 All Saints Road,

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMILTON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill.

WANTED -Popular Brand New ValvesR.H.S., Stamford House, 538 Great Horton
Road, Bradford 7.

NEW VALVES WANTED. Popular TV

and Radio types. Best cash price by return.

DURHAM SUPPLIES, 367A Kensington Street, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

WANTED new valves, television, radiograms, transistors, etc. STAN WILLETTS
37 High Street, West Bromwich, Staffs.
Tel: WES 0186.

WANTED. Allen Line -output 308: or
W.B. 113: H. Youlden, 4 Linsk Side,
Enfield W, Middx.

TV WANTED. Decca 1,000 Projection

model with screen. Working or not. Must

be complete. Will pay for delivery. Box
No. 74.

NEW TELEVISION VALVES
ANY QUANTITY

accepted).
Collections arranged.

Taylor Electronic Supplies Ltd.,
535, Millbrook Road, Southampton
Tel.: Soton 74828

Rewind most L.O.P.T. 90/-.

North Kensington, W.I I
Telephone: 01-229 9071. 9 a.m. till 5 p.m.

SPECIAL OFFER

BEST PRICES

Also slim 17"/19" T.V.S. (non -workers

Ekco improved type for Models T221, 231, 310

SERVICE SHEETS

C.O.D. (3/6) post/packing 6/-; 2 or more
L.O.P.T.s post/packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no lists
available. Same day delivery on most types.

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, T.V., 5,000
models. List 1/6 S.A.E. enquiries. TEL RAY, I I Maudland Bank, Preston.

PRACTICALLY ANY MAKE OR MODEL

TOWER BY LTD

BY 100s, 3/9 each; 3 for 10/, with Free

SUPPLIED OR REWOUND

MAIL ORDER DIVISION OF T.C.S. LTD.

all at 45/-; Ferranti 14T4 series inserts 25/-;
Philco 1019/1021 52/6. Terms: C.W.O. or

TELEVISION LINE
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
EKCO,

FERRANTI,

DYNATRON

Replacement cases 16/- each, please state
model.

S.A.E. for return of post quotation.
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D., please
add 4s. for postage.
C.O.D. orders will be charged 69.
Transformers fully guaranteed.

Tel: 01-674 2185.

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send

1/- for sample and list. J. & A. BOX (98

Surge Resistors, Lesmar, 15 Conholt Road.
Andover, Hants.

70 STREATHAM HILL, LONDON, SW2.

MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, Bradford I.

SHEETS (1925-1969) for
Televisions, Radios, Transistors, Tape
Recorders, Record Players, etc., by return
post, with Free Fault -Finding Guide.
Prices from 1/-. Over 8,000 models
Please send S.A.E. with all
available.
Hamilton Radio, 54
orders/enquiries.
London Road, Bexhill, Sussex.

SERVICE

384

SERVICE SHEETS

NEW VALVES

(continued)

Guaranteed Set Tested

RADIO, TELEVISION over 3,000 models.

JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION, lb
Shepherds Bush Road, London W.6.
SHE 8441.

SERVICE SHEETS with Free

Fault

Finding Chart, 4/6d. S.A.E. Lesmar, 15

Conholt Rd., Andover, Hants. (Mail only.)

C. & A.
SUPPLIERS
SERVICE SHEETS
(T.V., RADIO,
TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS,
TRANSISTORS,
STEREOGRAMS,
RADIOGRAMS)
Only 5/- each, plus S.A.E.
(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, returned
if

service sheets not available.)

71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, N.W.11
We have the largest supplies of
Service Sheets (strictly by return
of post). Please state make and
model number/alternative.
Mail order only.

Learn at home...
First Class Radio
and TV Courses
get

*ctel

iceit

OLD TOWN HALL,

24 HOUR SERVICE
las

co
4/8
2/9
5/9
5/6
4/8

185
1T4
384
3V4
6AQ5
61.18

6/-

30018
30E11
30FL12
3001,14
30P4
30P19
30PL1

00H35

CL33
DAC82

DAF91
DAF96
DF83
DF91
DF96
DK32
01191

01(96

DL35
DL92
DL94
DL96 '
DY86
DY87
EABC80

EB041
EBF80
EBF89
ECC81

50032
50E83
ECC85

8/9
12/6
14/3
10/8
11/6
11/6
18/6
9/9
17/6
6/9
4/3
6/8
7/6
2/9
6/11
6/9
4/9
6/6
4/9
6/9
6/6
6/9

5/6
6/6
6/9

8/6/6/9
8/9
4/8
4/9
6/6

ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80

501.82

ECI83
ECL86
EF39
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
8E183
EF184

EH90
E1.33
51.41

BIM

EY51
EY86
EZ80
EZ81
KT61
KT66

5/6
10/8
5/9
6/8
6/3

8/9
7/8
3/6
4/9

6/-

6/3
4/9
6/9
6/6

6/3/3
10/8
4/6
7/8

6/-

3/9
4/6
8/3
16/9
N78
14/6
PABC80 6/9
PC86
10/3
PC88
10/3
7/9
PC97
PC900
8/6/3
P0084
9/9
PCC89
PCC189 11/6
PCF80
6/3
P F82 6/9
PCF801 6/9
PCF805 8/9
PCF808 10/8
PCL82
6/9

PCL83
PCL84
PC1.85
PCL86

PFL200
PL36
PL81
PL82
PL83
PL84
PL500
P1204
PT32
PY33
PY81
PY82
PY83
PY88
PY800
PY801

8/9

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.

7/-

8/9
9/3

Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

12/-

519

U26
U26
U191
11ABC80

UBE41

UBF89
UCC84
UCC85

UCF80
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UF41
57P89
U1.41
11L84

UY41
UY85

9/8

Indicator Unit Type 88. Sloe 12x9x91n. with outer
case, fitted with 21in. C.E.T. type CVI526, 9 B70
valves, clean condition, but not tented. 82/6, P/p 10/ -

7/-

6/9
8/9
6/3
12/9
18/3

New 121n. Speaker' with built-in Tweeter, 3 ohm or
15 ohm -6 watt max, 28/6. Post paid.

10/10/-

5/5/-

Tube Unit 116A Complete with VCR97 tube Mu metal, screen and EF50 valven good condition but
not tested 22/6, Carriage 10/-.

6!-

Perspex Implosion Sereens. Removed from TV sets
14M. and 17in., 6 for 1.2/-. Poet paid.

6/3

7/8

6/6
6/3
18/9
11/6
18/3
5/9
8/3
6/8
7/9

Speaker output. Transformer removed from TV.
3 ohm. Secondary 6 for 10/-. Poet paid.

Reclaimed TV Tubes with six months' guarantee
17in. types AW43/88, AW43/80, 40/-. MW 43/69 30/141n. types, 17/.. All tubes 12/. carriage.
Speakers removed from TV Sets. All PM and 3 ohms

6/8/10/6
7/-

and 8:51n., 6/6. Post and packing 3/6.
Bin Round, 3/-, P/p 3/-. 6 for 24/-, poet Paid.
6341u. 8/-, P/p 3/.. 6 for 24/- post paid.
7x41n., 5/-, P/p 3/.. 6 for 84/- poet paid.
61n. Round, 3/-, P/p 3/.. 6 for 24/. poet paid.
Slot Speakers, 8x2fin., 5/-, P/p 3/, 6 for 301- Poet

6/9
9/6
6/6
10/8
6/9
6/8
6/8

paid.

24 Way Plug and Socket. Ex unite 1/6, P/p 1/-. 12
for 14/- post paid.
Untested. Pye K.B., R.O.O. Eke° 171n. TV seta.
Bush 171n. TV nets, 80/- each, carriage 18/-. Passenger train, double rate.

9d. extra. On 2 valves or more,
postage 6d. per valve extra. Any parcel insured against
damage in transit 6d. extra.

Postage on 1 vale

Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD

VALVE LIST

Ex. Equipment, 3 months' guarantee
Single Valves Post 7d., over 3 Valves p. & p. paid.
10FI, EB91, EF50, PY82, PZ30, 20P3. All at 10/ per dozen, post paid.
6BW7
ARP12
PCI.83
6/2/6
1/6
81(7
1/9
EB91
pL36
9d.
5/BUS
EF85
6/8/P1,81
4/8V6
EBF80
1/9
3/PY33
510P28
ECM
3/5/-

83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON, N.16

BOON
ECC83

EF50
EF91

Please mention

EY51
EY86
KT86

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
when replying to
ADVERTISEMENTS

PCC84

PCF80
PCL82

3/.
4/1/-

9d.
8/6

6/6/2/2/4/-

PY81
PY82
PZ30
U191
U281
U282
U301

U3'29
U2111

0B6

1/6
1/6

10P13
185BT

5/-

20P1
20P3
30PL1
30P12
30E5

11/-

3OFL1

1/8

8/30L2

5/5/5/6/5/-

2001
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After brief, intensely interesting study undertaken at home in your spare time YOU can secure a recognised qualifi-

cation or extend your knowledge of
Radio and TV. 'Let us show you how.
FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages

of information of the greatest importance to both the amateur and the
man employed in the radio industry.
Chambers College provides first rate
postal courses for Radio Amateurs'

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS
5/- each plus postage
We can supply Trader Service
Please complete order form
for your Service Sheet to
he sent by return. To:

OAKFIELD
ENTERPRISES

courses in Radio/TV Siirvicing, Elec-

LIMITED

gives details of range of certificate
tronics and other branches of engineer-

ing, together with particulars of our

30 Craven Street

remarkable terms of

Strand
London WC2

Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this valuable
publication. It may well prove to be the
turning point in your career.
Over 150,000 successsis

CHAMBERS COLLEGE

Incorp Na'ional !nut of Engineering)
(Dept. 844V) 148 Holborn, London, E.C.I.

Sheets and Manufacturer's

Manuals for

most makes and types of Radios and Television and Tape Recorders

Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert., C.& C.
Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also

Founded 1885

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

Make

Model

1968 List available

at 2/- plus postage

RadiolTV

If list is required

indicate with X

From
Address

s.a.e. with enquiries please.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
(May PT.).

I enclose remittance of
(and a stamped, addressed envelope)

8/6
8/6

3/5/-

6/6

6/51-

8/6

5151 -

" NORTH STAR "
LOOK NORTH FOR QUALITY AND
RELIABILITY
Fully rebuilt television tubes-all types

Two years guarantee
Look North-buy "North Star"
9".12",14", 17"
16", 19"
21"
23"
19" Panorama
23" Panorama
25" Panorama
*19" Twin Panel
'23" Twin Panel

£5. 0.0
£6. 0.0
£7. 2.6

£7.10.0
£9. 0.0
£12. 0.0
£16. 0.0

£10.10.0
£13.10.0

Twin Panel tubes cannot be successfully
rebuilt to our stringent standards-these types
'N B

or

Cash

TELEVISION BARGAINS
Due to Bulk Purchase we oiler Ex Rental 12
channel T.V.s. Well maintained and tested.
Tubes 100% guaranteed. Slimline 17" Peto
Scott 732, Ultra V17/70, Regentone 7en 17,
Cossor 874, Alba T44, F.M. a!I £8.0.0. each.
Semi slim 17"
21" Ultra V21/70 £12.0.0.
Alba T655, Regentone 7en 4 7en 8, Sobel!
T178, T179, Bush TV85, £7.0.0.each.
Many others available, all worth double
Carriage £1
Terms C.W.O.

therefore are brand new
Carriage and Insurance 10/ -

We stock all spares for most pre -1962 T.V.s

TERMS

Send S.A.E. for price list to:

Cheque with order-state tube type
required

Two Years Guarantee

D. WEBB

" NORTH STAR" TUBE SUPPLY Co.,

58 Chanterlands Avenue,
Hull, Yorkshire.

P.O. Box 17, "HIGH RIGG",
CARR BANK, OTLEY, YORKSHIRE

THE KING TELEBOOSTER

Tel: Hull 43281 and 36016

BBC2

KITS AND TELEVISION

SPARES

UHF, 625. Modify your set to BIRS2 1935 to 1963 rnadels covered. Select"nn of
matiutticturers conversion kits and tuners at reduced prices. Lists available.
SPECIAL OFFERS: Leading Brit. maker dual 4(2/1/23 transistel. 6 postn.

push button tuners 25-5-0, 405/625 trausistil. IF panels 12-15-0 incl. circuits
4/6.

THE ORIGINAL VHF DUAL BAND TUNABLE
PRE -AMPLIFIER
Still the best of its kind available. Latest low -noise transistor and

printed circuit. Boosts Band I and II simultaneously without
s,vitching. Two amplifiers in one. Can produce good viewing
out of almost nothing in fringe areas. Ideal for DX work.
Guaranteed gain: Minimum 18dB Band I. 14(1B Band III
Channels: Red spot, Band I, 2 and 3. all Band 3.
Yellow spot, Band I. 3, 4 and 5, all Band 3.
Power: Self-contained 9v PP4 battery, 11mA.
Plastic case 31 x 31 x 2 in. brown. with cork base.
Retail price, £.3.15.6. complete with battery OR self-contained
mains version. retail price 15.17.6.
Specify channels, one Band I. one Band III.

THE KING UHF TELEBOOSTER FOR BBC2
Unique design, employing quarter -wave cavity. resonator for
1000 stability, printed circuit for reliability, with the very latest
third generation low -noise transistor.
Tunable. Covers channels 21-68.
Plastic case 31 x 31 x 2 in. brown, with cork base.

Retail price £4.17.6, complete with battery OR self-contained
mains model, 16.15.0.

..
FERO 305 to 436, 42/6: 50., to 727
PERU, HMV, MARCONI, ULTRA, PRIMO

78/6 Ekeo TP308

38/6

551 -

35/ 35/ -

Ferranti 14T4 to 1775 20/ Ferranti 14T0 to 21K8 35/ KB NF70. 0V30. PV40
PVP20. QVIO, 20. 30 35/7818 KBIRGD Featherlight 50/55/- KB/RGD WV05,627
35/FETO SCOTT 733
35/-

31;1111. a:/00, 4600, 6600, 1100 ranges Jellypot 55/ KB V1'211, Q V20/1, 30/1, ItV10, 20, 30, SV20 95/ KB Li."r5o, 69, 100, MA/40, 50, 60
20/MARCONI, VT157, 159, 160, 161, 163, 164 .. 55/ -

GEC 31:2 to 320, 82/6; later models
..
HMV 1865:9, 1070/6, 42/6, 1890 to 192-4
PYE VT17, (1.117, CTM17, CW17. 17/21
17/8110 to 510, 700 A/D, 11U (AT,21003)..
PAM. INVICTA equiv. LOFTS to above Pye
PETO SCOTT 1119 to 1725 ..

tuerson 790 range
Ferguson 203 to 248

62/6 Fhileo1961.1919to1060 35/ 62B Philips 17TG 100 range 35/35/- Pse VT4 VT7
421
PII1LCO inlnto 1021, 45/-, 1020 to 1060 .. 58;6 FDD D17, 590 to 619 351 SOBELL TP8180, 0024, 34, 270, 370 ranges 85/ - BEG 10-4/10-17, 192 35/ULTRA 1770 to 2384, PILOT PT450 to 630
62/8 1/ltra 1770, 1780 range 35/ SCAN COILS, Frame 0/1', frame/line cis, trans., m..ins dropper, controls, etc.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular models clean servicegiVtli 1. I. D. despatch available.

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LTD.
BRIDGE HOUSE, NEWTON ABBOT, Devon
2457

DECCA I1M1, 2, 17: D3130, D3110 170°1

able reielition, turrets, transformers, itc. ENQUIRIES invited, quotations

Sole manufacturers:

lel.

SOBELL/GEC dual 405/625 IF amp. and n/p chassis Joel. circuit 42/6. ULTRA
10900 to 2384 625 11, amp. chassis and switch incl. ,invite 55/-, p.p. 4/6.
Transistd., incl. circuit, 50/, PT-F./ER-00 valve type 55/-.
UHF TUNERS.
4 position push button valve type 25-10-0, p.p. 4/6.
EKCO/FERRANTI.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sens. gain all stations. PTE/LABBEA R transal.
BBC1/ITA or UHF Battery "plug in", 751, UHF Mains "plug in". 97/6. UHF
Masthead 85/-. Post free.
Used/good condition 80!-.
New 58/6.
PUSH
FIREBALL TUNERS.
BUTTON TUNERS. For Sobell 2S0, ROD 612, 619, REG 17/ I8, 152. Used/good
conditi ii 30 -. TURRET TUNERS. New PYE II ch. (7111 range incremental
hid valves 35,-. CYLDON C 20/-, p.p. 03. Maw others avatiable. Large
selection channel coils.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types r-1 liable, brand new exact replaceents fully guar. A selection which can be ...oiled, p.p. 4/6, C.O.D. 3/6.
PHILIPS 17TO100 range, STELLA 1011/1029/ 70/- LOFT Inserts p.p. 21-.
42/6
EKCO 221 to 331 (1735 types)
..
FERRANTI 1801 to 1011 (U23 types) .... 42/8 Alba 655, 656
35 45/ EKCO/FERRANTI (1.120 tYPes) 70/90°
55/6 Bush TV32, 36, 43
EKCO 242 to 377, FERRANTI 1021 to 1055 70/- Bush TV53 to 69
30/EKCO 380 to 394, FERRANTI 1057 to 1068
Cnssor 945 to 950
35/-

Send for literati',

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
Callers:

589b HIGH ROAD (nr. Granville Road),
WI, 011, 011.445

N.

Fiuchley,

N.12.

V

VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FREEENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of Engineering Opportunitie." ?

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is now available --without chargeto all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR-

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU
* HOW to get a better paid, more interesting
job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid promotion.
* HOW to put some letters after your Ilan.,

TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every

and become a key man

person engaged in any branch of the Engineering
industry, irrespective of age, experience or train-

.

.

//

quickly and

easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free Advisory and
Appointment Dept.

ing.

* HOW

you can take advantage
chances you are now missing.

On 'SATISFACTION or
REFUND of FEE' terms

or experience. YOU can succeed

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?
Television Eng.-Tele-

Radio-Radio ServicingTelecommunicationsSound Recording-Auto.

ELECTRONIC ENG.

Radio Amateurs' Exam.

Advanced Electronic Eng.Gen. Electronic Eng.Applied ElectronicsPractical ElectronicsRadar Tech.-Frequencs
Modulation-Transistors.
MECHANICAL ENG.
Advanced Mcchanical.Eng.Gen. Mechanical Eng.Maintenance Eng.-Diesel

INCLUDING
TOOLS

Basic Practical and Theore-

The specialist Electronics Division of

Eng.-Press Tool DeagnSheet .Metal WorkWelding-Eng. ['micro.

Making-InspectionDraughtsmanship-

Metallurgy-

Production Eng.

TeIevldon & Radio Servicing

Practical Electronic'

Electrical Eng.

CIVIL ENG.
Advanced Civil Eng.Municipal Eng.-.Structural
Eng.-Sanitary Eng.Road Eng.-Hydraulics-

NOW offers you

cc

:cal laboratory training

at

home

with

practical equipment.
As/, for details.

Electronics Engineering

Automation

station-Practical RadioELECTRICAL ENG.
Advanced Electrical Eng.Gen. Electrical Eng.Installations-Draughtsmanship-Illuminating
Eng.-RefrigerationElem. Electrical ScienceElectrical Supply-Alining

any

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT
tic Course for beginners iu
T.V.,Radlo, Electronics Etc
A.M.I.E.R.E. City & Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio

RADIO ENG.
Advanced Radio-Gen.

tenance.

vision Servicing and Main-

in

132 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER -GUIDANCE

Building, etc., outlines the openings available and

Advanced Television Eng.--

the

branch of Engineering.

describes our Special Apooint ments Depart ment.

TELEVISION ENG.

of

* HOW, irrespective of your age. education

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses in every branch of Engineering.

Gen.

.

/77/

B.I.E.T.

You are bound to benefit from reading
"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES", and if you are earning less than

£30 a week you should send for your

copy
now-FREE
obligation.

Mining-Water SupplyPetrol Tech.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS

INCLUDING CHEMICAL ENG.. AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT,

INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY, WORKS STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC.

=WI I

and

without

POST COUPON

TO B.I.E.T., 445A ALDERMASTON COURT,
ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE.

Please send me a FREE copy of I. \C,IVEERIAG
OPPORTUNITIES.- I it,,, haerestea iti I,late subject.
exam., or career).

Which qualification would increase your earning power?
(Eng.), A.M.S.E., C.Eng., A.M.I.E.R.E., R.T.E.B., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.M.I., A.M.I.E.D., A.R.I.B.A., A.I.O.B., P.M.G., A.R.I.C.S., M.R.S.H
A.M.I Mon E_ CITY N GUILDS, GEN CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC
B.Sc.

NAME
ADDRESS

British Institute of Engineering Technology
445A ALDERMASTON COURT, ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS FACE

THE 18.1.E.T. IS THE-LEADING'INSTITUTE 0

ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

